




Degree Doctor of Philosophy Da(e 20 November 1968
Title of Thesis
SOILS AND LAND CAPABILITY IN SWAZILAND
Swaziland soils are mapped and defined. Soil-slope combinations are the
basis for establishing Land Classes which relate to irrigability and to the
capability to produce raingrown crops. The pattern of Land Classes suggests
ways of channelling agricultural advances to gain most advantage per unit area
of fields, orchards and forests. Concentration of effort in Intensive Farming
Blocks is advocated.
SUMMARY BY CHAPTERS:
1 - The location, physiography, geology, climate, landforms, hydrology
and vegetation of Swaziland are briefly described. The people of the kingdom,
its economy, produce from its soil, and water consumption by irrigators are
discussed. Sugarcane is the principal irrigated crop, followed in order of
acreage by cotton, rice and citrus. Rainfed agroforestal plantings comprise
maize, pine trees, cotton, sorghum, beans etc. Irrigation, afforestation and
the more intensive dryland cropping are features of the four Cores, the main
zones of economic activity and urbanization. Elsewhere, in the much larger
Periphery, subsistence maize farming and cattle-keeping predominate.
2 - The basic soil classification unit is the series. Agriculturally
significant combinations of 107 soil series into soil sets for mapping pur¬
poses during the National Soil Reconnaissance (NSR) 1963-1967 have proved use¬
ful. The sets are portrayed at 1:125,000 scale. Series are also apportioned
among broad Service P^dologique Interafricain mapping units, the commonest in
terms of area being Raw Mineral Soils 30% then Weakly Developed Soils 26%
then Ferralitic Soils 15°/°' An analytical key to series is succeeded by morph¬
ological descriptions of sets and series, with supporting laboratory data from
the records pertaining to 3,900 soil samples. Comparison is afforded with
series and other narrow soil groupings of seven countries in Eastern and
Southern Africa. There are shorter notes on fertilizer needs, the internal
variability of series and colour aerial photographs as aids in recognizing
soil boundaries.
3 - Agroforestal land capability is defined as the longterm profitability
of an area, without soil abuse. Soil sets and series are accorded ratings for
specified farming systems. The ratings are divided into slope categories to
give Land Classes. Ten Classes relevant to an irrigated rotation of crops are
mapped at 1:125,000. The potential for irrigation and dryland cropping, for
afforestation and for stock-rearing is discussed. The originally theoretical
soil ratings have been monitored from yields of irrigated sugarcane and rain-
fed maize, cotton and pine trees commercially grown since 1957 on nearly 1,800
plots where management was relatively constant, at rather above average
standards. Quantitatively, benefits derivable from farming the better soils
are striking. Revision of ratings is foreseen as more advanced techniques and
new crop varieties are introduced. Yield prediction will thus be further
refined.
k - Trends in the rural economy since the 18th century indicate that the
convergence of farmers on choice tracts of high potential has been an almost
continuous process. The history of land use and lessons learned which have a
bearing upon plans for future agroforestal development are reviewed. Present-
day debates (e.g. on holding size, land tenure) concerning the next era in
farming are summarized. New agroforestal patterns will result from
Use other side if necessary.
recognizing and vigorously promoting Intensive Farming Blocks (IFB) of
good soil on suitable slopes inside existing Cores, round their fringes,
and along linking route\tfays. About 6% of the country (2^0,000 acres)
might fall within IFB, whereof two thirds could be irrigated, one third
intensively cropped but rainfed. These figures are simply guidelines.
Land capability should continue to be a prime consideration on less
intensively farmed and forested land.
SOILS AND LAND CAPABILITY IK SWAZILAND
George Murdoch
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My chief aims in this memoir are to characterize the soils of
Swaziland, both descriptively and cartographically, and to examine
their suitability for crops which are grown, or which it has been
found will grow, with a view to specifying, as nearly as present-day
knowledge and methods allow, the kinds of future agroforestal systems
which can be vindicated as profitable for the kingdom to pursue. The
best localities for more intensive farming and for expansion of less
intensive forms of land use will be suggested.
While I have travelled some distance along these paths, I am
aware that there is a great way still to go, and if some of the alleys
I have taken are shown to be blind this will be no surprise - indeed
the opposite would be astonishing. Wrong turnings may prove to be
nine, but it will not necessarily be true as a corollary that I can
clain full credit for all useful signposting along the road. As the
acknowledgements below testify, a team has participated in soil survey
work here as elsewhere. Constructing the soil and land capability
classifications entitles me to sole authorship of this thesis, but my
earnest desire is that adapting and interpreting those classifications
will be deemed to be their prerogative by the maxinum number of ny
colleagues. Opinions expressed, on development and other topics, do
not necessarily reflect Swaziland Government policy.
The Swaziland Soil Survey began work in 1955 when Dr. EE. Greene,
then British Colonial Office Adviser on Tropical Soils, initiated my
soil mapping of the Lower Usutu Basin (South), where irrigability
was the main land capability assessment. Already 6,000 acres were
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being irrigated in the country by 1955. During the subsequent 13
years this total has increased to 75,000 acres, virtually all of which
have been provided with detailed or semidetailed soil maps.
In 1958-1960 I made first attempts to define agricultural
potential for several important crops, based on recognition of soil
series and of land slope categories. Concurrently agricultural
research, undertaken spasmodically since 1925, was invigorated by
A.C, Venn, then Soil Fertility Officer, and his colleagues.
Prior to October 1963, when I was accepted as a Ph.D. student,
one million acres or less than quarter of Swaziland had been soil-
mapped - 830,000 acres by myself and 80,000 acres by J.P. Andriesse
and 60,000 acres by others. The National Soil Reconnaissance was
then mounted to speed up the accretion of soil knowledge and of soil-
geographical facts with a bearing on agroforestal potentiality.
At reconnaissance and more intensive levels enough of the
remainder of the kingdom had by 1967 been surveyed to permit the com¬
pilation of the accompanying* Is 125,000 maps - another 2,130,000 acres
by me and 220,000 acres by I.C. Baillie. To complete the maps I have
delineated soil boundaries for tho residual 950,000 acres by air
photo interpretation. This stage was finalized in May 1968, On all
previous ground surveys I invariably used aerial photographs as aids
to soil cartography. Swaziland hc.d complete cover flyings in 1947
and again in 1961.
* The Soil Map and the Land Capability Map, each of them in two sheets
about 4 by 3 feet, are being printed and will be delivered when
ready.
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I started, to correlate yields of maize, cotton and sugaroane with
soils on which they are commercially grown in 1964# The results,
presented here along with similar later studies of pine tree growth,
provide checks on theoretical land capability ratings, which are in
any case periodically reviewed and revised, and give quantitative
values enabling predictions of yields in the near (but not the distant)
future to be made.
More attention is devoted to applied than to pure pedology in
this memoir and my researches exemplify the role of a practising
geographer who synthesizes data on distributions of interrelated
spatial phenomena with the express purpose of influencing and assisting
administrators, planners and members of the public participating in
agroeconomic development. Chapter 4 is intended to provoke reactions
from them and to keep meaningful discussions going between all con¬
cerned with the country's material advancement.
THE PROFESSIONAL GEOGRAPHER:
This thesis also illustrates one man's solution of the dilemma,
whether to specialize or be a "general" geographer. I feel that by
specializing (e.g. in soil survey) both the individual and the
community are likely to be more rewarded, provided the essentials of
the broad sweep that is the "geographical approach" are retained at the
same time. Those essentials include always placing one's findings in
their spatial setting and never losing the disciplined curiosity that
is the hallmark of the geographer, with his basic questions for every
situation, as put by Ogilvie (1947) - What is it? Where is it?
Why is it there?
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The fourth dimension is implicit in this questing. It could be
made explicit, to help in recording and evaluating the rapid pace of
development in a country such as Swaziland, whose physical and human
resources augur well for graduation from "have-not" to "have" in the
foreseeable future, by adding two more questions - How is it changing?
How should it change? In order to tackle this last, the pooling of
experience and judgements by citizens and advisers qualified in many
fields is called for. A contribution from a soil geographer will,
I trust, usefully swell the flow of factual comment: it has been
strengthening remarkably, as is implied by the many bibliographical
references of recent years which I am able to quote.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
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and friends.
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printing costs) and from the Swaziland Governnent (the remaining
quarter) is greatly appreciated. The bound theses were not, however,
paid for fron public funds: I an grateful to E. Vass for preparing
then.
At Edinburgh University, the valued critioisns and constant en¬
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presentation.
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every aspect of ny progress and for her cartographic achievements
during the years, until 1967, when she too was on the staff of the
Ministry of Agriculture. The detail and precision of her topocadastral,
agroeconomic and physiographic napping have nade ny task as soil
surveyor the lighter and ny findings the easier to integrate with and






Swaziland soils are mapped and defined. Soil-slope combinations
are the basis for establishing Land Classes which relate to irriga-
bility and to the capability to produce raingrown crops. The pattern
of Land Classes suggests ways of channelling agricultural advances
to gain most advantage per unit area of fields, orchards and forests.
Concentration of effort in Intensive Farming Blocks is advocated.
SUMMARY BY CHAPTERS;
1 - The location, physiography, geology, climate, landforms,
hydrology and vegetation of Swaziland are briefly described. The
people of the kingdom, its economy, produce from its soil, and water
consumption by irrigators are discussed. Sugarcane is the principal
irrigated crop, followed in order of acreage by cotton, rice and
citrus. Rainfed agroforestal plantings comprise maize, pine trees,
cotton, sorghum, beans etc. Irrigation, afforestation and the more
intensive dryland cropping are features of the four Cores, the main
zones of economic activity and urbanization. Elsewhere, in the much
larger Periphery, subsistence maize fanning and cattle-keeping
predominate.
2 - The basic soil classification unit is the series. Agri¬
culturally significant combinations of 107 soil series into 34 soil
sets for mapping purposes during the National Soil Reconnaissance
(NSR) 1963-1967 have proved useful. The sets are portrayed at
1:125,000 scale. Series are also apportioned among broad Service
P&dologique Interafricain mapping units, the commonest in terms of
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area being Raw Mineral Soils 30% then Weakly Developed Soils 2&?° then
Ferralitic Soils 15%• An analytical key to series is. succeeded by
morphological descriptions of sets and series, with supporting
laboratory data from the records pertaining to 3,900 soil Bamples.
Comparison is afforded with series and other narrow soil groupings of
7 countries in Eastern and Southern Africa. There are shorter notes
on fertilizer needs, internal series variability and colour aerial
photographs as aids in recognizing soil boundaries,
3 - Agroforestal land capability is defined as the longterm
profitability of an area, without soil abuse. Soil sets and series
are accorded ratings for specified farming systems. The ratings are
divided into slope categories to give Land Classes. Ten Classes
relevant to an irrigated rotation of crops are mapped at 1:125,000.
The potential for irrigation and dryland cropping, for afforestation
and for stock-rearing is discussed. The originally theoretical soil
ratings have been monitored from yields of irrigated sugarcane and
rainfed maize, cotton and pine trees commercially grown sine© 1957 on
nearly 1,800 plots where management was relatively constant, at rather
above average standards. Quantitatively, benefits derivable from
farming the better soils are striking. Revision of ratings is fore¬
seen as more advanced techniques and new crop varieties are introduced.
Yield prediction will thus be further refined.
4 - Trends in the rural economy since the 18th century indicate
that convergence of farmers on choice tracts of high potential has
been an almost continuous process. The history of land use and lessons
learned which have a bearing upon plans for future agroforestal
development are reviewed. Present-day debates (e.g. on holding size,
land tenure) concerning the next era in farming are summarized. New
15
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agroforestal patterns will result from recognizing and vigorously
promoting Intensive Farming Blocks (iFB) of good soil on suitable
slopes inside existing Cores, round their fringes, and along linking
routeways. About 6/0 of the country (240,000 acres) might fall
within IFB, whereof two-thirds could be irrigated, one third intensively
cropped but rainfed. These figures are simply guidelines. Land
capability should continue to be a prime consideration on less




Review of the Country and of Product:on
from its Soil
LOCATION;
Swaziland occupies about 6,700 square miles between the 25th and
28th parallels of latitude in Southeast Africa (see Map l). The
country measures 120 by 90 miles and is one of the tiniest political
units on the African mainland,, Gambia (4,000 square miles) and
Ifni (800 square miles) are smaller. Some other areas for
comparison, all in square miles, are Kuwait 5,900; Yorkshire 6,100;
Wales 7,700; Salvador 8,000; Massachusetts 8,200o
Swaziland lies 30 to 140 miles inland from the Indian Ocean
littoral on Delagoa Bay and so, though technically landlocked, is
open to maritime influences which have particularly affected the
climate, the history of settlement and the export economy.
The countryfalls within the triangle whose apices are the great
Southeast African urban agglomerations of the Southern Transvaal, the
Natal Coast and Lourenco Earqueso The latter is the nearest large
city, some 90 air miles northeast of Manzini in central Swaziland.
Johannesburg lies 210 miles west from Manzini and Durban 240 miles
south. The motif of the "Metropolitan Triangle" reappears in many
aspects of Swaziland's economy and is the main nonpolitical external
factor influencing her rate of and kind of development.
Neighbouring countries dwarf Swaziland, Mozambique to the north¬
east being 45 times as large and the Republic of South Africa on all
other sides more than 70 times as large. Small size, position
between large cities and lack of coastline are, however, attributes
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shared with Lesotho (11,700 square miles), the third nearest country,
which is 200 air miles southwest at its closest. Northwards Rhodesia
approaches to within 240 miles.
Localities inside Swaziland will he identified, when first
mentioned, ty a bracketed letter-number combination, such as
Sebulembu (l>3), which refers to the grid along the margins of the
accompanying 1:125,000 Soil and Land Capability Maps: see page 502.
PHYSIOGRAPHY:
The country's altitude ranges from 6,120 feet at the summit of
Sebulembu (D3) in the northwest to only 80 feet above sea level on
the banks of the TJsutu River at Abercorn (SO). Pour regions are
clearly distinguished by elevation and relief, as is demonstrated in
the topographic cross-section of Figure 1: see also Map 2.
The Highveld, the westernmost region, is above 2,700 feet except
in a few valley bottoms and mostly 4,000 feet or more. Eastwards
successive north-south trending belts comprise the Middleveld at
3,500 to 1,100 feet, with mean height around 2,000 feet, the Lowveld
at 1,900 to less than 300 feet (only isolated hills rise above 1,200
feet) and the Lubonbo Range with summits of 1,800 to 2,700 feet:
dipslope ravines east of its crest and the gorges of major rivers are
much lower. The word veld has several neanings in Swaziland, as in
the Republic of South Africa, but in regional names a wide connotation
is implied - terrain or countryside.
The most gentle relief is in the Lowveld, with 3^ as the median
gradient, but even here the land is undulating rather than flat and
the only localities with slopes less than 1% covering more than 2,000


































shod area north and west of Waweni (K8), the Big Bend (S9) area and
the Zibe basin northeast of Golela (Z9).
The Middleveld's median slope ia 12$ and the only large con¬
tiguous areas with grades gentler than 7$ are along the Lowveld nargin
and in the following places:
North - Lomati valley at and around Hhohho (B5)» Insolanbe (A6)
basin and Mayiwane (C6) col:
Centre - Ezulwini (L3) and Untilane (M4) valleys, Malkerns (N3)
low watershed (between the Great and Little Usutus) and
Kandinza (P4) hillfoot to riverain strip:
South — Goedgegun (X4) and environs, a ninor interfluve, along
with Mbukwane (¥3) hillfoot strip and the Cibide (Y4) basin:
also away fron these the Mantanbi (X6) and Tonjeni (U5)
valleys.
Each of the dozen sectors named above covers more than 3»000 acres.
The three zones are evenly spaced north-south and separated by rugged
terrain, including waists where the Middleveld narrows in the vicinity
of Kopoyi (G6) and Ngudzeni (V6), almost allowing Highveld and Lowveld
to neet.
In the very broken Highveld nountainland average gradients exceed
18$ and there are nany declivities of 50$ or steeper. Only a few
plateaux and internontane basins are undulating or rolling. The
Forbes Reef (G3) to Kupela (J2) upland, Ulundi (Kl) basin, niddle
Ngwenpisi valley and Gege (U2) to Bondela (V3) watershed, between the
Ndlozane and Assegai, are the parts of the Highveld with least relief.
All have 4,000 or more acres sloping at 12$ or lower angles.
To give a median gradient for the Lubonbo Range would be mis¬
leading as the topographic features of four cuesta sites, recurring
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throughout the region, are so distinct: the scarp rising precipitously
for at least 1,000 and sonetines 1,600 feet fron the Lowveld, the
dipslope descending gently eastwards, whereon 3% grades are coninon,
the areas of deep dissection "by Tenbi and Nkalishane headstreans along
the Mozambique border, and finally the Ucbeluzi, Usutu and Ingwavuna
gorges.
The general picture is thus of subdued relief in the eastern 4-0$
of the country (except for the Lubonbo) and at three localities within
the Middleveld hills. The steep topography elsewhere is associated
with higher elevations and often a well-defined "step" rising more
than 1,000 feet narks the passage fron a region to the next above it.
The Lowveld and Middleveld can each usefully be split into two
najor subregions, as on Map 2, but discussion of these is best held
over to the section dealing with soil parent materials - see page 31*
Conparative nomenclature deserves connent. Republic of South
Africa usage dispenses with the tern Middleveld both north and south
of Swaziland. Barberton is considered a Lowveld town even though its
altitude is 3,000 feet. In Natal the Tall Grassveld ecological region
of Pentz (l945) is virtually equivalent to Middleveld.
Highveld often refers exclusively in the Transvaal to those vast
elevated plains which inpinge on Swaziland at only a few places along
the western frontier, notably Sandlane (Nl) to Zwartkop (P2). High¬
veld Plateaux and Highveld Berg are sonetines differentiated, the
latter being the mountainous rin of the former, but the entire
continental perineter scarp fron southwest of Lesotho to the Zoutpans-




Middleveld UM-Upperand LM-Lower Middleveld
Lowveld WL = Western and EL= Eastern Lowveld
LR - Lubombo
GENERALIZED CONTOURS
4500 Feet —3000 Feet — -1500 Feet
1 Highveid exclave at Qolweni
2 Lower Middleveld exclaves at (north to south)
Nkambeni, Dumezulu and Mbandebande.
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The following are synonyns for the Swazi Lubonbo. The Urbantu
root is vonbo, sinply meaning ridge; one finds Lebonbo in Pedi and
Sotho, as well as nost English texts, Libonbo in Tonga and Shangane
and Portuguese, Ubonbo in Zulu and Xosa.
The Highveld is Inkangalo to the Swazi and the Lowveld is
Lihlanze. Both terns nay be derived in part frou Urbantu kyanga, to
flourish (of vegetation) or bear fruit, which has becone hlanza in
the Swazi language. The Middleveld, significantly, has no single
vernacular name - see also page 382.
GEOLOGY:
The geological foundation of Swaziland is Basement Complex
igneous and netanorphic rock, which Hunter (l968) has found contains
sone of the oldest outcropping formations in the world, crystallised
nore than 3,000 nillion years ago. In a north-south band extending
through the western two-thirds of the country (Highveld, Middleveld
and the upper edge of the Lowveld) the granite, gneiss and other
Archean shield rock types (see Table 1 and Map 3) have been bared of
formerly overlying younger formations, or here and there perhaps
never covered by then.
In Southeast Africa at the latitude of Swaziland there are no
rocks to the west nore resistant than the Basement Complex, hence the
latter's granite plutons, ribs of quartzite and banded ironstones
make the highest hills without, however, producing a straight, striking
escarpment, for the undernass is so jointed, faulted and folded that
p
no massive, persistent stata emerge as ridgemakers. The jumbled
topography of western Swaziland thus contrasts with both the Natal-
Lesotho Drakensberg and the Transvaal Drakensberg, whose single










































































































































































































































inclined from the horizontal, give rise to shorter, steeper ascents
to Highveld Plateaux.
Successively younger rocks underlie the renai: ing third of Swazi¬
land, dipping to the east at slopes of and 50% in the central
Lowveld, eventually reaching 80ffo in the Lubonbo,, The gap in tine is
enomous - over 2,000 million years - between the last emplacement of
A5 granite and the Carboniferous glaciation, whose deposits are
preserved as Dwyka tillite, but the only extant geological phenomena
with sizeable areas of surface exposure dating from this long interval
are two nylonitic shear zones trending north-south through the Middle-
veld from Mliba (H7) to Puhlapi (14).
Beneath the Lowveld there are approximately equal areas of Ecca
sandstone and shale in the west, and Stomberg basalt in the east.
Both series are interlaced with hundreds of dolerite dykes and, between
the Ecca beds, sills, After the basalt lavas the rhyolite, andesite
and tuff of the Lubonbo were extruded until the end of the Jurassic
period. These acid to intermediate volcanics are the youngest banded
coherent rocks in the country„ Most dolerite intrusions, however, and
the east Swaziland granophyre bodies} postdate the entire Karroo system..
They could not therefore have been feeders of Stomberg age lavas.
Indeed Urie and Hunter (l96j) believe that the Lubonbo ignimbrite
never spread far west of its present location, and that even the basalt
was possibly not continuous with Lesotho flows, though certainly coeval.
Mineral workings are numerous and important. In the Archean
formations there are major deposits of chrysotile asbestos, mined at
Havelock (D3) since 1938, and high grade iron ore, formed by enrichment
of banded ironstone and mined at Kadake (H2) since 1964. Before the
asbestos was worked mineral production consisted of gold, panned since
1879 at many places in what is now Hhohho District, and tin, sluiced
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MAIN LITHOLOGICAL TYPES CHRONOLOGY (see also Table 1)
Amphibolite G8 Granite RNH Phyllite KE Postkarroo+ Karroo ZY Pongola System
Andesite XK Granite (less acid)M Quartzite ULF Karroo System X-T MOZANE SERIES L
Basalt WD Granodiorite J Rhyolite X STORMBERG SERIES X-U NSUZI SERIES K
Coal T Granophyre ZQ Sandstone VT ECCA SERIES T A 2 Igneous
Chert E Grit TE Serpentinite A Mylonite S Swaziland System
Conglomerate LF Ignimbrite X Shale UT A5 Granite R A 1 Gneiss etc
Dolerite Y Ironstone E Talc schist G Usushwane Complex QP
Felsite KD Metaquartzite C Tillite T A 4 Granite N
Gabbro P Mudstone UT Tuff X A 3 Granite M
Gneiss C Mylonite S Varved mudstone T
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since about 1895; both are now almost exhausted® Extraction of
kaolin and associated aluminous materials from the Mahlangatshe Hills
(principal nine at R4-) began in 1956„ Coal is the only commercially
valuable mineral found in the Paleozoic and younger rocks. Seams of
Ecca age include both bitumen types — produced at Mpaka (L8) since
1963, an(i sporadically before that back to 1882 - and anthracite from
Malona (V7) colliery, opened 1958,
In their role as pedogenetic raw materials, the rocks of Swaziland
fall into three broad groups - acid, basic and intermediate (or nixed
acid and basic).
Coarse granite, porphyritio granite and granophyre bosses, Mozane
quartzite, Lower Ecca grit, Molteno quartzite and Lubonbo rhyolite are
the chief examples of acid geological formations, with inert quartz the
predominant mineral,. Soils on them are usually shallow, not in¬
frequently absent. Where a solum has developed it is nearly always
sandy.
By contrast basio and ultra^asi.c rocks, such c j■ Usushvrane gahbro,
Drakenaberg basalt and the dolerites..and"other mafic intrusions of
various ages, on weathering give soils high in clay and often —
especially when derived from basalt - deeper than those with acid
parent material at topographically and climatically analogous sites.
Over the remainder of the country, rocks are either truly "inter¬
mediate" (for example most granodiorite and andesite, some gneiss,
occasional slightly calcareous Upper Ecca sandstone) or more frequently
have veins and lenses set within a matrix of different mineral
composition so intricately and inextricably that when geomorphic and
soil-forming processes are initiated, the whole mass behaves as a
single, though polygenetic, parent material. The commonest admixture
29
is of basic intrusives within a siliceous body — Jamestown amphibolite
streaking acid gneiss, epidiorite occupying joint planes in A3 granite,
dolerite sills that have penetrated Karroo sediments. Y/eathering of
these composite rocks is hastened by their internal heterogeneity and
the deepest soils in Swaziland, including both alluvium and colluviun,
have been fashioned from intermediate parent material. These soils
are mainly of medium texture, with a range from sandy loam to sandy
clay.
Table 2 summarizes the spatial distribution of the three kinds of
parent material. The acreages have been calculated fron the
accompanying 1:125,000 Soil Map or, in ohe case of the rocky and stony
ground which occupies 30$ of the country, estimated from Hunter (l966).
The assignment of soils to parent material groups is again referred to
in Table 27 on pages 240 and 241.
Comparing the three groups, rock outcrops are commonest in places
where parent material is mainly acid (43$ of the total area, as against
17$ and 16$ for intermediate and basic parent material zones res¬
pectively). Residual and colluvial soil is relatively most extensive
where the source is basic rock (80$ of the total area). Alluvium,
particularly along major rivers, usually originates from fragments of
disparate rocks and soil wash, blended as a very nixed parent material.
The regional picture in Table 2 of soil parent materials is not supple¬
mented by corresponding details for rocky areas as the margin of error
in their computation would be great. Moreover differences stand out
plainly enough simply by setting down the percentages of each region
and subregion with soils derived from each parent material group.
The Middleveld and Lowveld aubregions, shown on Map 2, are more




















































































































































































divisible into an Eastern subregion, where the parent material is
overwhelmingly basic, and a rather larger Western subregion with more
varied rocks and soils, slightly more than half the latter being
associated with acid rock. The Middleveld is split less decisively
into a discontinuous Upper subregion with much intermediate parent
material, mapped in two segments, and a Lower subregion which abuts
on Higbveld mountains in the Assegai-Ngwempisi basins and above
Kubuta^T6). The Lower Middleveld has a higher proportion of acid
rocks than any other part of the country.
Some soils can of course be related to more closely defined
log
lithogsaphical units than the three broad groups, and where warranted
such correlations are made on pages 164-201 in the descriptions of
individual soils.
CLIMATE:
Swaziland has a good network of longterm weather recording
stations, including Manzini and Stegi from the 19th century. About
60 rainguages have been in operation for more than 20 years and at
25 places maximum and minimum temperatures have been measured for 10
years or more. Less complete, but on the whole adequate, data are
available for other elements of climate.
The climate is subtropical, with summer rains. Between 75%
and 83% of precipitation (summed mean monthly amounts) comes in the
Octobers-March half-year. The range of mean annual rainfall is from
20 inches at Big Bend (S9) to 90 inches at Nottingham (l>3).
Orographic influences on precipitation are strong and over most of
the country, except parts of the Highveld bordering the Transvaal
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40 Percentage of summers (October to March)
60 receiving less than 25 inches rainfall
80
20% drought risk coincides approximately with 40 inches
mean annual rainfall: 40% with 35 inches : 60% with
30 inches : and 80% with 25 inches rain
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H8UHE 3
Advent of Spring Rains
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annun is steady at one inch every 100 feet altitude, and mean annual
inches = 16 plus one hundredth of the height in feet. The rain which
is not orographic (the basal 16 inches and a fraction of the remainder)
falls in convectional storms, frontal showers or much less frequently
deluges associated with Indian Ocean hurricanes - the two this
century have been in 1925 and 1966.
In the climate histograms of Figure 2 drought hazard is indicated
as well as mean monthly rainfall and temperature. The 4:1 confidence
limits, as used by Manning (1956), reveal that for a given month one
year in ten there are seriously deficient rains, even on the Highveld.
Hap 4 shows the chance of failing to receive in the summer six months
25 inches of rain, the amount needed to grow, without irrigation,
reasonable crops of maize and beans. Where there is more than 60$
risk of summer drought, as mapped, either very poor dryland harvests
are taken or else recourse is made to irrigation. The Highveld,
Upper Middleveld and tops of the Lubombo Range are seen to be the less
hazardous half of the country for raingrown maize farming.
Isopleths on Map 4 run parallel to the isohyets of Murdoch and
Murdoch (l958), featured in maps in all Swaziland Colonial Annual
Reports since then. The line of 60$ summer drought expectation is
virtually coincident with the 30 inches isohyet, the 80$ line with
25 inches and the 20$ line with 40 inches,,
The progressive improvement of conditions for raingrown crops
above 30 inches mean annual rainfall is attributable both to the in¬
creased total moisture and to longer duration of the wet season, the
onset of which, as measured by the mean date of "planting rains" (more
than 2 inches falling on one day or in consecutive days), is 4 weeks
earlier at places along the 50 inches isohyet than on the 30 inches:
see Figure 3.
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The monthly rainfall means in Figure 2 are repeated at Tahle 3,
interspersed among other longterm stations., From all rainfall returns
it is estimated that the national mean annual total is 35 inches,
twice that of the Republic of South Africa. To emphasise further the
great variability from year to year and month to month the following
facts are adduced:
(a) This century the seasonal rainfall over the whole country
has fluctuated about the longtern average (28 inches in
summer and 7 in winter) from 55 inches in the summer of
1917—18 to 17 inches in 1930—31 and from 2 inches in the
1904 winter to 22 inches in that of 1943®
(b) The range of annual rainfall experienced, as a function
of the observation period, rises for stations in the
Middleveld from about 75% of the longtermi mean over 10
years to 90^ over 20 years and 110% over 50 years.
(c) The highest calendar year's rainfall ever registered has
been 130 inches in 1955 at Nottingham; the lowest so far
is 8 inches at Golela in 1935.
(d) Average annual deviations of rainfall increase from 17%>
of the mean annual total at Havelock and Mlatikulu to 28%
at Golela. Average summer season deviations are close
to the annual figures, but winter rains are much more
unreliable - from 33%> average deviation in Mbabane to 57^
at Homestead.
Despite the vagaries of rains, longtern observations do reveal an
interesting pattern throughon4- the year at two stations for which
precipitation has been plotted by pentads (Mbabane and Wisselrode, see
Figure 4). Both places can be said to have a wet start to the summer






























































































































































































































































































rains proper begin about mid-October. Both have "unseasonable"
January droughts, that of Wisselrode being split in two by a short
wetter spell. And both have midwinter rains lasting a few days
early in July. All these findings are in relative terns. The
absolute differences between Highveld and Lowveld are of course
narked, Mbabane having 6$ to 8C)$ of recorded pentads with nore than
half an inch of rain, whereas at Wisselrode 0$ to 45^° is the range.
If all pentads with rain are taken, Mbabane's extremes are 17$ and
98% while Wisselrode's. are 11$ and 90$.
The frequency of heavy downpours is nore uniforn, across Swazi¬
land, than total rainfall. For instance in 20 years the nunber of
days that can be expected to have 3 inches of rain or uore is 16 at
Mbabane, 12 at Manzini, 14 at Homestead, 7 at Wisselrode and 11 at
Stegi.
Temperature has been studied less exhaustively than rainfall as
it does not in general affect land use so vitally. Nonetheless, the
climatic limits of several crops are dictated by heat or cold rather
than by moisture (which could be supplied from irrigation where
feasible). Sugarcane and rice do not grow in the Highveld, nor will
citrus trees and cotton thrive there, and pineapples do best - Dodson
and Murdoch (1967) - between 1,800 and 3,200 feet elevation, largely
because of thermal controls.
Mean air temperature decreases from 72°F in the Eastern Lowveld
to 6l°F on the Highveld at heights around 4,000 feet, giving a lapse
rate close to 3°F per thousand feet. Absolute maxima, over several
decades, reach 120°F in eastern Swaziland but only 96°F at Haveloek.
The absolute minimum ever recorded has been 20°F at Mbabane. Mean
daily ranges in temperature vary between 17°F and 30°F, the most






















































































































































Range (maritime influence) and in the Eighveld (cloudier than other
regions). The daily range in July is generally half as much again
as that of January.
As there are linear relationships over cost of Swaziland between
altitude and both rainfall and temperature, it follows that isohyets
and isotherms are inversely proportionate. The equation linking
then has Ts=78 - 0.3R where T is nean temperature °P and R is nean
annual rainfall in inches.
A further consequence of this parallelism is that a good approxi¬
mation to the PE index, with which Thornthwaite (1948) measures the
efficiency of rainfall, can be stated as a function of either R or T.
It is, for example, equivalent to 2(R—10). This means in turn that
the divisions between Thointhwaite's moisture provinces occur at or
near the following isohyots: 74 inches superhumid to humid, 42 inches
humid to subhumid, 26 inches subhumid to seniarid. The transition
to arid would be at IS inches using the sane equation.
Baillie (1968) has calculated the Regenfaktor of Lang (l920) and
finds that 40, the boundary between humid and arid, ooinci<Jes with
about 31 inches mean annual rainfall.
Mutual effects of temperature and rainfall variations month by
month at 15 longtem stations have been computed. The main conclusions
are (a) that 0C5 inch increase of rainfall above the monthly mean is
accompanied by 0t8°F' decrease in that month's mean maximum temperature
and 0.3°P decrease in its mean minimum, (b) that 0.5 inch less rainfall
than normal in a month corresponds to a rise of 0.9°P maximum and
0.2°P minimum, and (c) that there is a well-defined seasonal rhythm
in these influences, temperature being most affected in midwinter and
least in early summer by rainfall excesses or deficiencies.
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Potential evapotranspiration has "been assessed in conjunction
with evaporation, both theoretical and actual, from a free water
surface, and by direct measurements of crop water use on the Lowveld
Experiment Station (T9)« Pennan (1964) calculated that the water
need for a closed canopy perennial green crop at Wisselrode would be
50 inches per annum. Lea and Murdoch (1964) arrived at a much higher
figure, in excess of 70 inches, using the results of field trials to
deternine water consumption by sugarcane. They found that f «* 1.2
whereas Pennan had put f = 0.8, f being - see Pennan (l954) - the
ratio of potential evapotranspiration to open water evaporation fron,
in this instance, a Synons tank. Even perennial crops are not at
conplete cover and turgid all the tine; Lea and Murdoch (1964) reduce
the sugarcane water need at Wisselrode to 66 inches by allowing for
young plantings and for drying-off prior to harvest. During Lowveld
sunners naxinun daily evaporation is 0,4 inch.
The nett water and irrigation needs at Kubuta and Piggs Peak,
representative of the Lower Middleveld and of the Highveld as Wissel¬
rode is of the Eastern Lowveld, are given in Figure 5, where f is
considered to be 1,2 every nonth. Before being applied to examples
of irrigated farmland the duties of water which are quoted, fron 130
to 240 acres per cusec, require adjustment in proportion to (a) length
of time when the canopy is less than 10Qf/° and (b) water losses between
the river outtake and the growing crop, connonly 40^ in the case of
gravity canals, which would reduce the Lowveld water duty to less than
80 acres per cusec, and 2Qf% for sprinkler systems. Actual duties of
water in Swaziland are referred to at Table 14 on page 90. The
Plggs Peak diagram of Figure 5 underlines the need for supplementary
irrigation, even where rainfall is 40 to 60 inches yearly, if profitable
crop farming is to be carried out; only 11%> of Swaziland receives nore









































































































Of the other atmospheric elements, hail is connon in the western
half of the country, especially during November. Its occurrence has
been investigated by Murdoch, Black and Venn (1963). Snow occasion¬
ally falls in midwinter above 3,500 feet altitude. White frost
appears on several nornings each winter in bottomlands throughout
Swaziland and also upon Highveld summits. Sunshine hours decrease
with altitude. Fog is unknown. Winds are variable in force and
direction, quite often strong enough (more than 6 riiles per hour)
seriously to distort sprinkler irrigation perimeters. Relative
humidity is about 75$ (mean of all 0800 readings), with 20$ range
commonly between the highest month, March, and the, lowest, September.
The surveys of climate in the Republic of South Africa by Schumann
(1954) and Schulze (1965) embrace Swaziland as well, and nay be
consulted for further details.
The six regions and subregions make adequately distinctive
climatic zones. Indeed the Upper and Lower Middleveld are sometimes
called Moist and Dry Middleveld respectively. A seventh subdivision
can be discerned: from Map 2 it is evident that an appreciable area
of the southern Upper Middleveld lies above 3,000 feet. This
Goedgegun—Cibide section has a mean annual temperature of only 64°F —
compare Manzini 68°F — and deserves the description Cool Middleveld
sometimes bestowed on it.
In the notation of Kbppen (l918) the Eastern Lowveld - and the
western rim, where rainfall is less than about 26 inches - falls into
the Bsh climate belt. The Highveld and Upper Middleveld are of Cwb
type and the rest of the country Cwa. Swaziland's climatic range is
thus from superhumid and nearly temperate to seniarid and nearly
tropical.
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Soil temperature, not strictly clinatological but convenient to
introduce at this juncture, has been measured in Mbabane for 9 years
and in Manzini for 7 years* One foot to four feet underground the
mean is 65°F at Mbabane and 74°F at Manzini, these values being res¬
pectively 3°F and 6°F above Stevenson screen neams — a larger
discrepancy than the 2°F found by Smith et al (i960) to be the average
in the United States, admittedly at greater depths - ideally, they say,
30 feet. Kellogg (1967) designates as hyperthermic soil bodies whose
temperature 20 inches below the surface is 72°F or more, with a
difference between the three warmest and three coolest months' means
exceeding 9°F. The difference is 14°F at both Mbabane and Manzini.
Soil temperature as a pedological criterion is discussed on page 228.
LANDFORMS:
From fieldwork done partly in Natal, King (l942) developed the
theory that landscape evolves by parallel scarp retreat, but as Baillie
(1968) points out Swaziland's geomorphology is less straightforward
than that of neighbouring areas to the south, both because the
prominent Lubombo Range precludes the correlation of interior erosion
surfaces with aggradational coast deposits, and because there is much
more apparently random geological control of basins, nickpoints and
pedisediment accumulation in the rugged Basement Complex country of
west Swaziland than on the high-altitude horizontally stratified rocks
of the Natal Drakensberg and its foothills.
Nonetheless, despite the plethora of polycyclic hillslopes and
the irregular relief of almost every acre, several erosion surfaces
to which ages have been ascribed are recognized in Swaziland by De
Blij (l939). They postdate the monoclinal flexure of Karroo System
beds which Dixey (1955) states had ended by Early Cretaceous tines,
some 90 million years ago.
The three principal surfaces of De Blij correspond to lofty
plateaux in the Highveld, chiefly above 5,000 feet (Early Tertiary
planation): accordant summits in the Highveld, Middleveld and Lubonbo,
gently sloping eastward from 4,000 to 1,700 feet at about 0.5$ gradient
on average (Late Tertiary): and less well defined benches, often at
1,200 feet or so in the Lowveld, narking the last general stillstand
period (Early Quaternary). These levels of the Early Quaternary era,
perhaps one million years old, extend up major rivers e.g. to the
Ezulwini-Malkerns—Kandinza colluvial basin and even into the upper
Ngwempisi valley, according to De Blij. At present an erosion sub-
cycle is vigorously proceeding and at least two previous inconplete
cycles have taken place during the Late Quaternary.
Turner (1967) agrees with the dating of the highest nountaintops,
but restricts Quaternary levels in the Middleveld more than De Blij
and argues that the Lubonbo caps nust be outliers of an Early Tertiary
not a Late Tertiary surface, otherwise too nuch downwarping of the
Jurassic Gondwanaland platform - now at 10,000 feet along the Lesotho-
Natal border — has to be hypothecated to allow it to plunge beneath
Tongaland Cretaceous sedinents.
The successive changes of base level, due to tectonic uplifts
then to glacio-eustatic incursions and regressions of the sea, in
Southeast Africa since the Early Tertiary have had effects on soils
and on soil parent material. In Swaziland preweathering, the tern
coined by Oilier (l959) to describe decomposition in the regolith
inherited from a prior erosion cycle, has occurred in residual sapro-
lite beneath Tertiary surfaces except where resistant rocks prevent
it — notably A5 granite, Mozane quartzite and Lubombo rhyolite.
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The depth of preweathered material, as exposed by subsequent dissection,
is often several hundred feet. Gold nine shafts at and near Devils
Reef (D3) descend nore than 400 feet through rotten Swaziland System
rock with quartz stringers the only hard formations.
Soil merging into the zone of preweathering is typically very
acid and highly leached, with a fine fraction rich in the end-product
clay minerals kaolinite and, especially on the Early Tertiary heights,
gibbsite.
An underground stream channel in preweathered rock is exposed
along a railway cutting near Maloyo (J2). On the slope above there
is miniature pseudokarst topography. Microrelief of this type has
been observed elsewhere throughout west Swaziland. Indeed most large
gullies which are not marinade probably owe their existence to the
collapse of roofs over subterranean caverns. Such phenomena seen to
be high-rainfall equivalents of the piping effects described by Parker
(1963).
Pedological evidence supports Turner's contentions regarding some
Middleveld valleys, where thick colluviun - e.g. at Ezulwini-Untilane-
Malkerns-Kandinza, along the upper Ingwavuma, and from Zibondeni (X5)
to Mzinsangu (Z5) — has eroded deeply, is drastically leached, and
seens unlikely to be a Quaternary deposit. J.R. Masson (l968, private
communication) reports the recovery of no artefacts from the Central
Middleveld- deep- eolluvium, another factor supporting Tertiary origin.
Turner's predication about the Lubombo Range is pedogenetically
less satisfactory. Soil sufficiently ancient to correlate with that
on Highveld Plateaux has not been found there, even on the softer tuffs.
It is tempting to treat the cuesta's geomorphological history — of
almost uninterrupted dissection - as quite independent of the planation,
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uplift and erosion sequences westwards. But such a facile disposal
of the problem evades explaining the conspicuous bevel on the Lubonbo's
crest.
Also unsolved as yet is the riddle of how the Lowveld trough
formed. Way (l957) postulated faulting of rift valley type, though
earlier than the large-scale East African rifting. The Lowveld
certainly has the appearance of a graben, and if the Lubombo was
planed during the Late Tertiary - at most 13 million years ago - the
mechanism of foundering must be invoked, as river erosion alone could
not remove in the time available through the few narrow Lubombo gorges
the great volume of material which would have been superposed on the
present Lowveld. However, geological studies of the past decade -
Urie (1967) - have not elucidated the relationships, temporal and
spatial, of the dislocations with downthrow to the east along the
Lowveld-Middleveld margin, and the extent of faulting in the basalt
continues to be difficult to judge.
The compromise answer that both block faulting and normal erosion
and wasting have combined to produce the Lowveld cannot be ruled out:
nor can the simple solution regarding the Lubombo scarp, viz. that it
is essentially a retreating slope upon which differential erosion has
acted.
In contrast to the imponderables associated with many geomorphic
phenomena up to and including Early Quaternary events, the more recent
record of denudation and aggradation is clearer in its main outlines.
The two principal river terraces are an older at 50 to 100 feet above
present stream beds, with orange to red sandy loam and loan alluvium,
and a younger at 20 to 70 feet, with pale brown to yellow sand and
sandy loam alluvium, whose toe slopes and occasional subsidiary low
flats or levee—protected hollows are still inundated by peak floods.
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Baillie (1968) compares alluvial materials throughout Southeast
Africa and concludes that Swaziland's pair of terraces can be
correlated with estuarine banks (also raised beaches) which are at
nost 30 and 20 feet above sea level now, as described by Barradas
(l962) and Maud (1968). The many juvenile streams in west Swaziland
will have ensured a greater supply of alluvium, during the Late
Quaternary, down Middleveld and Lowveld rivers per unit area of
terrace than was brought by more senile rivers to their coastal reaches,
hence the thicker deposits and higher terrace levels inland compared
with littoral and marine platforms.
The only natural lacustrine flats of any size in thee country lie
behind a levee of the older terrace at Balekazulu (D8) and represent
little more than a Komati River backswamp of that epoch. The maximum
area of the lake was probably less than 1,400 acres.
According to Maud (1968) the main phases of fluviatile deposition
ended more than 70,000 years ago in the case of the older terrace,
during the Riss-Mrm interglacial, or Kanjeran-Ganblian interpluvial
period, and about 10,000 BCP„ in the case of the younger terrace,
during the Ganblian-Makalian interpluvial. Stream channel loads of
today in Swaziland build shifting heaps and bars of gravel and sand up
to 10 feet high, the oldest portions of which may date from the
Makalian-Nakuran interpluvial, perhaps 5,000 B.P.
Revision of the estimates made on page 71 of Murdoch and Andriesse
(1964) is permitted by these new datings of the alluvium, although
their tentative nature must be stressed. The Australian controversy
over whether subtropical pluvials jibed in the Quaternary with glacia-
tions - as assumed by, among others, Ward and Jessup (1965) and Zeuner
(1958) - or could not have happened simultaneously, as Galloway (1965)
propounds, is also relevant to Southeast Africa,
The distribution of deep red loan to clay loan on sites immediately
behind river terraces at various places in the Lower Middleveld and
Lowveld, where preweathering is. absent, suggests alluvial parentage.
Along the Konati in particular these accretions are well preserved from
Avondrust (F6) to Tunzini (L7), at heights usually 90 to 180 feet
above the present riverbed. Possibly they are the last vestiges of
medium-textured fluvial deposits laid down before Gamblian tines, but
pedologically they have assumed the fersialitic character of nearby
soil known to have been derived from internediate parent naterial in
situ, for example at Mabiya (F?)<
Recent accumulations, of true colluviun, away from rivers, are
uncommon, Much more frequently during the Late Quaternary there has
been erosion of previously formed soil, either wholly or (by truncation)
in part. Even the gully wash so produced has largely been swept
away, some of it doubtless to reinforce river sandbanks and mudflats,
the rest to travel on to the Indian Ocean. Landforn features which
testify to these denudation processes include:
(a) The paucity and discontinuity of alluvial strips, currently
seldom more than 2,000 yards wide. Remnants of the older
terrace now cover only 24,000 acres, the younger terrace
occupies 50,000 acres and all other bottomland aggradations
do not exceed 196,000 acres in extent: a total of 270,000
acres or barely 6% of Swaziland.
(b) Shoulders of rejuvenation above valley floors, often with
rock exposed or a thinner soil mantle than at places higher
upslope. Several protrusions of this kind nay be etched
in a single hillside of a polycyclic basin.
(c) Hardened ferricrete or sesquioxide sheet layers, sometimes
outcropping at (b) sites, sometimes flooring an internontane
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vale and temporarily hindering rejuvenation. Murdoch (l959)
describes Lowveld occurences, but the range in altitude of
ferricrete is great. Between Forbes Reef and Kupela, at
elevations as high as 4,800 feet, there are extensive iron
pans, corroded at their edges, which shows that a stage of
attrition is in progress, not augmentation. Local structural
controls explain the general lack of a pattern in the
altitudinal distribution of ferricrete, although a con¬
vergence of iron pan levels at various points in the
central Upper Middleveld is noted by Baillie (1968).
(d) Profound dissection by Highveld, Middleveld and Lubonbo head-
streams, with torrent tracts deeply incised in V valleys.
This happens even where the rocks are extremely resistant.
Of course not all thin unconsolidated mantles have lost soil. In the
Lowveld hard rocks provide almost no detritus, and the less competent
ones only a little more, to permit pedogenesis under the prevailing
seniarid climate with minimal water percolation.
The general effect of preweathering at high altitudes together
with lack of colluviation - or even soil formation - at low elevations,
giving much shallower soil in the Lowveld (where the median solum depth
is only two feet) than in the Upper Middleveld and Highveld, has
important agronomic implications. They have gained recognition only
since soil surveys were started, the chief misconception previously
being that the Lowveld, as if a rich alluvial plain, simply needed
irrigation water to become an agricultural cornucopia.
The atlas of Land Systems in Swaziland by Webster, Murdoch and
Lawrance (1968) will, when published, constitute a detailed inventory
of landform elements and facets present in the landscape. The 21
Land Systems to be described were identified, in accordance with-the
policy enunciated by Beckett and Webster (1965), from selected air
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photographs while the Fational Soil Reconnaissance was under way, but
the two exercises were considered as quite separate. Comparison
between the 1:125,000 Soil Map and the deliberately more cursory and
broad Land System sketch—napping, at a much smaller scale, will not
therefore be warranted - see also Brink and Partridge (1966).
However, a general analysis of the shapes and sizes of some of
the main landforns present in each region and subregion can conveniently
be made here (see Table 4) as a summary of this section. Only mezzo-
relief features or larger are represented in the table.
The Highveld, with greater relief than any other region, is seen
also to have the most complicated slopes and the highest number of
recurring geonorphological units: 25 are catalogued in Tabs 4. The
Middleveld too has a good share of many landfoms. Those cut from
outcropping rock are commoner in the Lower than in the Upper Middle¬
veld. The Lowveld is best endowed, relatively, with alluvium and
with long slopes having shallow soils. Typical facets of dissected
cuesta topography are exhibited by the Lubombo.
As was noted in regard to soils and lithology, on pages 164-201
soils are specified which have very distinctive landforns or interesting
paleoclinatological relics in their fabric - iron and lime segregations
and pans, etc.
Highveld streams are perennial and that region's drainage network
is dense and largely dendritic, except where jointed granite imposes
a rough reticulation. The sane conditions apply in parts of the
Upper Middleveld above about 2,500 feet, equivalent to about 41 inches





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































summer, but low water is relatively certain each year to be in
September or October - occasionally November if a late start to the
summer rains delays replenishment of catchments.
Stream flow is intermittent below about 2,500 feet altitude
except for trunk rivers and their largest tributaries, all descending
from west to east, namely the Lomati, Komati, Umbeluzi (that is,
Black Umbeluzi, whose shorter main affluent, the White Umbeluzi, is
almost perennial, becoming a dry "sandriver" along some of its Lowveld
tract in late winter every second or third year), Usutu (formed by
the junction of Little Usutu, Great Usutu, Ngwempisi and Assegai or
Mkondvo) and Ingwavuma (which in places ceases to run at long intervals,
perhaps once every 10 years),
A more open dendritic drainage pattern is the rule in most of
the eastern two-thirds of the country, with trellis tendencies, con¬
trolled by the north-south lithological grain, as in the Eastern Low¬
veld, or by rock fractures, as on the Lubombo dipslope.
Several river gauges, particularly on the Komati, Umbeluzi and
Great Usutu, are long-established, and Thompson (1964) has constructed
mass flow diagrams relating essentially to the period before about
I960 when consumptive water use could safely be neglected. His
findings, then and later, permit an estimate that the undisturbed mean
discharge of all Swaziland rivers, measured at the eastern frontier,
was about 3,700,000 acre-feet per annum or 5,120 cusecs (cubic feet
per second): see Map 5.
Out of the total volume almost 2,200,000 acre-feet per annum
accrued, in the era of undisturbed flow, within the boundaries of
Swaziland, the rest entering from the Transvaal. In each case these
amounts — gained in the country and extraterritorial — represent 6
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inches of water pe.r annum. The Swaziland share is 11%° of all rain
that falls. This compares with the 8% of all rain which reaches
Republic of South Africa rivers - Green and Fair (1962). The dis¬
charge from Highveld catchments is more than ten times as great per
■unit area of basin as that from Lowveld. For instance the Komati
above Vergelegen (F5) receives 13 inches of runoff annually on average,
the Umbeluzi in its Lowveld stretch one inch, at most 4% of rainfall
there.
Rather than by mean amounts, water resources are better charac¬
terized for many practical purposes by summation curves and recorded
low flows. Thompson (1964) singles out that rate of discharge below
which rivers fall for 4$ of the time, i.e. for a fortnight in an
average year, as "mean low flow". Thus; defined, the mean low is
about 2ty% of longterm undisturbed runoff in northern Swaziland but
only 15^ in the south. The north's advantage is that it gets more
rain in Highveld catchments - Lomati, Komati, Umbeluzi and Little Usutu.
The utilization of water in Swaziland (see pages 88 to 96) is
clearly going to involve more and more stormwater storage works.
Those constructed to date are Sandriverdan Lake (E7), holding 30,000
acre-feet of Komati water, and many very small reservoirs, totalling
at most 20,000 acre-feet, some behind weirs across major streams - as
at Mkihkomo (M4), the second largest storage site complex, capacity
4,000 acre—feet, regulating the intake to national grid hydroelectric
power stations - but most behind dams with tiny catchments, used for
livestock watering, small-scale irrigation and domestic purposes.
Water analysis confirms that Swaziland rivers and canals are
among the purest in Africa, as most headstreams flow through collecting
grounds floored by acid igneous rock or deep, highly leached soil.





Black Little Black Great Big Bend.
Unbeluzi Usutu Unbeluzi Usutu Canal
pH 6,6 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.0
Dissolved Solids
ppn. 25 25 60 135 40
Total Hardness
CaCO^ ppn. 9 8 24 32 20
Calcium ppn. 2 2 5 7 4
Magnesium ppn. 2 1 3 4 2
Sodiun ppn. 3 4 10 13 9
Chlorine ppn. 3 3 7 10 4
A and B are Highveld, C to E Lowveld. A at Hawane (H3) and B at
Mantenga (L3) and C at Takeni (GO) were supplied by the Swaziland
Railway (1963). D at Sipofaneni (Q7) represents the nean of two
analyses by 0. Lazar (l957) and E at Ubonbo (R9) is by P.T. Viljoen
(i960).
The regional watertable is usually deep-seated in Swaziland, be¬
cause of the present phase of vigorous downcutting by rivers, coupled
with aridity in the east and the anplitude of relative relief in the
west. At Malkerns, for exanple, successful wells strike groundwater
at 100 to 200 feet depth normally. Due to rock fissures or eonpart-
nentation by dykes and veins, nowhere are underground supplies large
enough for more than domestic use or stock watering, good borehole
yields being 3,000 or 4,000 gallons per day: the latter over a year
is only 6 acre—feet.
Perched watertabTes are another story, and occur frequently in
and under soils at depths of a few inches to 7 or 8 feet. They are
recharged from percolation after every prolonged rain, with fluctuations
also governed by the water holding capacity of each soil horizon con¬
cerned. Except in the few perennial swamps and beneath marshland
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which is only occasionally without standing water, the perched nappes
usually disappear in late winter. They receive nention again on,
anong others, pages 173, 186 and 200.
VEGETATION:
Taking Acocks (l953) as an initial guide, I'Ons (1967) has des¬
cribed and napped at 1:500,000 eleven "veld types" in Swaziland,
grouped thus according to the region which they entirely or predoni-
nantly occupy:
Highveld - Mountain Sourveld, nainly north of the Little Usutu, and
Highland Sourveld southwards.
Middleveld - Upland Tall Grassveld (in the Cool Middlevelc' around
Goedgegun: also infiltrates Highveld valley floors,
especially in the Ngwenpisi basin), Moist Tall Grass¬
veld (Upper Middleveld), Tall Grassveld (wide Upper-
Lower transition zone), Dry Tall Grassveld (Lower
Middleveld) and Upper Broadleaved Tree Savanna with
Hillside Bush (on steep slopes overlooking the Low-
veld: also frequently adjoins Moist Tall Grassveld
north of the Black Unbeluzi, where intervening types
are pinched out).
Lowveld - Lower Broadleaved Tree Savanna (Western Lowveld),
Acacia Savanna (both Western and Eastern) and Dry
Acacia Savanna, in the Eastern Lowveld south of
Tshelani (Q9).
Lubonbo - Mixed Bush and Savanna.
Conpton (1966) also finds it useful for the purposes of systematic
botany to refer to the distribution cf plants by the four regions.
He notes that there is no conclusive evidence to prove thcat the
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entire Highveld's climax flora was once montane forest. At present
sheltered hollows and ravines, and some rocky slopes, support at most
90,000 acres of natural woodland, or T?o of the Highveld, some charac¬
teristic species being Podocarpus latifolius, Cussonia umbellifera,
Rawsonia lucida and Xynalos nonospora. The slightly more extensive
groves of tall indigenous evergreen trees which are known to have
existed in the historical past nay define the full spread of the
original high forest. Exotic plantations are itemized in Table 10.
For the rest, Highveld grazing grounds comprise short grassland
which is "sour" or unpalatable to cattle during winter, Mountain
Sourveld losing its nutritive value by March, Highland Sourveld a month
or two later. Pasturage of sheep is however possible in winter,
either on old grass or on green shoots after burning. Examples of
common Swaziland grasses are given at Table 6.
I'Ons (1967) states that the Middleveld vegetal types are now
generally ill-defined, having been disturbed or destroyed by man to a
greater degree than elsewhere in the country. Consequences of over-*
grazing have been sparse interceptive canopy, or even bare ground,
and much soil erosion. Tall Grassveld is the largest in area of the
five Middleveld types, moderately sour with scattered low trees. Even
the Lower Middleveld to Lowveld margins have grasses classed as "fairly
sour".
Indigenous trees and shrubs in the Moist Tall Grassveld include
Syzygiun cordatum, Acacia karroo, Maesa lanceolata and Vernonia ampla.
A completely different arboreal range is found in the Dry Tall Grass¬
veld, notably Dichrostachys cinerea, Sclerocarya birrea, Acacia
nilotica, Maytenus senegalensis and Ficus capensis.
The Lubonbo's plant associations have some affinities with the
Middleveld, but probably more with the Zululand coastal belt -
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Acocks (1953). Distinctive bush clumps of the upper dipslope include
many trees that are rare in other regions (Diospyros dichrophylla,
Scolopia nundia, Nuxia oppositifolia) and among the cliffs of the
scarp are centuries-old cycads, Encephalartos lebomboensis.
Another name for the Lowveld is Bushveld: its physiognomy and
species composition are varied, often scenic and charming, and more¬
over of greater significance in the establishment of vegetal indicators
for particular soils than the flora of higher elevations. In the
Lowveld xerophytes are common and it is more noticeable than else¬
where that "the different components of the plant community compete
for moisture, nutrients and light: consequently any weakening or
destruction of the grasses upsets the natural balance between them
and the trees" - I'Ons (1967).
The result of overgrazing in the Lowveld (in contrast to Upper
Middleveld, see page 61) is encroachment by thorny scrub that is
difficult to get rid of. The chief invaders are Dichrostachys cinerea,
Acacia nilotica and A.tortilis: the two first-named can play the same
role in the Lower Middleveld. Eradication, whether mechanical or
chemical, costs a great deal and prevention is clearly better than
cure (see further on page 370).
Murdoch and Andriesse (1964) describe the rich assemblage of
Lowveld plants and their edaphic relationships. Most of the grasses
are "sweet" - palatable and nutritious all year. From Table 6 it
will be seen that Themeda triandra, the main sour species, is also
dominant over most of the Lowveld. Not botany (below family level)
but principally climate determines sourness or sweetness.
Trees usually found on certain kinds of soil include Acacia









































































































































































































the smaller A. gillettiae forms dense thickets), Acacia nigrescens on
shallow soils derived from basic rocks, Spirostachys africanus and
less reliably Zizyphus mucronata over an iron pan or clay pan,
Terminalia sericea on deep coarse sands, Pterocarpus angolensis and
Strychnos innocua on a rather broader range of light-textured soils.
Possibly the commonest broadleaved trees in the Western Lowveld are
Combretun zeyheri, or another member of that genus, whereas the
Eastern parkland and indeed the whole Lowveld contains many Sclerocarya
birrea. Their wide distribution makes neither a good soil indicator.
Plant-soil correlations in the Middleveld and Highveld, though
fewer, are as genuine as those cited for the Lowveld. For instance
Syzygium cordatum nearly always grows in soil with a seasonal perched
watertable: Imperata cylindrica, Typha capensis, and several other
hydrophytes are confined to noncalcareous marshes: the tree fern
Cyathea dregei is strung along Highveld bottomlands rich in organic
matter.
The restriction of Vellozia clavata to thin humic soils on High¬
veld mountainsides, Phragmites mauritianus to the most recent fluviatile
deposits, Adenium swazioum to the younger river terrace sands and all
the other proven combinations ease the task of soil survey in the
field - although it is always wise to dig and make certain that the
expected relationship holds good.
On the Swaziland aerial photographs (see page 115) an appraisal
of tone, texture, configuration of tree crowns and, with stereoscopic
examination, approximate height of bushes and trees has permitted
reasonably accurate interpretation by the writer and colleagues,
after practice and provided adequate ground control is maintained, of
the kind of vegetation and often also therefore of the kind of soil.
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HISTORY:
Turning from the physical geography of Swaziland to man's imprint
on the landscape, one continues to build up a picture that has nultum
in parvo, with diverse human activities carried out in spatial patterns
that are readily identifiable - the more so because they span the
economic scene from very poor communities in hostile environments to
some of the most affluent sectors of Southern African society, in¬
cluding enterprises based on highly enlightened use of soil resources.
Different strands of the physical and socio-economic variables are
interwoven in differing proportions, giving rise to the historioo-
geographical intricacy of the country.
Matsebula (l952) quotes royal Swazi genealogies which trace the
ancestry of King Sobhuza II to AD 800 - legendary - and about 1420 -
factual. Homelands of the tribe were in southern Mozambique from
1460 to 1700, then after half a century of wanderings through northern
Natal the Swazi moved to the Middleveld of what is now Shiselweni
District, where royal villages were maintained for the next 70 years
until unrest in Zululand caused the northward migration of tribal
leaders to central Swaziland.
The first recorded contact with Europeans* came about 1826, when
Portuguese traders journeyed to the Hlatikulu (U5) area. By 1830
King Sobhuza I and his Swazi army, modelled on Zulu age-group regi¬
ments, had extended their boundaries - see Map 6 — to the present
* Local parlance, which does not differ significantly from that in
the Republic of South Africa, is adopted. "Europeans" embrace all
whites, even those born in Africa, whilst "Africans" in Swaziland
include all black people (Transatlantic Negroes who visit or on
occasion settle would be among them) and "Coloureds" are of mixed,
usually African-European, parentage or descent.
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national territory plus land southward (lost as the Pongola Panhandle
to Lydenburg Republic Boers in 1855), westward and northward (lostto
the Transvaal by frontier demarcations of 1866 and 1880) and a narrow
strip in the east, now shared by Natal and Mozambique,
New ScotLand colony was sandwiched between the Swazi and Boers":in
the vicinity of Amsterdam from 1864 to 1872. Thereafter, on the
death of their leader A. M'Corkindale, his countrymen drifted west to
older farming areas or the new diamond and gold fields. A railway
route across Swaziland to link Pretoria and Lourenco Marques was
surveyed by M'Corkindale and had he lived to press adoption of his
plan the country would have been spared its comparative isolation of
the next 90 years. However, when financial and political considera¬
tions were eventually favourable for an "Eastern Line" to be
constructed (1887-1895) the more northerly, slightly easier way
entirely through Boer and Portuguese territory was taken.
King Mbandzeni, who reigned 1874-1889, granted so many concessions
to Europeans and became so involved in Boer-British politics that
"protectorate" status was inevitable. It was forced on Queen
Labotsibeni in 1893. Formal British administration lasted from 1902
to 1968, when the Kingdom of Swaziland regained full independence*
Internal self-government had been achieved in 1964.
To put the country's stage of development into perspective, some
social and economic milestones are now briefly reviewed: for historical
data the Colonial Annual Reports of the Swaziland Government (1907-
1966) have been freely drawn upon, in addition to Matsebula (1952),
Kuper (1953), Walker (1957), Scutt (1966) and the writer's researches.
The last major Zulu invasion of Swaziland took place in 1854
and the last known Swazi raid north against the Pedi and Venda in 1870*
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Iron ploughs were recorded as heing used by Swazi before 1860, the
year C. Vermaak arrived at Hluti, the first European settler - in the
sense of resident farmer, Wesleyan missionaries had come in 1843.
Primary schools opened in 1882, secondary education began 1906, three
hospitals had been built by 1928 and in the same year the first
African extension staff were appointed to the recently created Depart¬
ment of Agriculture, There had, however, been Government veterinary
services since 1910 to combat East Coast Fever and other cattle
diseases.
Economic stagnation gave way, from 1938 onwards, to an expanding
economy heralded by the mining of asbestos at Havelock. There has
been particularly spectacular industrial and commercial development
in the past decade. The value of exports, which had first reached
R 200,000 per annum* around 1905 (virtually all gold and tin then),
rose from R 250,000 for the year 1938 to R 14,700,000 in 1962, when
sugar manufactured on Lowveld irrigation projects displaced asbestos
as the principal item, and R 42,000,000 in 1967, when iron ore, sugar,
asbestos and woodpulp each brought in more than R 5,000,000 while the
trade in beef, citrus, cotton, pineapples (canned) and rice together
was worth almost R 8,000,000.
In the public sector deficit budgeting has allowed enough
attention to be devoted to the infrastructure, particularly communica¬
tions, to accord big private investors adequate essential services.
Even in 1938, when total Government spending was just under R 400,000,
Britain contributed R 150,000. The 1968 estimates are for expendi¬
ture of R 15,300,000 and local revenue of R 10,800,000. The
* R 1 (one rand) was equivalent to £0.50 until November 1967,
whereafter the exchange rate became £0,58.
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shortfall of R 4,500,000 will be made up by grants and loans, with
Britain still the main provider.
Thus Swaziland has been no exception among colonial territories.
Exploitation of mining and agriculture, both geared to markets abroad,
by Europeans, some of them British but most born in the Union of South
Africa, has led to the familiar dual economy.
The dilemmas common to developing countries are here exacerbated
by particularly difficult and delicate land tenure issues. Land
apportionment was the burning question when Britain took over in
1902, and the colonial power's answer - the 1907 partition, see
Figure 6 - has never been recognized by the Swazi authorities as
binding on then. Only 38yo of the country was entrusted to the tribe
at partition, and even though they have since gradually increased the
share of communally or nationally owned land to 55$ - distributed as
shown on Map 7 - the alienation rankles and is currently the subject
of intergovernmental negotiations. The mainly European "concession¬
aires" and their successors have not, moreover, developed evenly and
equally their individual tenure properties — mostly freehold, some on
long leases. Steep topography or poor soil are often to blame for
this, but in several localities crowded Swazi Area adjoins much less
densely populated, in fact underused, private farmland.
The study of land capability goes some way towards indicating
possible technical solutions to the agrarian problem, and these are
put forward on pages 406 to 420.
COMMUNICATIONSJ
The infrastructure — surface routes, airfields, telecommunica¬




























































1907 1930 1944 1955 1968
RURAL SWAZI AREA in 1968 should strictly be termed Rural Communal
and National land as it includes about 140 square miles of cattle holding
grounds, agricultural research stations and game reserves.
SWAZI NATION EXTENSIONS by 1955 comprised 580 square miles of
Native Land Settlement and 340 square miles purchased with the Lifa
Fund (a cattle levy: Lifa means Heritage).
MISCELLANEOUS (with 1968 areas) = Commonwealth Development Corp¬
oration 380 square miles, urban and periurban land 110, private farms




Urban and Periurban Areas with
1968 population over 2,000
Rural Communal and National Land 196
Map 7
Rural Individual Tenure Holdings 1968
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development funds since 1965> but. accounted for 78$ of Governnent
loans and grants 1950-1964, the tempo of expenditure increasing
towards the end of that, period.
Of about 1,700 miles of rural notorable roads 100 miles have
been tarred, mostly between 1962 and 1964. The rugged areas worst
served by roads are Makotangeni (U3) and vicinity, the Lower Ngwempisi
valley, the Konati basin from Ohlangotini (E3) to Avondrust (P6) and
much of the Lubonbo Range, Lacunae in the Lowveld include the
Dunezulu (M7) and Hlalugane (W8) localities. But few areas are
really remote, most points being within five miles of a track for
four-wheel-drive vehicles. Road transport is well organized: over
60 contractors and bus companies are licensed to carry goods.
In 1964 the railway was completed from Kadake, terminal for the
iron ore nine, to Goba and thence to Lourenco Marques port, a total
distance of 180 miles. A rail link is mooted between Kadake, or a
nearby station, and Lothair, which is only 40 miles to the west (see
Map l), to connect Swaziland to what is potentially in economic terns
her largest local market., the Southern Transvaal conurbation.
Nxunalo (1968) points out that about 75% of Swaziland's imports
already cone from the Republic of South Africa but, although there
is a customs union and exchange control virtually does not exist be¬
tween the two countries, only 20tfo of Swaziland's exports in 1967 were
to the Republic, both Britain and Japan being bigger customers. This
short additional railway would help put Swaziland's trade on a firmer
footing and would facilitate further expansion of secondary and
tertiary industries.
AGROFORESTAL ECONOMY:
Maize has been the staple food crop for at least 130 years.
Previously, in the 18th and early 19th centuries, Swazi grew sorghum
more widely. The main exports originating from the soil have been
sugar and timber products over the past deca.de. In 1968 Africans
(who numbered nearly 97$ of the population) owned about 94$ of the
250,000 acres of maize harvested in the country, 5$ of the 38,000
acres under sugarcane, 9% of the 240,000 acres of uannade forests
(pine, gun and wattle) and 33% of the 45,000 acres on which cotton
was grown. Private European farmers produced nost of the remaining
maize, sugar and cot Ion, and shared the woodland with CDC - the
Commonwealth Development Corporation — whose Usutu Forest and Gege
Plantation cover 115,000 acres.
The dichotomy between subsistence agriculture, in some places
still at the shifting cultivation stage, and intensive land use for
cash cropping, with farms changing hands at prices exceeding R200 per
acre, thus follows racial lines for the most part, as a legacy of the
past. Exceptions such as the 130 Swazi irrigators on the CDC-run
settlement scheme at Vuvulane (F9) and about 40 Swazi who are pine¬
apple growers at Mpetseni (N3) or dairy farmers at Luyengo (N3) are
imne/nsely important as pace-setters of agricultural progress for
their fellow-countrynen whose standards of living are rising, albeit
slowly, s.o that more are discovering they have "the will to want" -
in the expressive phrase of Kirsh (1962). Industry in the towns
absorbs many of those "awakened" but rural dwellers must also keep
up with the times, otherwise the grave imbalances in Swaziland's
economic structure will be perpetuated, not removed. A return
to this issue is made on page ■100,
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Land use changes over the past two decades are summarized in
Table 7 and returns from the soil, both in produce and by financial
value, are outlined at Tables 8 to 12. The Swaziland Government
(1950-1966) Annual Reports and the sample surveys of Batson (1952)
and Holleman (1964) have been supplemented, to arrive at this material,
from Ministry of Agriculture files and unpublished findings of R. I'Ons.
In detail there are bound to be errors, especially as regards
Communal and National Land, where no comprehensive agricultural
census has yet been held, but the general trends brought out are un¬
questionably a true reflection of agroforestal progress.
These tables show that greatly increased production has been won
recently from Swaziland's soil, the receipts from fields and orchards
having almost doubled between 1964 and 1967. But there has been
markedly less improvement in earnings from Communal and National Land
(CNL) than from Individual Tenure Holdings (iTH ■* all private farms,
plus CDC concerns and rural mission property). It seems likely too
that the immediate future will bo a period chiefly of consolidation.
The increases since 1950 of the area under maize (more than 17,000
acres per annum: but see note (d) in Table 8) and of the irrigated
area (4,000 acres per annum) may well not be maintained.
The size of the average ITH property is about 1,400 acres, of
which some 70 acres are ploughed. On rural CNL the mean per home¬
stead - or family village - is just over 8 acres cultivated and at
most 6 acres temporarily fallow (but perhaps as little as 3 to 4 acres),
with 50 to 60 acres of communal grazing.
Stocking rates are heavy on CNL unimproved pastures - even with
the fallow only 4 acres per animal unit. Across most of the Upper
Middleveld CNL this is reduced to 3 or 2 acres per animal unit.
In contrast ITH has 9 acres per animal unit. But even on private
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ranchlaiid, vegetation communities that may be regarded as "virgin"
(lightnings-fire and game climaxes) are giving way as bush encroaches
and the herbage is depleted because of maldistribution of the stock.
The introduction of improved pastures is making little headway.
Paddocking is not universal on ITH, rare on CNL, and even where fences
have been built rotational grazing is not usually rigorously and
scientifically practised.
The overstocking that has been a problem for the last 40 years -
Pim (1932) and Evans (l932) were early chroniclers - on the tribal
domain is as yet nowhere near solution, but empathy mixes with Ministry
of Agriculture exasperation, for the Swazi revere their cattle, which
are Nguni type (Zebu crosses), and traditionalists - the majority among
homestead heads - do not agree to culling of herds except for ritual
purposes or for bride-price or at the King's command. However, the
channelling of surplus oxen to abattoirs through the Golela (Z9) and
Impala (G8) ranches, which are one-way "holding grounds" covering 100
square miles, is becoming accepted.
Some European-owned herds are reared for quality beef, Africander,
Brahmin and Hereford breeds being preferred. Nonetheless the annual
turnover (slaughterings and exports, not natural deaths) of ITH cattle
at about 14$ is not very much better than the 10$ on CNL. About half
the dairy produce - milk, cream, butter - originates from CNL and half
from ITH.
Sheep—rearing is confined to the Highveld and its margins, to
which transhumance takes place for the winter from summer pastures
even higher up on Transvaal plateaux. Almost all these flocks are
Transvaal-owned, and the movement has gradually diminished since
Doveton (l937) recorded over 800,000 acres as "trek sheep farms".































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THOUSAND HEAD ALL OWNERS AFRICANS OTHERS
1950 I960 1964 1967 1967 1967
Cattle 420 520 540 500 410 90
Goats 110 200 250 240 236 4
Sheep (a) 160 170 130 100 30 70
Equines (b) 20 20 20 20 18 2
Pigs 10 10 10 10 9 1
ANIMAL UNITS (c) 470 600 621 573 468 105
THOUSAND RANDS
Gross Incone to Pastoralists
ALL PERSONS AFRICANS
1964 1967 1967
Beef (d) 3,520 4,170 2,640
Other Aninal Products!e) 280 430 310






NOTES: (a) Including trek sheep, which decreased fron
140,000 in I960 to 60,000 in 1967.
(b) Mostly donkeys.
'0
(c) % cattle to /l gont^ sheep, equine4or pigi
All data are fron annual veterinary censuses,
rounded. About 52:000 aninal units crned
by Africans graze in ITH, the rest on CEL.
(d) Died, slaughtered and exported on the hoof,
Values conjectural,
(e) Milk, crean, butter, hides, wool, nohair,
skins, nutton, pork, offal, boneneal, etc.
Values estinated,
(f) Trevino (1965) considers R 1,300,000 to have
been subsistence sector in 1964. Of 1968
production by Africans R 1.600,000 was perhaps
subsistence and R 1,350,000 nonetary sector.
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TABLE 12
Income from the Soil








Fields and Orchards 7,300 12,800 24 33
Forests and Woodlots 5,900 7,100 19 22
Unimproved Pasture 3,800 4,600 1.2 1.'






3,400 (c) >2.5 3.
To Others: Monetary (d) 12,900 18,000 7 10
FIELDS AND ORCHARDS
SUBDIVIDED
Raingrown Crops 1,900 3,600 8 12
Irrigated Crops 5,400 9,200 93 132
Of the latter: Citrus 390 1,460 65 243
Cotton, seed 140 390 70 56
Maize 120 180 24 36
Rice 680 660 113 110
Sugarcane 3,690 5,870 123 157
NOTES: (a) Estimated current market value, without deducting
production costs.
(b) In respect of 3,790,000 acres in 1964 and 3,800,000
acres in 1967.
(c) Area taken as CNL (and in 1964 Crown Land) fields,
woods and permanent grazing plus 20,000 acres of
ITS in 1964 which were African-owned farms, and
30,000 acres in 1967* Totals are 2,010,000 acres
in 1964 and 2,020,000 acres in 1967.
(d) With negligible subsistence fraction. Area from
(b) minus (c) is 1,780,000 acres.
See also footnotes of Tables 8 to 11.
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The most stable - though both quite new - and lucrative agro-
forestal activities in Swaziland, the growing of sugarcane and of
pine trees, are for ecological reasons well separated spatially.
Moreover both are tied to works which process the raw produce.
Expansion of cane culture beyond 15 or 20 road miles from either
Ubombo or Mhlumo factory is not possible because of prohibitive
transport costs, and although longer timber hauls are made to Bunya
pulpmill and to sawmills the economic radius for logs is not much
greater. The 1967 sterling devaluation affected sugar and woodpulp,
but both should be able to weather its repercussions without too much
hardship.
Away from cane fields and pine forests agriculture remains very
much in a state of flux. The current boom in cotton seems likely to
endure, but its monoculture gives cause for concern. Citrus, despite
its third pi,ace among field and orchard crops in financial rewards,
does not face a bright future, being threatened by poor world prices
coupled with windscar a.nd, on oranges, the aftermath of greening
disease, which have rendered almost half the pick in recent years
unfit for export to Europe.
Among other cash crops, rice is entirely dependent upon the
present artificially-inflated Republic of South Africa price structure,
pineapple expansion appeared certain until the cannery at Malkerns
again went bankrupt in 1968, and all other commercial cropping is so
small-scale that it makes no impact on Swaziland's economy. Modest
increases in tobacco growing in the Cool Middleveld and a start to
tea planting on the wetter Highvold arc probable in the near future.
As to the subsistence sector, maize self-sufficiency campaigns
started in 1964. Between 1962 and 1965 maize imports, chiefly
from the Transvaal, averaged 18,000 tons annually, one third to
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one half of the local production. In the next three years imports
fell to little more than 12,000 tons per annum, thanks partly to the
bumper harvest of about 69,000 tons of grain in 1967, when good rains
were exceptionally well distributed (of. the 1968 preliminary estimate
of 50,000 tons).
The parts of the country with about 6C$> chance or greater of
summer drought (see Map 4) were excised from the maize autarky drive
after 1966. There, in the Lowveld, the only sure way to avoid maize
failure is by irrigating, but for such a relatively low-return crop
this is uneconomic without capital assistance to bring the water to
fields. Provided initial "priming of the pump" is possible, the long-
term outlook for Swazi irrigators of food crops is good.
A survey of present water use is made on pages 88 to 96, and
other novel farming techniques which pose problems are also treated
later. They include the planning of crop rotations, where proved
necessary, and the integration of livestock with arable systems, for
despite the long list of crops that are or could be cultivated in the
country little real "mixed farming" is carried on. Hot least of
agricultural difficulties is the smallness of purchasing power for
perishable products within 50 or 100 miles of their origin. Future
agroforestal patterns will of course depend on a complex of physical
(notably soil), economic and social considerations and the choice of
steps tha.t will lead to progress, not stagnation, is all-important.
That choice, and how wide it is, becomes one theme for discussion in
the final Chapter - see especially pages 423 and 425.
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INDUSTRIES:
Farming and mining, both in the process of diversification, form
the bases for primary and secondary industry in Swaziland. The
tertiary sector is now fairly advanced too, Jones (1968) records
the enumeration of workers in Government and in community, business
and personal service as ACf/o of the total 1966 labour force - cf. about
one sixth in 1957. Before the a,dvent of sugar-milling in 1958 manu¬
factured commodities comprised the following, with their 1957 export
values - chipboard R 740,000; canned pineapples R 230,000; butter
R 180,000; furniture, doors, shooks and other timber products
R 50,000; mohair textiles R 30,000; tung oil R 20,000; bonemeal
R 10,000.
In 1967 more than R 9,500,000 worth of export sugar was made at
Ubonbo and Mhlune. The local market consumed R 1,300,000 worth in
addition. Woodpulp to the value of R 5*500,000 was processed at
Bunya (factory built I960) and miscellaneous timber products, mostly
from Peak Timbers (D4), canned and packed beef from Matsapa (M4) meat
works, canned fruit fron Malkerns and ginned cotton were each by 1967
industries in the R 600,000 to R 1,800,000 annual earnings bracket.
The cotton ginnery was the first firm on Matsapa industrial site,
laid out in 1964 and linked to rail in 1965. As well as meat-packing
(with an abattoir to slaughter 25,000 cattle annually) other industries
attracted there include brewing, confectionery, brick-making etc.
For the internal retail trade, maize mills at Manzini and (much
smaller concerns) Goedgegun, Stegi, Ngonini (B5) etc. had an output
in 1968 of about 10,000 tons meal - selling price R 600,000. The
Tshaneni (E8) rice mill sends paddy to the Transvaal and dehusked
rice to Natal's Indian community.
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Although older established (see page 26)than others, the mining
industry is still purely extractive. In 1967 it realized about
R 17,400,000 - iron ore R 11,300,000; asbestos R 5,900,000; coal
R 180,000; kaolin R 20,000.
The proportion of the investment in mining and manufacturing
companies which was profferred from Swaziland is negligible. All were
started with British (notably CDC), South African, Japanese, American,
Norwegian, etc. capital and loiowhow.
Lack of industrialization south of the Usutu River led to the
recognition of "depressed area" status for Shiselweni when the admini¬
strative Districts were reduced from six to four in 1963. Shiselweni
is the only District which has had an officially constituted Development
Committee. By 1968 glimmerings of progress were Goedgegun's first
sawmill (about 25,000 acres are being planted with gum trees, which
will double Swaziland's existing acreage) and plans for a revival of
tobacco growing, Zameni (¥3) jaggery production has got off to a
very slow start. Tortuous, often steep road alignments in Shiselweni
render bulk transport expensive, so further reducing the District's
capacity to export. In 1967 it had 26$ of the country's population
but only 5$ share of foreign trade income.
Much of the 50 megawatts (MW) capacity for electricity generation
in Swaziland depends upon water supplies. The national power stations
at Dwaleni and Magoduza (combined 24 MW, will be 30 MW by 1970) are
mainly hydroelectric, with diesel firming. Since construction began
in 1963 all the centre and parts of northeast Swaziland have been
connected to their grid. The largest single remaining private
installation is an 8 MW steam plant at Havelock.
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WATER USE:
One measure of the importance of a waterwork (canal, pump etc.)
is the gross transmission rate of which it is capable, but in Swaziland
several such works are operated at levels considerably below maximum
capacity, and the concept of "maximum use" is preferable in establishing
their size ranking. Even maximum use could be defined variously.
One reasonable way appears to be the greatest cumulative flow during a
single calendar month, that has passed from a river to the waterwork
concerned. Further refinements made below are (a) that for ease of
comparison the monthly rate is multiplied by 12, so becoming equivalent
to an annual one, (b) that canals etc. which have fallen into desuetude
(by 1968) are disregarded and (c) that the monthly record starts in
1957, the year of the first comprehensive census of irrigators by the
writer and collea.gues.
The maximum use of water, thus specified, by all owners of canals,
furrows, pipelines, rams, pumps and other offtakes from rivers in the
country is about 1,780,000 acre-feet per annum. Of this total, however,
some 690,000 acre-feet per annum is nonconsumptive, almost all of it
for hydroelectric power, leaving 1,090,000 potentially consumable,
subdivided into 50,000 for houses and gardens; 20,000 for livestock;
40,000 for industry (the largest inflow to one factory being Bunya
pulpmill's 4,000 acre-feet per annum); and 980,000 acre-feet per
annum for irrigation (upon which attention is focussed in Tables 13 and
14 and Map 8).
To these users must be added upstream Transvaal schemes (capacity
about 300,000 a.cre—feet per annum by 1970, more for industry than for
irrigation), giving close on 1,400,000 acre—feet per annum as the
total draught tapped down to Swaziland's eastern border, out of
TABLE 15
Wator Abstractions 1965-1968
MAXIMUM USE (a) IN
ACRE-FEET PER ANNUM, For irrigation For hydroelectricity
BY RIVER BASINS OF 196? 1968 1963 1968
ORIGIN
Lomati-Komati 230,000 310,000 60,000 60,000
Umbeluzi 20,000 120,000 0 0
Usutu 410,000 480,000 100,000 420,COO
(b)
Ingwavuiaa-Pongola 40,000 70,000 0 0
TOTAL (c) 700,000 980,000 160,000 480,000
NOTES: (a) Maximum use means greatest cumulative flow in one month
during the tine from 1957 to the year concerned.,
through works (canals, pumps, etc.)within Swaziland and
still operating by the end of the period. All data
rounded: 1963 from census, 1968 provisional.
(b) National grid 340,000 and private HEP plants 80,000.
(c) Abstractions in Nkalishane and Tembi basins are
negligible.
(see page 56) the 3,700,000 acre-feet annual undisturbed flow.
Thompson (1964) states that little more than 60$ of the total runoff
will ever be utilizable, even with major storage, due to the flood
characteristics of the rivers. Structures already operative could
thus cope with 63$ of the maximum possible sustained draught.
Slightly different proportions, those of 1968 irrigation maximum
use to 60$ of undisturbed mean flow (both within Swaziland), are as
follows, by subcatchnents - Lomati 28$: Komati 126$: Umbeluzi 77$:
Little Usutu 37$s Great Usutu above Filnerton 154$: Ngwenpisi 25$:
Assegai 48$: entire Usutu basin above Abercorn 73$: Ingwavum 72$:
all of Swaziland 980,000 acre-feet per annum out of 1,320,000
extractable or 74$. As non-irrigators are excluded, the position


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































It is, moreover, simplistic to consider only block annual water
needs and flows. Dams in the high Transvaal, each with on average
20,000 acre-feet per annum assured flow (Nooitgedacht on the Komati,
Westo on the Great Usutu, Jericho on the Mpame, an Ngwempisi tributary),
coupled with Swaziland's own 50,000 acre-feet per annum reservoirs,
are not nearly copious enough to permit low-flow-season offtakes
matching those in summer. Furthermore the South African dams are
designed primarily to supplement Vaal basin abstractions westwards.
Again referring to 4$ of time, as on page 58, the calculations
of Thompson (1964) show that in the "dry fortnight" - assuming it
coincides across all catchments - the undisturbed flow in the rivers
was moving at a rate of only 1,700 acre-feet daily. Lowveld farmers,
contending with daily evapotranspiration of 0.2 to 0.3 inch in late
winter over some 50,000 irrigated acres, already feel the pinch.
They have had difficulty especially along the Ingwavuma, Usutu and
Umbeluzi* in wheedling a trickle of water into their canals and pumps
on several occasions over the last five years, although each time
after a few days the supply resumed.
These portents of future water shortages, along with the desire
of the Government and Swaziland Electricity Board to rationalize water
allocations in basins crossing the borders of the Republic of South
Africa and Mozambique, led to the first of a series of Tripartite
Y/ater Conferences in 1967. Downstream of Swaziland the main new
water developments are municipal, for Lourenco Marques, and agricul¬
tural.
* The Konati barrage at the Kukuku (D7) offtake of the North
Lowveld Canal regularizes that river's flow more efficiently
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Another complication arise-s from the seasonal demand for water.
As Figure 5 indicates, this varies from region to region, and it is
different for such contrasting farming systems as cane growing, citri-
culture, riziculture and mixed cropping with rotated annuals. Brook
(1965) provides estimates of monthly water requirements for nine
Lowveld and Middleveld crops. The total evapotranspiration (i.e.
the need for rain—cum—irrigation, taking percentage canopy into
account) ranges from 14 inches for beans in the Upper Middleveld
(watered May-August) via 30-32 inches for Lowveld cotton (October-
March) or maize (October-February) to 65—68 inches for Lowveld sugar¬
cane and improved pasture (all year) or rice (September-February).
Each crop growing in summer has a December or January maximum require¬
ment of between 7 and 9 inches monthly, except rice for which, even
with good husbandry, as much as 18 inches of water nay be wanted in
October, to top up bunded basins.
The use of water by irrigators is thus spread over the year and
abstractions must never, so far, have reached at one time the 80,000
acre-feet per month which has been cited. In this sense "maximum use"
is acknowledged to be a fiction: this does not invalidate it as a
convenient theoretical gauge of irrigation development. The effect
of fluctuations under the ceiling of maximum demand is to reduce water
offtakes, frequently well below system capacities. These considera¬
tions improve somewhat the gloomy prospect that is emerging.
But they are almost the only hopeful sparks, dimmed by comparison
with yet more provisos and caveats, such as the following six:
(a) Hydroelectric stations must be absolutely sure of receiving the
large quantities of water their penstocks require. This
penalizes upstream development to the benefit of downstream
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irrigators who, either by design or incidentally, are bound
to receive the power plants' throughput.
Water supplies are depleted by the transpiration from manmade
forests which replace sparse grassland. To Swaziland's
240,000 acres of planted timber must be added a similar area
in upper basins on the Transvaal Highveld. The trend of
gauge readings is steeply downward for the Poponyane and
Lanbongwenya Rivers whose headstream catchments have been
entirely afforested since 1948, as compared with runoff from
virtually unchanged nontane areas also in the northwest -
e.g. the Upper Umbeluzi. If much the sane ratio of
afforestation to loss of possible irrigated land obtains as
in Cape Province, where Banks and Kronhout (1965) provisionally
equate 100 acres timbered to 10 acres irrigated, then 50,000
acres of potential fields and orchards have already been
jeopardized. Of course a cost-benefit study might reveal
that additional returns from such an area would not exceed the
advantage to be gained by forestry. Table 8 suggests that
they may be akin, gross 1967 earnings being R 190 per acre
of sugarcane and citrus combined, versus R 220 per wooded
10 acres.
The prevailing inefficiency of irrigation canals and distribu¬
taries is alarming but the cost would be high to line or pipe
every one to eliminate seepage through their walls or beds of
soil or broken rock. (The reverse of this coin is greater
return flow from unlined channels to the rivers for re-use).
Prices are currently good for rice, a very water—intensive crop
which has become popular on small to mediun "instant" irriga¬
tion schemes, often using not contour basins but the cheap,
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tremendously wasteful hillside flooding technique, wherein
only 10/o to 2(0> of water from the river is eventually transpired
by the rice crop.
(e) Fear of being caught without water has been partly responsible
for the small growth rate recently of Usutu basin irrigation
schemes ~ only 5,000 extra acres 1963—1968 with actual retrench¬
ment in places, notably at Malkerns and Calaisvale. This
compares with 20,000 extra acres in the same quinquennium
elsewhere. A United Nations Development Program team have
begun to make a feasibility study, due to finish in 1970, of
the water potential in the Usutu basin, Swaziland section.
(f) The three minor categories of water use, domestic and
industrial and pastoral, with.only IQf/o of the present con¬
sumptive capacity, may well develop with maturation of the
economy, particularly urbanization. However, although industry's
quota nay need to be raised, it will not exceed 20^ in any
major catchment for the foreseeable future.
Aware of these ramifications, the Government in 1968 established
a Water Apportionment Board to tackle many of the problems that will
arise from having too little water, or an excess of irrigable land.
It is already known that good dansites abound. Hydrologists and
engineers in Government and the UNDP Usutu project will have to decide
the order in which, on technical evidence, reservoir construction should
be planned. To assist them soil survey results are vital, and pages
289 to 323-deal in detail with irrigability.
DEMOGRAPHY AND SOCIOLOGY:
Although the subject of this memoir is land, the people who work
it are crucial to the cause of raising agroforestal productivity and
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living standards. Jones (1968) makes a comprehensive survey of the
population from data obtained at the 1966 census, which was the first
full head count there had been in Swaziland. Previous censuses, back
to 1904? were by assembly and are known to have resulted in under¬
estimates. Most of the following is taken from Jones (1968),
although some figures for dates earlier than 1966 have the Swaziland
Government (1907-1965) Annual Reports as their source and F.T. Russell
has provided some later statistics.
The disseminated pattern of living to which the Swazi are tradi¬
tionally accustomed is still the rule throughout the land, both on
CNL and on rural ITH. Of Swazi villages only Lobamba, the residence
of the Queen Mother, has more than 150 huts and most homesteads are
self-contained family (agnate) units with an average of 7 or 8
occupants. Buildings are simple - grass "beehive" houses or wattle-
and-daub or uncut stone or rough brick structures, roofed with thatch
or corrugated iron. Rural homesteads are separated from each other
by hundreds, or at least scores, of yards.
But the export drive, better education and other factors are
encouraging urbanization. Lobanba itself will assuredly be trans¬
formed in the near future, as it was proclaimed in 1967 the seat of
Parliament, although Mbabane retains meanwhile other functions of a
capital, including the judiciary, ministries and civil service
departments,
Mbabane has been the administrative headquarters since 1902.
Manzini, then called Brenersdorp, was the capita.1 1890-1902: it
remains the commercial hub of Swaziland. Both these towns are
growing fast. Each had about 8,000 inhabitants in 1962, with
suburban and periurban* fringes, but 15,000 (Mbabane) and 17,000
* Used in the Southern African sense of outlying nuclei of popula¬
tion, usually dormitory suburbs.
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(Manzini) by 1966. Matsapa industrial estate boosts the Manzini
total.
Wine other concentrations of population house 2,000 to 5,000
persons each, the largest numbers being at Havelock, Stegi and
Goedgegun - the latter two, along with Mbabane and Manzini, are
District Commissioners1 posts. Smaller centres comprise Big Bend,
Bunya, Hlanbenyatsi, Hlatikulu, Mhlune and Piggs Peak. With another
15 hamlets (narked on Map 10) which perform services for their neigh¬
bourhoods, having say a general store, butchery, mission school,
perhaps garage or clinic, all "nucleated settlement" in Swaziland
accounted for 75*000 out of the 392,000 people enumerated at the 1966
census. The remaining 317,000 nay be termed "dispersed" and occupy
about 6,570 square miles, giving a rural mean density of 48 per square
mile. The nucleated density was 500 and the national average 58 per
square mile in 1966.
For rough comparison (remembering the incomplete coverage prior
to 1966) at the 1904 census 85,000 persons were found and at the 1936
census 157,000. The annual increase of population is now 2.8% as
computed by Jones (1968), mostly due to an excess of births over deaths
although a fraction cones from nett immigration. On this basis the
1970 population will be almost 440,000 and the projection for 1985,
assuming constant fertility, is over 700,000.
Of the 1966 total about 352,000 were Swazi. Members of the Zulu,
Tonga, Shamgane, Wyasa, Xosa, Sotho and other African ethnic groups
numbered 26,000: Europeans 9,000? Goloureds 5,000.
The dispersed component of the population is unevenly distributed,
being most closely packed - 300 to 400 per square mile - in widely
scattered Enumeration Areas (EAs) of the 1966 census, including
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Gege (U2), Dwalile (Ql), Salen (U5), Mbukwane (W3), several adjacent
EAs of the Ezulwini and Untilane valleys, Lonahasheni (E9) and Palati
(NO). In general, rural dwellers congregate in the three fairly flat
areas of the Upper Middleveld (see page 20), along Eighveld valleys
and, discontinuously, on the Lubonbo crest. But as Map 9 shows there
are nany pockets elsewhere of relatively heavy density. The northern
third has fewer people per unit area, and rather nore concentration
at nodes, than the rest of the country.
However, the overriding factor determining gaps in the network of
homesteads has been the 1907 partition. Table 15 compares, by region
and subregion, the CNL and ITH shares of the populace. All ITH has
only half the population pressure of all CNL, and rural ITH about a
quarter. While the Upper Middleveld stands out as the most densely
populated subregion in both tenurial categories, the sparsest subregions
are Eastern Lowveld (CNL) and Lubonbo (ITH). The CNL pattern of
habitation reflects drought hazard and proportion of steepland, whereas
irrigation schemes in the Eastern Lowveld raise ITH density there above
that of both Western Lowveld and Lower Middleveld a.s well as Lubonbo
Range.
The four Districts and their 1966 populations are Hhohho 100,000:
Lubonbo 83,000: Manzini 106,000: Shi3elweni 103,000. There has
been no formal machinery for local government below this level but 150
chiefs, responsible to the King, are the traditional authorities in
CNL, with an average there of nearly 2,000 subjects to each chiefdon.
Some other denographic characteristics in 1966 were a ratio of 95
males to every 100 females, a low median age - about 17, and a high
number of temporary absentees among the de jure inhabitants - about
20,000 or 5°/° (they included some 7,000 workers on short contracts
in the gold nines of Johannesburg and environs).
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Employment for wages within Swaziland has increased dramatically
during the past decade. In 1957 there were less than 10,000 paid
jobs, in 1968 at least 60,000. The majority are held by unskilled
labourers who work for a while then return to subsistence farming for
a while. This inefficient, pernicious system of "migrant labour"
benefits neither town nor countryside, but has become so much the
norm that stamping it out will involve a revolution in employers'
attitudes to e.g. training and housing, and employees' attitudes to
work, money and land.
In the- 1966 census the number of "farmers and farm managers"
counted was 2,340 of whom 1,950 were African, 320 European and 70
Coloured. The extent of ITS absentee landlordism can be judged from
the fact that on more than 1,000 properties belonging to non-Africans
there were at most 390 owners in charge of farming operations.
Subsistence sector cultivators were excluded from this occupa¬
tional class but even so the low number of African commercial farmers
does not appear to square with e.g. the membership in 1966 of Earners
Associations (3>250 were Africans) or the known cotton-growers of that
year, who included more than 2,700 Africans. By adding allied
occupations to "farmer" the 1966 African total can be bolstered to
about 2,500 men and 300 women. The additions, most of whom can be
expected to sell some produce from land that they farm, comprise whole¬
sale and reta.il proprietors, millers, tanners and male spinners,
weavers and brewers. Some of the 750 herbalists and witchdoctors
doubtless farm for profit too. Pushing the number up further, say
to 5,000 African ca.sh-crop growers on CNL in 1968, still leaves
30,000 dispersed CNL homesteads firmly relegated to being purely
subsistence producers.
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The number of Africans in Farmers Associations reached 4,000 in
1968 and 2,300 Swazi were then participants in the Master Farmer
Scheme, begun, in 1965. According to one impartial observer, some
have attained very high standards of husbandry - Stevens (1967) - and
where they hn.ve led there is no reason why others should not succeed.
Farm and forest money-earning employees (outdoor, excluding agro-
forestal processing workers) numbered about 21,000 in 1966, more than
a third of the total labour force then.
About 57f° of all adults profess Christianity and in 1962 some
28fo of rural Africans over 9 years old were literate, as against 64$
of townsfolk. By 1967 the number of African university graduates
(by no means all Swazi) had reached 150s at the sane date 440
Europeans and Coloureds held degrees. Secondary education is current¬
ly causing much concern, for high wastage rates mean that very few
Africans pass out from fifth and sixth forms annually - the total of
all races was less than 200 in 1967. There has been a deliberate
shift in the emphasis of development spending since 1965 away from
the infrastructure, as noted on page 70, and into education.
Agriculture is particularly affected by the shortage of highly
skilled local staff, but since its needs are not so blatantly
apparent as the lack of urban-administrative personnel, priority has
had to be given to leadership and management courses in awarding the
70 to 100 foreign scholarships available annually since 1963.
Within Swaziland, however, the new agricultural college at Luyengo,
opened in 1965 and now taking in 40 diploma students each year, is
expected to make major contributions soon to rural development.
Swnzi nationalism, though not rampant, is sensitive under¬
standably to the presence of all who are not of the Swazi ethnic
group. Zulu and other African immigrants are classed with
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Europeans and Coloureds by zenophobes. All non-Swazi fore 10$ of
the total population but 23$ of urban dwellers (in Mbabane and
Manzini) and about 2C$ of cash income enployees. In 1963 Swazi
wage earners were naking R 20 er.ch per month on average, non-Swazi
over R 50 per nonth. Nkonyane (l968) states that wages and rations
supplied to enployees in agriculture are now running at R 20 per
nonth to Africans, nore than R 200 to Europeans. In mining and
quarrying the differential is R 40 Africans and R 300 Europeans'.
Breaching the gap between haves and have-nots is an inperative task,
not only for the sake of prosperity, but also for national peace and
amity.
CORES AND PERIPHERY:
The localities at which economic activity is concentrated in
Swaziland are plotted on Map 10. The distribution of components in
the space econony immediately suggests that the uneven spread of
wealth and of relatively large, modern enterprises can be represented
by a cartographic division into growth points or Cores which are
"islands of development" set within a Periphery that is the "sea" of
traditional ways and mainly subsistence sector production.
Pair, Murdoch and Jones (l968) elaborate on the Core-Periphery
duality. Recognition of these two utterly dissimilar elements in
the economic Landscape stems from a synthesis of other dichotomies -
urban-rural, nonetary-subsistent, white-black (this transiently, one
hopes), ITH-CNL and, it is not premature to divulge, high versus
lower land capability for agriculture and forestry. The rivers,
as sources of irrigation and power, and the physiographic regions
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A Prinate Core stands out, embodying Mbabane and Manzini as well
as the iron mining, woodpulp and other industries of West-Central
Swaziland and - not by coincidence — the tribal heartland including
Lobanba, Lozita (M4, the King's village) and all other royal domiciles,
but one, of the last 145 years.
Three Subsidiary Cores, or Resource Outposts, are norespecialist
in character, the East-Central and North-East owing their existence
to irrigated sugarcane while the Worth-West is dominated by asbestos
and timber. The Periphery is not a featureless backdrop physically,
tut its economic drabness is underlined by comparing (see Table 16)
its area, 84$ of Swaziland, with the weak contribution it makes to
national primary and secondary production - cash value 11$ in 1966.
Per unit area the Cores are, by this yardstick, more than 40 times as
affluent as the Periphery, and per head of population nearly 30 tines.
About 22$ of Africans in 1966 lived in the Cores, but 65$ of Europeans
and Coloureds.
Among developing countries, Swaziland is, by virtue of having
acquired the Cores, and especially a Prinate Core, at the stage which
Rostow (i960) terns Preconditions for Take-Off and Friednann (1966)
the Transitional Economy, manifested geographically by a single
national centre whose growth far outstrips that in the rest of the
state, necessarily, so that it can inject financial subsidies and
equalizatory services into its Periphery. Once that is done and
subcentres thrive the country is able to launch into the Industrial
Economy of Friednann, or the Take-Off as designated by Rostow.
Houghton (l964) has applied Rostow's model to the Republic of
South Africa and is of the opinion that there the Preconditions





































































































































































































































































then the Drive to Maturity has been in progress. It in turn is
succeeded by the Age of High Mass Consumption, just attained in
North America, according to Rostow. Swaziland may thus be less
than 40 years behind South Africa: this is of course an economic,
not a political tine-scale.
Table 16 brings out demographic and economic features of
these five zones and nay be read in conjunction with Tables 32 and 54
wherein their soils and land capability classes are listed. Change
is inherent in the Core-Periphery concept. Before 1938 none of
the flanking resource-rich tracts aspired to Core status. The
Lowveld outposts have done so only in the past decade. Which parts
of the Periphery will be the next to join a Core? Will Cores
cop.lesce? What care the chances that a fifth Core cones into





Survey, Classification and Geographical
Distribution
SOIL SERIES AND SOIL SET:
Soil surveying in -Swaziland started in the 1950s with the dis¬
covery and identification of the fundamental units in pedological
taxonomy, soil series. D'Hoore (1965) calls the series "the lowest
conceptual soil category of the genetic classification". A standard
definition during the early years of Swaziland soil work was that of
Kellogg et al (l95l): "The soil series is a group of soils having
soil horizons similar in differentiating characteristics and arrange¬
ment in the soil profile ... and developed from a particular type of
parent material0 The soils within a series are essentially homo-
geneous in all soil profile characteristics ... and in such features
as slope, stoniness, degree of erosion, topographic position and
depth to bedrock," The gaps in this quotation referred to permissible
textural variations which have since been discarded as unsound, or
unnecessary to stipulate, by soil surveyors, including the Americans
themselves.
Series classification systematizes information about real soils
occurring in nature, of course, but it became confusing to use the
same word for a volume' of say 20 cubic yards of soil in situ as for
a descriptive account of all like soils over hundreds of square miles.
The useful terms pedon, as defined by Smith et al (i960), and polypedon
- Simcnson (1962) - clarify this issue. A few square yards with one
series is one peden and a larger single area where variation does not
transgress allowable limits for that series is one polypedon.
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Other amendments of Smith et al (i960) narrow the concept in
that neither rock without pedogenetio -differentiae nor attributes of
terrain, such as slope and landform element, nor anthropomorphic
features in soils are considered by them to be adequate -criteria for
establishing series. This authoritative edict, which began to be
implemented in the United States and elsewhere, would have served to
reduce the number of previously defined series in areas with complete
or near-complete soil survey coverage had it not been for further
fissiparous decisions taken since, and dealt with by Kellogg (1967):
an example is discussed on page 228. The fast-moving pedological
scene will undoubtedly revolve so that yet more changes in the
thinking about series result.
But Swaziland's soils had already been mapped before the 1967
modifications in America were published. It will be one task for
the future to assess their full implications. Indeed not until 1963
did the writer consciously seek to restrict recognition of new series
to soils that satisfied the stringent I960 pedological terms of
reference. None of the 90 series found prior to that date has been
discarded, but several marginal cases of "redundancy", for example
among those series originally ascribed exclusively to the Lubombo
Range, have been reinvestigated and the soils assigned diagnostic
properties emphasizing their internal not external characteristics.
Should it be warranted, joining series together in the future will
be a relatively easy matter.
Notwithstanding the embargo when defining series, there is no
interdiction on using landscape terminology in explanatory references
to them, e.g. Alicedale series never occurs in the Lowveld but
Canterbury series almost invariably does, and Bona series occupies
a lower river terrace but no other geonorphological site.
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When mapping, the coincidence of many series with particular
landforns has been exploited to draw soil boundaries. In Swaziland
as elsewhere, however, a polypeaon of a series rarely covers as much
as 10 acres and the customary inclusions, to a maximum of 15i° or 2Qf?o
of the area, are made of other soils within the demarcated limits of
a series, More than about 20fo of different soil requires the mapping
of a soil complex or mosaic, if a few readily distinguishable series
are concerned (these devices have not been needed often in Swaziland),
or of a higher-level soil cartographical unit.
Similar and/or sequential series may be arranged taxonomically
in various ways. The soil family is a purely pedogenetic grouping,
while the soil association or catena stresses pedoclimatic and slope-
soil relationships among series between crests and valley bottoms.
The family is no more easily mapped than its constituent series and
associations or catenas, while in many places not hard to delineate,
usually include such divergent soils that the user of maps so produced
must be wary in interpreting then.
Both these perfectly aound concepts were considered at an early
stage (1956) of soil geography in Swaziland, but were rejected for
mapping — though not necessarily for classification purposes - in
favour of the soil set as envisaged by K.H. Taylor and I.J. Pohlen
and their colleagues of the New Zealand Soil Bureau (1954).
A Swaziland Soil Survey set is a straightforward assemblage, in
nappahle form, of (a) soil series that are alike in their morphology
and in the practical use that can be made of them and (b) other
geographically associated soils - either named series within the set,
or fragments of other known series, or pedons representing no defined
unit - which nay be very different but cannot, at the scale employed,
he indicated separately.
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The ain has been to keep head (b) to a minimum and often (a)
accounts for IQf/o to QO% of the area designated as one set. The
kindred series are usually pedogenetically related but, it must be
emphasized, need not be ~ for instance, both calcareous and noncal—
careous series occur in some sets where the line content is sub¬
ordinate to other features, such as Lithosol status or presence of a
pan.
Because Swaziland soil sets are tools of applied pedology their
definition is inconplete without an allusion to the reasons for which
they are Sipped0 Conceivably sets comprising different ranges of
series could be erected for specific users - irrigators, dryland
farmers, ranchers, builders, road engineers ... archeologists, potters,
dental caries specialists. In fact, however, the first Swaziland
amalgamations of series, made interns of their irrigability, have
proved of value in so many other dealings, from assessing the potential
for raingrown crops to making valuations of land expropriated for
public purposes, that they have been allowed to stand without altera¬
tion: the simpler solution but, when one contemplates alternatives,
probably the wiser.
In Mozambique there is a growing interest in soil sets, but the
country nearest Swaziland which has a national soil nap showing sets
is Lesotho^ There, the essence of the explanation by Carroll and
Basconb (1967) states that "sets are flexible groupings of soils with
like, profiles: they can be broadly defined in terms of a modal soil
and variations from it - Taylor and Pohlen (1962)". The main
difference between the Lesotho and Swaziland approaches has been that
their 1:250,000 soi] nap contains sets, associations of sets and units
that are given names not at set level but higher in the Lesotho soil
hierarchy. Rather than sets, associations are napped by the Republic
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of South Africa pedologists, Loxton and M'Vicar (1965) propose that
they resolve the series ambiguity by talking and writing of mapped
series as consociations.
RECORD OF SOIL CARTOGRAPHY:
In Swaziland individual soil series have been indicated on
detailed and aame senidetailed soil naps, notably by Baillie (1968).
Most published or otherwise reproduced senidetailed maps show soil
sets, with series noted only on original field sheets, often aerial
photographs at about twice the linear scale of the final maps. Soil
sets, without reference to series oven during fieldwork, are the map
legend units for reconnaissance surveys, while soil groups or other
high-order categories of classification are portrayed on both
exploratory naps, made from only a few observations, and national
sketch maps (in the context of Swaziland, fitting a foolscap page)
whose compilation entails generalizing all more intensive studies and
elsewhere extrapolating, guided by exploratory mapping.
The density of field inspections and final map scales appropriate
to the various types of soil surveys are illustrated at Maps 11 to 14,
in whose captions numbers of examinations of the soil and scales
overlap generously, for no hard and fast rules can be made on these
matters. Complexity of the soil pattern and purpose of the survey
govern choice of pit or augerhole sites. Gratuitous exposed profiles
in road and rail cuttings or along gullies and bluff banks are of
course investigated. Four or five feet depth of soil is normally
studied at each site, and on research plots routine borings are sunk
to seven feet.
Soil survey travel has varied from foot traverses, for detailed
napping, and journeys by Lanidrover fitted with a tenth-mile trip
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speedometer, to sorties by light aircraft with the object of filling
in blanks on reconnaissance and exploratory na.ps, representing areas
inaccessible to vehicles, such as Makotangeni and, until recently,
most of the Assegai valley floor downstream to Elwandeni. The soil
survey team normally comprises the writer and P. Bembe, field assistant
since 1955, with one to three other members. Resident soil surveyor
colleagues have been I.C. Baillie (1965-1968) and J.P. Andriesse
(1958-1960).
Geometric grids have been used to select observation sites in
the case of many detailed surveys (for all research plots a square
pattern with 50 yards north-south and east-west between each auger-
hole was adopted) and on reconnaissance too if gently sloping open
grassland or parkland was known to cover the whole area concerned.
Usually, however, reconnaissance is a natter of following roads,
tracks and the cattle-trails or sled-paths which criss-cross nost
areas, naking occasional detours fron then.
Field sheets are aerial photographs at scales between 1:2,000
(these being enlargenents) and 1:40,000. The country has twice been
completely flown (black-and-white) at approximately 1:30,000 contact
scale, in 1947 and 1961. The quality of the latter photographs is
so excellent that resolution is not inpaired until X8 linear enlarging.
In addition the 1:50,000 topocadastral naps produced by E. Murdoch
(1963) have proved invaluable for plotting set boundaries during the
National Soil Reconnaissance, especially when reduced photographically
- see further on pages 122 and 123,
The topocadastrals incorporate all the high-standard physical
information, notably 50 feet contours and every ninor stream and
drainageline, printed on the 1:50,000 Directorate of Overseas Surveys
(1955-1960) official topographic naps, whose Second Editions began
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to appear recently. Geological Survey naps have also been available,
within the range of 1:20,000 to 1:100,000 scale, as an aid and all
other large-scale cartography that cones to hand is consulted.
Estate plans have nade soil napping in the nannade forests and on
sugar farns a speedy, locationally very accurate procedure. For the
use of colour air photography see pages 228 and 229®
Soil sanples have to date been taken for analysis at about 1,400
places, a nean of one site per 5,000 acres, excluding experiment
panels for which P. Jackson and L.A. Whelan have since 1964 analysed
many hundred additional sanples at Malkerns Research Station labora¬
tory. Before the chemistry section at Malkerns was operational,
organizations in Britain, the Republic of South Africa and Holland
had tested about 1,200 samples. Determinations done in Swaziland
total 1,500 and in connection with crop yield correlations treated on
pages 525 to 561 another 1,400 specimens of soil were analysed from
1965 to 1967 by African Explosives and Chemical Industries, Johannes¬
burg. On pages 202 to 227 results of these supporting studies are
summarized and commented upon. Without them interpreting soil maps
of all scales, and judging the value to the user of each unit mapped,
would be much more difficult.
The rate of progress achieved in producing soil maps is indicated
at Figure 7, and Map 15 gives the coverage of each kind of survey -
detailed, semidetailed, reconnaissance®
The first phase of pedological investigation (1955-1958) saw the
completion of a senidetailed survey in the Lower Usutu Basin (South)
and involved the establishment of 40 soil series in 16 soil sets, as
described in the memoir by Murdoch and Andriesse (1964). There was
then a period (1958-1960) devoted to exploratory surveys over the




SEMI DETAILED SOIL SURVEY
Mapping Unit SET or (if pattern simple) Series
Inspections on# p#r 30 to 400 acre#
Seal## I 20,000 to |: 100,000
Example, left — Sat# on 3 aquara milaa ot




Inapactiona ona par 0 3 to 4 aquara milaa
Scolaa 160,000 to 1: 250,000— Kallogg at at (1991)
taka t hi a kind of mapping to |:500,000 — Noain and Patrov
(1965) cita l: 100,000 to M 300,000 aa "modium"-acala.
Example, left - Sota on axcarpt of 10 aquara milaa
from tha accompanying |: 125,000 Soil Map—
Daahad linaa mark Map 12
MAP 14
EXPLORATORY SOIL SURVEY
Mapping Unit GROUP or other broad diviaion
Inspections one per 2 to 100 square miles
Scales I 100,000 to I 8,000,000 plus
Example, left — Groups on excerpt of 200 square
miles from Map 16 at I 1,000,000 — Band across
whole of Lowveld — Dashed lines mark Map 13
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nunber of sets to 28 and the evolution of land capability classes for
farn and regional planning. This was followed by the production of
national sketch naps (1960-1963), initially at the very snail scale
of 1:2,500,000 - a contribution to the Soil Map of Africa by D'Boore
(1964) - then at 1:1,000,000. The latter scale was used for both
soil groups (see Map 16) and broad land capability zones,
Sinultaneously a proliferation of detailed studies, the vast
majority unpublished, took place to neet requests by developing
estates and by extension staff responsible for agricultural improve¬
ment schenes in portions of Swazi Area. In I960 the number of these
small surveys done was 17, in 1961 there were 20, in 1962 - including
remapping in great detail at research stations - 25 and in 1963
another 18. This and later ad hoc napping has been undertaken free
of charge, the only requirement from the farmers being that they have
the necessary soil pits dug. Their active interest both at the
survey stage and subsequently in reporting on crop performance in
relation to specific soils and Land Classes has been extremely grati¬
fying and has kept soil survey in Swaziland geared to practical
agricultural needs and problems.
NATIONAL SOIL RECONNAISSANCE:
The years 1963-1965 witnessed the inception of the National Soil
Reconnaissance (NSR) as a result of which the sets over the whole
country have been identified to fill the accompanying 1:125,000 Soil
Map. In areas outside the 570,000 acres having detailed and semi-
detailed soil surveys at the start of the NSR there were several
alternative lines of action open, namely:
(a) Utilize existing reconnaissance naps. These covered in 1963
about 240,000 acres, mostly around Manzini and in the Lonati
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FIGURE 7
Chronological Chart of Soil Surveys
SWAZILAND FIELDWORK SWAZILAND
1:2,300,000 1:123,000
SOIL MAP SOIL MAP
NSR: National Soil Reconnaissance.
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Detailed and Semidetailed Mapping 1955-1968
Reconnaissance Mapping 1957-1962
National Soil Reconnaissance 1963-1968
THIS SERVES AS A RELIABILITY DIAGRAM FOR THE 1:125,000 SOIL MAP
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and Assegai valleys, the latter partly observed front the air.
They could be adapted easily to show soil sets in exactly the
sane way as in the later reconnaissance napping.
(b) Plan future detailed surveys so that gaps in coverage - especially
areas expected to be of high potential agriculturally - could be
plugged as far as possible. This was achieved very satisfac¬
torily in the Usutu basin, where fron 1965 to 1967 detailed and
senidetailed napping by I.C. Baillie added over 200,000 acres
to the 570,000 nentioned above: reference Baillie (1968).
With his ninor surveys beyond the Usutu watersheds and the
writer's nore intensive napping during the sane years 900,000
acres or 21% of Swaziland had detailed or senidetailed soil naps
by the tine NSR fieldwork finished in 1967, as shown on Map 15.
(c) Do reconnaissance work on an "even-spread" system, trying to keep
the density of soil observations fairly constant over wide
swathes of country. This meant frequent excursions off Land-
rover tracks, but was acconplished throughout Shiselweni District,
with the help of B. Gumede and his associates at the Goedgegun
extension office, and also across the Lowveld in a broad band
from Lukhula (L9) to Dunezulu (M7), all round Nkanbeni (F7) Hill
- aided by CDC agronomists on ranchland eastwards - and in a few
other zones, together making just under 1,500,000 acres by the
end of 1966. The 1:30,000 air photos were taken along, but
normally field sheets were topocadastral reductions at about
1:75»000. It was extremely valuable in 1967 to treat likewise
land belonging to the main pine tree growers, at their request.
The 200,000 acres surveyed at Usutu Forest, Peak Timbers and
Ruby Creek (E3) greatly increased knowledge of Highveld soils.
(d) Spot soils by plane. The cost ruled out helicopter sorties
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and even fixed-wing aircraft runs were strictly United by
funds available. But an hour of low circling and weaving over
an area adjacent to one already napped neant at least 10,000
nore acres with soil sets denarcated. Assegai valley ground
checks revealed that accuracy of the surveying was reasonable,
so two nain blocks were flown, centred on Wgonane (G8) and
Gundwini (N5), sone 60,000 acres in all.
(e) Traverse all roads and the faster tracks, Innediate environs
of every route not exaninod under previous heads were thus
charted: possibly 500,000 acres, Topocadastral reductions to
1:100,000 were used.
(f) Gather data relating to the soil sets at "points" - usually
fields. The 350 naize and cotton demonstration plots 1957-1966,
with soils sampled by local extension personnel, were all plotted,
(g) For the rest, interpret air photos. This was necessary in
1967-1968 to do away with the remaining "holes" in the 1:125,000
nap. Few portions of the colour aerial photographs (see page
229) were left blank after (a) to (e), therefore essentially
this consisted of examining the now-faniliar patterns on the
1961 block-and-white 1:30,000 contact prints. By subtraction,
nearly 1,000,000 acres fall in this residue, but it includes a
high proportion of rocky and poor land and few patches of either
developed or as yet undeveloped first class soil.
Because of the various nethods used to arrive at the 1:125,000
Soil Map the complexity of boundaries and of interlocking parcels of
land napped night be expected to vary fron one section of it to
another. However, without sacrificing too nuch detail regarding
best known areas, every effort has been made to snooth out this uneven
effect and to give proninence to intricate, indented soil patterns
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only where they obviously are in character- Conversely lack of
boundaries means that a simple array of sets exists and not, in
general, that such expanses were unvisited.
Upon the scale of a soil nap, as of any other, depends the nini-
nun size and breadth of areas that it is convenient to show. At
1:125,000 the object is to depict single occurrences of a soil set
(or Land Class) down to about 40 acres in extent: 20 acres cannot be
portrayed, with legibility of the colour chip. The minimum constric¬
tion or ribbon of one napped block that can be indicated is about
150 yards wide at 1:125,000 - less than one millimetre - although for
any sinuous fairly long distance 160 yards is perhaps the limit.
Some bottomland strips and a few thin belts of soil elsewhere have
been distorted to permit their delineation as separate parcels, but
normally any alien soils less than 100 yards wide have been combined
with or apportioned among neighbouring sets.
With the NSR, the writer's share of soil mapping in Swaziland rose
to 92% or 3,940,000 acres. The contributions of others, mostly in
detailed and senidetailed surveys, so mere acreage rs an inadequate
measure of their worth, comprise 220,000 acres by I.C. Baillie;
80,000 acres by J.P. Andriesse; and in the northern Lowveld 60,000
acres by Kockott (l958), Tanis (i960), Harris (l96l), Vincent and
Hawkins (1965).
Along the country's borders good agreement has been registered
with the few soil naps, at scales of 1:500,000 or larger, which impinge
- i.e. those of Myre and Ripado (l953) and Barradas (1962) on the
Mozambique frontier and of Beater (1962) at Pongola, from Onverwacht
(Z7) to Zulu (Z8). Maud (1966) draws comparisons between Transvaal
Lowveld sugarcane soils and Swaziland series.
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BROADER SOIL MAPPING UNITS
To provide a frane of reference into which Swaziland's soil sets
and series fit, and to introduce and briefly discuss some of the
pedological terns used later in this Chapter, the relevant higher
napping units of the Soil Map of Africa are described below. Pron
1953 to 1965 the author, with about 70 other soil cartographers, con¬
tributed material to J.L. D'Hoore, Director of the Service P6dologique
Interafricain (SPI - at Yanganbi, Congo and later Ghent, Belgiun) for
incorporation in his African nap. A version at 1:25,000,000 was
published in I960 and the 1:5,000,000 edition appeared in 1964 as the
culmination of CCTA-PAO Joint Project Eleven.
D'Hoore (1964) states that "so far as it has been feasible the
elenents of the legend are separated by genetic criteria" and the
Soil Map of Africa key, though not strictly a taxononic catalogue,
gives the best, nost harmoniously acceptable current descriptions of
the continent's nain soils. The Achilles heel of the classification
is, however, its deliberate vagueness, which Young (1968) singles out
for attack in an otherwise sympathetic critical essay.
The soil groups and subgroups of Van Der Merwe (l940) have not
proved difficult to assign to SPI napping units - see Van Der Merwe
(1962). The system of Gouveia and Azevedo (1955) also fits well.
Both these pedologists were participants in the soil survey of Angola,
whence the first report volume by Botelho Da Costa et al (l959) was
of great significance to soil classification in Africa - see also
page 131.
Aspects of the American "Seventh Approximation" to a soil
classificatory system - Smith et al (i960) and Kellogg (1967) - are
treated mainly on pages 225 to 227 end 238. Parts of it are not
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especially useful in Swaziland (nobody claims that they should be),
but the stimulus of the many new pedological ideas is nost salutary.
The confusion that has arisen in tropical and subtropical soil
studies owing to indiscriminate bandying about of vocabulary borrowed
fron temperate zones is to be deplored. Perhaps the worst example
still extant is horizon nomenclature. A and B and C in the original
Russian connotation - Glinka (l927) - or in pre-1960 American parlance
simply do not apply to nany Swaziland soils. For want of better-
known expressions they are used on suffranee at places hereafter, more
particularly where ambiguity is least likely to result.
Much less anomalous codes for horizons by Vfhiteside (l959) and
Fitzpatrick (1967) will probably not, because of their very thorough¬
ness and prolixity, cone into ordinary use: but the compromise
proposals of Van Baren et al (1967) could do so. Their interim
report mentions three new master horizons - to add to what they call
the "traditional" A B C 0 R - namely E (eluvial) and G (gleyed) and
K (calcareous). The G would resuscitate that of Vysotski (l93l) more
or less. In addition a manageable total of 20 explanatory suffixes
is provided. Because this is still a draft plan, however, it too is
eschewed here. Naming Swaziland soil horizons must await the final
list of approved international designations.
Because the classification of D!Hoore (1964) does not set out to
be absolutely comprehensive it is not surprising to find that some
Swaziland soil series cannot be comfortably accommodated in his
framework. But the number of incompatible misfits is gratifyingly
low. Much commoner is failure to place a soil squarely in an SPI
group (i.e. to classify it as an "orthic" member) but success in
describing it as an "intergrade" between two groups, or very rarely
among three. This comes about because soil is a continuum and a
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criterion that proves good for distinguishing 4 out of 5 pairs of
soils (of polypedons, that is) may be a central characteristic of
both the fifth pair. It nay even in sone instances not be stretching
the interpretation of observed facts to affirn that a certain soil
is "ABC intergrade to DEF" as against another which is "UW inter-
grade fron XYZ". There are examples of both on pages 164 to 201.
An "extrograde" to non-soil is a further possibility. But the
simplest link "intergrade" used adverbially is neutral and safe and
nore frequently resorted to. In the event, niches are found for
all naned series.
Taken in the sane order as that of D'Hoore (1964) the. kinds of
soil napped in Swaziland are as follows. The writer's comments and
ninor amendments to definitions, for use locally, are indicated in
parentheses.
A - RAW MINERAL SOILS:
Bare rock and rock debris: indurated materials, either "solid" or
broken down by nainly physical processes to coarse rubble.
Aa — Rock rich in ferronagnesir.n ninerals. Separated fron other
geological formations as they are potentially excellent sources for
plant nutrients. (Comprise in Swaziland outcrops of dolerite and
occasionally basalt, gabbro, anphibolite, serpentinite, epidiorite;
usually there is interstitial soil between loose spheroidally-
weathering dolerite boulders).
Ab - Ferruginous Crust. Secondary deposits in various materials,
e.g. weathering products of rocks or accumulation horizons of paleosols
or alluvium, enriched with residual or imported sesquioxides and
subsequently indurated: main binding agents are crystalline iron
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oxides. (intact cuirasses of this nature are rare in Swaziland).
Ac - Rock, undifferentiated. Granite or gneiss predominantly
throughout Africa. (The generalisation holds good in Swaziland, plus
igninbrite. Outcrops in situ are connoner than scree or talus.
Intermittently hollows or crevices are filled by soil, either autoch¬
thonous or, in valley bottoms, transported. It is unclear whether
the SPI unit permits mingled soil, coarse detritus and rock or not.
The mixture is very common throughout Swaziland, except in parts of
the Lowveld, and because all of it is put into this group for area
measurement purposes (Figure 9 refers) an overestimate of the percen¬
tage of Raw Mineral Soils, vis A vis the very small subcontinental
share, may well have resulted) .
B - WEAKLY DEVELOPED SOILS:
These have in common a low level of profile development, reflected in
lack of strong differentiation between horizons. Since the nap legend
item Ba — Lithosols on lava - is absent from Swaziland it does not
appear here. Likewise all other irrelevant soil groups are omitted.
Bb — Lithosol on rock rich in_ferromagnesiari minerals. Solid
substratum is within 30 cm (l2 inches) of the soil surface. Usually,
in Africa, on moderate to steep slopes of subhunid to semiarid regions.
(Mostly derived from dolerite in Swaziland, sometimes the other basic
rocks mentioned under Aa. Even where soil is 18 or 24 inches deep
there may be no horizonation other than perhaps a more hunic top, so
doubling the extreme depth limit for this unit locally could he
recommended. The mode for Swaziland examples is 9 to 15 inches of
solum. However, it must be admitted that with more than 7 to 10
inches soil there are often clues as to which more developed group
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the profile is tending towards, and the range fron Lithosol intergrade
Vertisol to Lithosol intergrade Fersialitic Soil is encountered).
Be - Lithosol on Ferruginous Crust. Hard iron pan lies within
30 cn (l2 inches): this soil fron cuirasse debris is napped only
between latitudes 17° north and south. (in Swaziland products fron
weathering of sheet ironstone tend to be renoved downslope and
accunulations of soil on iron pans are either colluvial or in other
ways not strictly lithosolic: nonetheless, they are placed here,
grading into Sol Lessiv& or Fersialitic Soil or a Kaolisol).
Bd - Lithosol. undifferentiated, Again solid rock nust be
within 30 cn (l2 inches) of the land surface, (Usually quartzose in
Swaziland, so depths exceeding 30 inches are perfectly feasible, as
with the Ranker soils of Europe which have no counterparts in the SPI
list: alnost trebling the stipulation of 12 inches could be advocated,
to provide a necessary link with the Regosol category: the skeletal
elenents fron coarse parent naterials certainly give rise to trans¬
itional forns between Bd and Bh. Remarks nade under Bb regarding
trend of profile developnent apply in this case also, and Lithosol
intergrade Fersialitic Soil or Lithoscl intergrade Kaolisol are
distinguishable anong well-drained profiles: in addition, where the
gradient becone3 nore gentle, less runoff and nore percolation induce
a degree of hydronorphisn, either ordinary (of bottonlands) or
planosolic, if slopes are long and wide enough - as in parts of the
Lower Middleveld and Western Lowveld.)
Bh ~ Regosol. This one-word description is after Marbut (1923)
and others: the SPI calls the group "Weakly developed soils on loose
sediments not recently deposited" and naps as such nany areas with
ancient littoral sand dunes. (Very deep profiles high in coarse
particles and yet without clear pedogenetic horizons are admissible
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too: they are derived in Swaziland fron arenaceous rocks - thick
quartz veins, siliceous grits, even fine-sandy sediments. See La
and Lk below for Ferralitic Soil intergrade Regosol).
Bo - Juvenile Soil on river and lake alluviun. Parent material
is heterogeneous and still being deposited intermittently: D'Hoore
(1964) notes that "the absence of well-developed horizons is mainly
due to brevity of the soil-forming period". ("Very little is
lacustrine, almost all fluviatile in Swaziland, Moreover fortunately
rather uniform accumulations on each of several river terraces are
the rule, as against the complexes of randomly stratified drifts
reported from much of Africa. Rote that only well-drained alluvium
is dealt with here: marshy valley floors come into N Hydromorphic
Soils).
C - CALCIMORfHIC SOILS:
Influenced by the presence of large quantities of relatively soluble
calcium compounds, notably carbonate and sulphate: have an appreciable
amount of free line at all depths and high bivalent cation contents
in the exchange complex, with mainly 2:1 lattice clay minerals such
as nontnorillonite„
Ca - Rendzina. Glassed in the Seventh Approximation order of
Mollisols, so characterized by thick dark surface layer with narrow
carbon-nitrogen ratio. (Whether Swaziland possesses these soils
sensu stricto is debatable: however, Lithosol and Vertisol groups
contain members that nay be described as intergrade to Rendzina).
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D - VERTISOLS;
The dark top at least 20 cn (8 inches) thick is nevertheless usually-
low in organic natter. Calcareous accumulations are frequent,
perneability is poor, effects of nechanical reworking are discernible
(dry season cracks, slickensides, naybe gilgai relief) and structural
units are coarse blocks or prisms, unless there is "self-nulching"
at the surface. Normally weatherable mineral reserves are good,
clay minerals are 2:1 and cation exchange capacity (CEC) is high and
more than half base-saturated. (SPI has not used the tern Sialitic
Soil, applied to Vertisols by Botelho Da Costa et al (1959) to com¬
plete the neat succession they describe as one proceeds from wet to
fairly dry tropical regions - Ferralitico, Fersialitico, Sialitico -
and to serve as a reninder that in Vertisols no silicon has been lost,
iron is unobtrusive and nontnorillonite and allied minerals are not
broken down to simpler constituents. Thompson (1965) confines
Sialitic to unleached soils other than Vertisols).
Da - Lithomorohic Vertisol from rock rich in ferronagnesian
minerals. Definition as above: lateral displacement by solifluction
is permitted, so the actual underlying rock nay not be basic.
(Basalt and dolerite areas of Swaziland, especially in the Lowveld.
Surface soil usually granular and seldom crusty under natural vegeta¬
tion, i.e. Regur of Dudal (1963) rather than his Margalite).
Db - Lithomorohic Vertisol from calcareous rock. Definition as
above. (Exceedingly uncommon in Swaziland).
Dj - Tonomor-phic Vertisol. In lowlying depressions where
sluggish external drainage aggravates effects of internal impermeability.
(Colluvial-cun-alluvial accretions of gully wash in Swaziland, for
the most part Lowveld: nay be higher up than bottomlands if there
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has been very recent rejuvenation,, Vertisol intergrade Solodized
Solonetz is the nain transitional fom).
F - PSEUDOPODZOLIC SOILS:
Ostensibly the horizonation is of ABC type, with the surface layer
containing less than 20clay clearly or abruptly separated at 40 to
90 cn (l5 to 36 inches) depth fron a textural B with twice (or nore)
the topsoil's amount of clay and an exchange complex that is more than
ha.lf base-saturated. Kaolinite and illite are the chief clay
minerals and mottles or iron concretions may occur.
Fa - Sol Lessiv&. Developed in subhumid temperate clina.tic
regions. (Swaziland representatives are all influenced by colluvia-
tion and hydromorphisn: moreover they are almost confined to Western
Lowveld pediments, definitely subtropical. This puts the alternative
SPI designation of "Highveld Psoudopodzolic" out of court. Loxton
(i960) invented the term and is currently attempting to repeal it,
for not only Swaziland but also Natal and the Cape Province have
good examples of soils virtually identical to those on the Transvaal
Highveld Plateaux. Carroll and Basconb (1967) prefer the unadorned
Claypan Soil. Equally brief, Duplex Form is used by Aircraft
Operating Company Technical Services (1967): briefest of all is the
old portmanteau Planosol of e.g. Thorp and Smith (1949). Colloquially
in Swaziland this group, the Solodized Solonetz which interdigitate
with it and the Lithosols on Ferruginous Crust are called "Two-Deck.
Soils". Finally, the relationship to Sol Lessiv& in France, Canada
and elsewhere is nebulous).
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G - BROWN AND REDDISH BROWN SOILS OF ARID AND
SEMIARID REGIONS:
Darkened by organic natter which is, however, snail in quantity,
(usually less than 1% carbon). Contain appreciable anounts of 2:1
clays and weatherable ninerals and often free line. The CEC is
nediun to high, nore than half base-saturated in the subsoil.
Gb - Brown Soil (intertropical). Generally nean annual rainfall
is less than 20 inches, though basic parent rock or impeded external
drainage favour Brown Soil's development in noister areas. Organic
natter content is low but well distributed down the profile. (Soils
of brown or red colour fron basalt and dolerite in the Lowveld belong
either to this category or to Jb Fersialitic Soil. There are also
sone intergrades to Eutrophic Brown Soil and connections with
Lithosols and Vertisols. Murdoch and Andriesse (1964) equate Swazi¬
land representatives to Krasnozens of Afanasiev (l928), Rotlehns of
Vageler (1930), Brunigra of Gibb et al (1952) and soils that Milne
(1936) describes as Nonlaterized Red Earths).
H - EUTROPHIC BROWN SOILS:
Rich in hunus and plant nutrients, nean annual rainfall 28 to about
67 inches. Often relatively young soils either on alluvium or in
rejuvenated valleys. Sand and clay nineralogy and base status are
comparable to head. G above.
Hb - Eutrophic Brown Soil on rock rich in ferronagnesian ninerals.
Limited to undulating terrain. (Basic parent materials in the Swazi¬
land Middleveld and Highveld give rise to such soils on occasion,
usually associated with Ferrisols: but the onset of degradation is
rapid and soluble constituents are leached out to produce Ferralitic
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or at best Fersialitic Soils in most localities,
to Brown Soil have already been noted).
Lowveld transitions
J - FERSIALITIC SOILS:
Alternative name Sols Ferrugineux Tropicaux: the shorter angliciza-
tion from Fersialitico is adopted here. Clay mainly kaolinite and
CEC rather low, though subsoil base saturation exceeding AO/° is
normal. Frequently separation of free iron oxides leads either to
their removal from the profile or to their precipitation as spots or
concretions. Depth is seldom more than 250 cm (about 8 feet) to
solid rock.
Ja - Fersialitic Soil on loose sediment. Sandy parent material
begets a solum without marked textural changes. (Some alluvium
along Swaziland's biggest rivers may well have reached this pedo-
genetic stage).
Jb - Fersialitic Soil from rock rich in ferromagnesian minerals.
Alteration of parent material and consequent liberation of iron may
cause pan formation within the profile. (Commonest per se in the
moister Lowveld: under drier conditions grades toward Brown Soil
or lies adjacent to Lithomorphic Vertisol).
Jc - Fersialitic Soil from crystalline acid rock. More quartz
and less clay than the preceding: easier leaching may allow
textural B horizon to appear. (Bd Lithosol intergrade Jc covers
much of the Lower Middleveld. Older landscapes are in wetter areas
so Kaolisols rather than Fersialitic Soils are found and "pure" Jc
profiles that are permeable have a restricted distribution, almost
entirely below 1,500 feet altitude).
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Jd - Fersialitic Soil, undifferentiated. Association with
various kinds of Lithosol is widespread. (Ditto in Swaziland.
Mixing of parent material, due to basic dykes and veins within
Western Lowveld granite or gneiss masses, encourages formation of
soil that is intermediate in its features between Jb and Jc: this
is best accommodated here. For Red Ferralitic Soils that have some
Fersialitic attributes see under Ln).
K and L - KAOLISOLS:
Useful term which is not part of the SPI nomenclature but was coined
by Sys (l958) to embrace all soils at or proceeding towards the final
end-point of intense weathering and leaching within the humid tropics.
As D'Hoore (1964) remarks on page 102 the nature of the parent rock
becomes much less important at and beyond this juncture in the
sequence of map units. (Kaolisols are virtually confined to the
Upper Middleveld and Highveld).
K - FERRISOLS:
These soils whose development is retarded by youth are distinguished
from more mature Ferralitic neighbours by stronger structure, higher
base status and greater fertility. The climate is wetter than the
average for Eutrophic Brown Soil: otherwise pedogenetic factors in
respect of both are similar. Kaolinite usually dominates the clay
fraction and the reserve of weatherable minerals seldom reaches 10$
of the fine sand. CEC exceeds 15 milliequivalents per 100 grams
(me) in subsoil clay, which is less than half base-saturated.
Ka - Huaic Forrisol. With more than 2$ organic carbon in the
surface layer to 10 cm (4 inches). Recorded mostly in the equatorial
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belt of Africa above 5,300 feet altitude. (Uncertain correlation
with some Upper Middleveld soils).
Kb - Ferrisol on rock rich in ferromagnesian minerals. Chemi¬
cally the closest of Ferrisols to Fersialitic standards. (Observed,
here and there in small pockets of the Upper Middleveld and Highveld,
frequently just below or amid bouldery Aa terrain. Eutrophic inter-
grades occur).
Kc - Ferrisol. undifferentiated. At lower elevations than Ka,
but still normally in rolling or steep country. (There are important
occurrences of soils answering this description in most respects
wherever Upper Middleveld parent material is "intermediate" (see pages
28 to 30)and the topography favourable, notably on retreating slopes
working fairly rapidly back, often through colluvial deposits, to
more resistant crests. Passage from Lithosol or to Ferralitic Soil
is postulated for marginal members of this unit).
L - FERRALITIC SOILS:
Most extensive batch of map legend units, excepting Desert and Semi-
desert, in Africa. Often very deep with diffuse transitions between
horizons that are only slightly differentiated. No clay skins coat
subsoil aggregates and consistence is normally friable, porous: the
1:1 lattice clays predominate and gibbsite is common. Little or no
weatherable mineral reserve. The CEC of the clay is nearly always
less than 20 me, not more than 40base-saturated. (Deeply emplaced
stonelines often act as indicators in Swaziland, particularly for
Ln - see below. Many Upper Middleveld and Highveld soils 60 or
more inches thick, resting on quartz stonelines, have undergone
ferralitization. These "pebble markers" - so named by Jennings
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and Brink (l96l) ~ nay be multiple, with junctions and partings.
Very deepset ones are seemingly geomorphic features, not attributable
to fauna! action. But the presence of stonelines of the latter
type, almost certainly formed very much as Nye (l954) outlines, is
also suspected - more so in Ferralitic than in other soils. Any
shallow stoneline, whose upper surface is encountered by 50 cm (20
inches) depth, must at least in part result from selective sifting
by ants, termites etc. of fine earth).
La — Yellow Ferralitic Soil on loose sediment. Topsoil is poor
in humus: less than 13%> clay below one metre (39 inches) depth,
(in acid rock districts of the Upper Middleveld and Highveld this
group is present, if deeply preweathered rotten saprolite can be
counted as "loose sediment" - in such cases has Regosol as well as
Ferralitic affinities. However, Swaziland possesses none of this
kind of soil on sediment in the normal sense of laterally moved
material).
Lc - Yellow Ferralitic Soil, undifferentiated. Often forms in
the debris of ancient cuirasses. (Lower retreating slopes of Swazi¬
land's high rainfall areas are mantled by Yellow Ferralitic Soil, and
intergrades to Bd Lithosol have been noted. Distinctive "Yellow-on-
Red Ferralitic" profiles with the colours merging at 18 to 36 inches
depth could be included here or at Ln; they are usually higher up
the catena than plain yellow Lc soils).
Lk - Red Ferralitic Soil on loose sediment. Munsell (l954)
colour chart 5YR or redder, otherwise the La criteria hold good.
(Coarse acid rocks with sporadic basic intrusions in the Highveld
engender soils of this type, not very different save in hue from La:
also intergrade Regosol.. Last sentence of La paragraph applies
here too).
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Lm - Rod Ferralitic Soil fron rock rich in ferronagnesian
minerals. Clay content is generally high: unlike other Ferralitic
Soils these frequently exhibit a structural B horizon. (Rare in
Swaziland, but carried by e.g. Usushwa.ne gabbro where unadulterated
with nore siliceous material: confined to the Highveld.)
Ln - Red Ferralitic Soil, undifferentiated. Often in reworked,
local transported lixivium that has been affected by several pedo-
genetic cycles and may date from Early Tertiary, or previous, erosion
surfaces: typically high in the present-day topographic sequence.
(The specification that bases should not exceed AO/° of exchangeable
cations needs to be modified for soils with particularly low CEC
values - less than 8 or 7 me per clay fraction - which are nonetheless
dominated by calcium and magnesium rather than hydrogen: convention¬
al methods of describing base status have neglected the aluminium
ion and Leroux (1965) believes this may be the cause of these
discrepancies: the soils concerned look and behave as if they were
Ferralitic. Middleveld intergrades to Fersialitic Soil are fairly
common, and in the classification of Francophone Africa many would
fit among Sols Faiblement Ferralitiques - Aubert (1964). There are
also, infrequently, Lithosolic counterparts of these normally very
deep Ln profiles).
Ls - Hunic Ferralitic Soil. As with Ka Ferrisols, more than
2$ organic carbon in the top 10 cm (4 inches) is stipulated.
(Sizeable areas of Swaziland soils already mentioned, especially at
Lc and Lm and Ln, qualify for this category but the writer is loth
to separate them at the prescribed hunus content: it is close to
their node rather than being at a "slack" in the continuum, which
is where good boundaries between soils should be. To equate these
with profiles having 5% to 7f° of carbon, truly Hunic Ferralitic,
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seems unwise. Aubert and Segalen (l966) put the threshold at 7f°
organic natter or about 4% organic carbon - arguably a nore realistic
figure)•
M - HALOMORFHIC SOILS:
Morphology is nainly due to the presence in the profile of soluble
salts and/or exchangeable sodiun to an extent that nutrient imbalance
and physiological drought adversely affect the netabolisn of vegetation
other than halophytes.
Ma - Solonetz and Solodized Solonetz. These two groups are
listed for convenience in one SPI cartographic unit. Sodium accounts
for nore than 15% of the CEC in pa.rt or all of the textural B horizon.
The surfa.ce layer is generally alkaline in the case of the unleached
Solonetz, but acid in Solodized Solonetz, which is desodifying from
the top downwards. (The latter is common in the Western Lowveld,
associated with Sol Lessivfe upslope. Where sodiun fails to reach
15% of T value in the sandy clay subsoil there is the option to
classify as a Vertisol influenced by halonorphisn and, usually,
colluviation).
Mb ~ Saline Soil and Alkali Soil. Again grouped for ease of
napping, the former have salt concentrations exceeding 4 nnhos* while
throughout the latter the sodiun adsorption ratio is over 15%>'• com¬
bination gives Saline-Alkali Soil. (Both Saline Soil and, less
frequently, the combination are found in the Swaziland Lowveld,
entirely mcnoiade as a result of irrigation malpractices: happily the
total area of Mb renains snail, however).
* Millinhos per cm at 25°C — electrical conductivity of the
saturation extract.
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N and 0 - OTHER SOILS:
Na - Mineral Hydrenornhic Soil. Influenced by permanent or
seasonal waterlogging but not a Vertisol. Gleyed in at least one
horizon. (Outside the Lowveld this takes the place of Topomorphic
Vertisols along most stream banks. In the dissected landscapes
concerned there is normally a very clearcut division between bottom¬
land and other soils. Lithosol and other intergrades occur.
Furthermore Sol Lessiv£ has a claim to relationship with seasonally
damp Na soils).
Nb - Organic Hydromorphic Soil. Over 18$ carbon, or 12$ if
sandy: usually papyrus or bango-reed swamps in Africa. (The only
Swaziland approximations are confined to a few Highveld vales above
3,700 feet altitude where fen peat has built up from old sedge and
watergrass beds).
Oa - Mountain and hill peat. Not hydronorphic but like Nb con¬
tains more than 18% organic carbon, or more than 12$ if sandy.
(Measurable — but usually square yards rather than square miles - on
and near Highveld granite tors above 4,000 feet).
EXPLORATORY SOIL MAPS TO 1963:
The provisional compilation at 1:1,000,000 scale which was
intended to show the SPI units of 1963 is reproduced here, as Map 16.
The key refers to J.L. D'Hoore's fourth draft and there are a few
minor differences from the final (sixth draft) legend outlined above.
A synthesis of this small-scale vignette - which clearly could now,
after the NSR, be much improved - and the 1:125,000 Soil Map of sets
will be a useful future Swaziland Soil Survey -undertaking.
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Earlier Murdoch (l96l) had issued a very tentative 1:2,500,000
representation of SPI third draft units (7 are shown compared with 14
names on Map 16 and the 33 that make up the list above), along with
single-value diagrammatic naps showing isopleths of pE in water and of
organio matter, both for topsoils. When drawn these last two were
thought of as "correct" only in a highly generalized manner. With the
same limitation - serious enough - it can be said that further re¬
searches have not invalidated either of them.
WAYS IN WHICH SETS AND SERIES WILL BE DESCRIBED:
To date 107 soil series in 34 soil sets have been identified in
Swaziland. Very few, if any, new sets remain to be distinguished with¬
in the self-imposed bounds (see page 113) of grouping series primarily
according to irrigability. At least 25 additional unnamed series are
known to exist but they cover tiny areas and can safely be disregarded
in this thesis.
Soil sets are designated by letters of the alphabet, plus in 16
cases qualifying regional names, e.g. C (Highveld) and C (Lowveld),
which may when convenient be shortened to e.g. CK set and CL set.
Series within each set begin with the same letter. This serves well
as a mnemonic but means that several series do not follow the tradition
of being called after placenanes. Series nomenclature has been popu-
la.rized within Swaziland at every opportunity, and many progressive
farmers know and use the series names relevant to their own fields.
The series are arranged in order of Soil Map of Africa units on
pages 144 to 148, and Figures 8 to 11 summarize the distribution re¬
vealed. About half the series are in two broad groups, Weakly
Developed Soils and Ferralitic Soils, but in terms of area Raw Mineral
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Rock OfVcl Rock Debris
Llthosols (Skeletal Soils)
JuVen.LLc SOLLS — A ULLVculttv
Vert Lsols — Llthomorpklc Origin.
Vertlsols — Topo^rapklc. Depressions
Sols Lesslvds ( PseudopodxoLLc)
RexL-broVfv Soils oj- the Sabarld. Tropics
ScL FersLa title Sol Is
Ka KcloLLsoIs — Ferrlsollc
Lc KaolLsoLs — Yellow Fcrro.li.tlc
Lrv Kaollsols — Red Ferralltlc
Mb H atomorpkic Soils — SolocLized
Mc HaXomOv-pk Ic SolLs — Saline
Na Mineral Hydro»v\or pkic Soils
Rock outcrops (Ac.) a.r\cL Lltkosols (Bd^ a.bsev\"t or rare : elsewhere common
Bottomlancl Hvjdromorpklc Soils usually calcareous, Vc^TlsoIs CDj")
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other of the broad groups is concerned, the renainder being inter-
grades between then; the orthic acreage is however 64% of the total,
thanks nainly to the considerable extent of rocky land, all classified
as Raw Mineral Soil.
Another way of representing relationships between the series,
not only pedologically, in the narrow sense, but also as regards their
position in the landscape is afforded by Figure 12, which brings out
the enomous range in soil chemistry and norphology, fron Darketown
to Yakeni series across the diagran. Catenary links and the pre¬
ponderance of noncalcareous series (pedalfers) are also well portrayed.
None of the distillations of soil series features mde up to
page 148 is precise or comprehensive enough to pemit their identifi¬
cation by someone new to Swaziland or not versed in the local soil
survey's history and activities. For such a person, geographer or
interested layman, the analytical key at pages 152 to 160 has been
constructed, on the sane lines as the conventional guides to
botanical genera and species. The only esoteric ability needed to
use the key are familiarity with horizonation and soil texturing and
an appreciation of region and subregion boundaries. Reading the key
in conjunction with Figure 12 is advised.
The nost adequate presentation of soil sets nay well be in
alphabetical order: this is done on pages 164-201, which are also
an index to series. The definitions of sets, which it will be
recalled are riot necessarily pedogenetic entities, have more value
than the very concise data regarding series in the index.
The nodal characteristics and ranges in norphology of 40
principal series are the subject of lengthier accounts, with full
profile descriptions as reconnended by Kellogg et al (l95l) and
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Cronpton (i960), which nay be consulted in Murdoch and Andriesse
(1964) or Baillie and Murdoch (1968), For the remaining series,
whose total area is only about one quarter of Swaziland, excluding
U set terrain, the infornation given in the alphabetical index is
considered a sufficient guide to both profile features and other
significant properties.
Soil analyses have helped enornously in placing series in or be¬
tween Soil Map of Africa units. For the 52 nost-tested series, with
fron 3 to 66 sanpled profiles (fron 4 to 88 topsoils) each, the data
dispersed anong pages 164-201 are collated and discussed on pages 203
to 221, special reference being na.de there to inherent soil fertility.
SERIES LISTED ACCORDING TO SOIL MAP OF AFRICA UNITS:
Reference D'Hoore (1964)
Aa - Rock rich in ferronagnesian minerals: UPCOUNTRY series (inter-
grado Ac)
Ab - Ferruginous Crust: GONGOLA series (intergrade Be)
Ac - Rock, undifferentiated: UNGABOLIMA series (with pockets of
sedentary soil): UMBELUZI series (with pockets of colluvial-
alluvial soil): see also Aa (Upcountry series)
Bb - Lithosol on rock rich in ferronagnesian ninerals: SOMERLING
series (intergra.de Ca): SHEBANI series (intergrade Da with line
pan): SPEKBOOM series (intergrade Da without line pan):
SIKHUTNANE series (intergrade Gb): STEGI series (intergrade Jb)
Be - Lithosol on Ferruginous Crust: GOCUKA series (greyish inter¬
grade Fa): GEGE series (greyish intergrade Lc): GROENING series
(reddish intergrade Jd): GUPZENI series (reddish intergrade Kc):
GUBANE series (intergrade Bh): see also Ab (Gongola series)
Bd - Lithosol, undifferentiated: OTANDWENI series: ORBIN series
(greyish coarse sandy intergrade Jc): OSAGULENI series
(reddish coarse sandy intergrade Jd): OMHLANDLU series (fine
sandy intergrade Jd): OUTSPAN series (intergrade Kc): OLDREEF
series (intergrade Lc): ONGELUK series (intergrade Ln):
PEEBLES series (intergrade Fa with stoneline): PETRONELLA series
(intergra.de Fa without stoneline): POFANE series (intergrade
Ma): see also Jd (Frazer and Lutzi series), Lc (Zayifu series),
Ln (Zonbode series) and Ma (Zwakela series)
Bh - Regosol: ENKULUNYO series (sandy): EBEDE series (gravelly):
EMPAHLI series (intergrade Na): see also Be (Gubane series),
Jc (Jovane series), La (Torgyle series) and Lk (Tateni series)
Bo — Juvenile Soil on river and lake alluviun: XULWANE series (flood
plain gravel): BONA series (lower terrace, coarse sandy):
BUSHBABY series (lower terrace, fine sandy): BETUSILE series
(lower terrace, nediun texture intergrade Ja): WISSELRODE
series (upper terrace, heavy texture intergrade Dj): WHITEROCK
series (upper terrace, with line pan, nediun texture intergrade
Gb): WASPAGENI series (upper terrace, with pebble beds, nediun
texture intergrade Ja): VfINN series (upper terrace, without
line or pebbles, nediun texture intergrade Ja): see also Gb
(isoko series), Ma (Zebra series), and Na (ingoje and Ivy series)
Ca - Rendzina: see Bb (Sonerling series) and Da (Canterbury series)
Da — Lithonorphic Vertisol: KWEZI series: KY/AMTUSSE series (with
line pan): KING series (with surface leached): CANTERBURY
series (intergrade Ca): CUBA series (intergrade Gb): TAMBANKULU
series (intergrade Jb): TSHANENI series (intergrade Na): see
also Bb (Shebani and Spekboon series) and Gb (Rasheni series)
Dj - Toponorphic Vertisol: VALUMGWACO series: VUSO series (with
leached surface): VIMY series (intergrade Mb): see also Bo
(Wisselrode series)
Pa — Sol LessivS: HERSOV series (coarse sandy surface, abruptly on
grey and red sandy clay pan): HABELQ series (coarse sandy
surface, abruptly on grey and yellow sandy clay pan): HLUNYA
series (fine sandy surface, abruptly on sandy clay pan):
HOMESTEAD series (transition fron surface horizon to sandy clay
pan nore gradual): see also Be (Gocuka series) and Bd (Peebles
and Petronella series)
Gb - Brown Soil: HHLOYA series (colluvial sandy top): NSOKO series
(alluvial Bo sandy top): RASHENI series (intergrade Da):
REIDBULT series (intergrade Hb): RONDSPRING series (intergrade
Jb): RATHBONE series (intergre.de Jb with nore hydrated iron
oxides at depth): see also Bb (Sikhutwane series), Bo (White-
rock series) and Da (Cuba series)
Hb - Eutrophic Brown Soil: see Gb (Reidbult series) and Kb (Sangweni
series): nay also be related to Gb (Rondspring and Rathbone
series)
Ja - Fersialitic Soil on loose sedinent: see Bo (Betusile, Waspageni
and Winn series)
Jb - Persialitic Soil fron rock rich in ferron&gnesian minerals:
RHEBOK series: see also Bb (stegi series), Da (Tanbankulu
series) and Gb (Rondspring and Rathbone series)
Jc - Persialitic Soil fron acid crystalline rock: JEKHI series:
JOVANE series (intergrade Bh): DELCOR series (yellow with soft
iron pan, heavy texture intergrade Jd): DAPUTI series (yellow
with soft iron pan, light texture intergrade Jd): see also
Bd (Orrin series)
Jd - Fersialitic Soil, undifferentiated: LESIEQV0 series:
LOMAHASHENI series (hunic top): LUDOMBA series (colluvial sandy
top): LUTZI series (intergrade Bd): FELWAKO series (with soft
iron pan): FRAZER series (with soft iron pan, intergrade Bd):
THORBURN series (intergrade Na): see also Be (Groening series),
Bd (Osaguleni and Onhlandlu series), Jc (Delcor and Daputi series)
and Ln (Mooihoek, Mzawo, Mdutshane, Funebizo, Jolobela and Juweel
series)
Kb - Ferrisol on rock rich in ferronagnesian ninerals: MADEVU series
(red): SIVULO series (orange or yellow): SAN GW ENI series (dark
brown intergrade Hb)
Kc - Ferrisol, undifferentiated: MALKERNS series: MUNALI series
(with subsurface compact layer of heavy texture): see also Be
(Gudzeni series), Bd (Outspan series) and Ln (Mbeli series)
La - Yellow Ferralitic Soil on loose sediment: TORGYLE series (inter¬
grade Bh): possibly Lc (Ngazi series) substratum would qualify
as "loose sediment"
Lc - Yellow Ferralitic Soil, undifferentiated: QWABISE series
(gravelly): ATONDOZI series (light texture with soft iron pan):
ALICEDALE series (medium texture with soft iron pan): AMUKE
series (medium texture without pan): NDUMA series (very deep,
yellow on red intergrade Ln): NGAZI series (not so deep, yellow
on red intergrade Ln): ZAYIFU series (intergrade Bd): see also
Be (Gege series) and Bd (Oldreef series)
Lk - Red Ferralitic Soil on loose sediment: TATENI series (inter¬
grade Bh)
Ln - Red Ferralitic Soil from rock rich in ferronagnesian minerals:
COSENI series (intergrade Kb): CIMTJRPHY series (black top, so
in appearance intergrade Ls)
Ln - Rod Ferralitic Soil, undifferentiated: Q.OLWENI series (gravelly):
JOHANNESLQOP series (with thick stoneline): MTILANE series (with
thin stoneline): MOOIHOEK series (intergrade Jd), MZAWO series
(intergrade Jd with colluvial sandy top), MDUTSHANE series
(intergrade Jd with nore hydrated iron oxides, sandy loan),
MELI. series (intergrade Kc with nore hydrated iron oxides, clay
loan): FUNEBIZO series (intergrade Jd with soft iron pan):
JOLOBELA series (intergrade Jd with thick stoneline, gravelly):
JUWEEL series (intergrade Jd with thick stoneline, not gravelly):
ZOMBODE series (intergrade Bd): see also Bd (Ongeluk series) and
Lc (Nduna and Ngazi series)
Ls - See Ln (Cinurphy series): several other Ferralitic Soils are
marginal to this unit: discussion about hunus on page 138 refers.
Ma — Solonotz and Solodized Solonctz: QUALM series (Solonetz):
ZWIDE series (Solodized Solonetz): ZWAKELA series (Solodized
Solonetz intergrade Bd): ZEBRA series (Solodized Solonetz with
alluvial Bo sandy top): ZIKANE series (Solodized Solonetz inter¬
grade Mb)
Mb — Saline Soil and Alkali Soil: YOUNGSVLEI series (fron Vertisols):
YAKENI series (fron Na Mineral Hydronorphic Soils): see also
Dj (Viny series) and Ma (Zikane series)
Na - Mineral Hydronorphic Soil: IDUKATHOLE series (light texture):
IMBOJANE series (heavy texture, at waterholes and wallows):
INGOJE series (heavy texture, fluviatile Bo origin): IVY series
(heavy texture, lacustrine Bo origin): see also Bd (Pofane series),
Bh (Enpahli series), Da (Tshaneni series) and Jd (Thorburn series)
Fb - Organic Hydronorphic Soil: DZIVA series
Oa — Mountain and hill peat: DARKETOWN series
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Numbers of Swaziland Soil Series
in Soil Map of Africa Units
% Areas of Swaziland Soil Series
in Soil Map of Africa Units
% Areas of SPI Units in Mainland Africa
South of Equator-from D'Hoore (1964)
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FIGURE II
Swaziland Soil Series - Whether Orthic in SPI Groups or Intergrade
Orthic here means belonging wholly to one
of the Soil Map of Africa groups cited below
KEY TO NUMERALS
No of series which are orthic | Total no. of series in group
No. of series which are intergrode
X*— Y
This soil would be in X group
but intergrade towards, or
perhaps from, Y group
In circle 0= unnamed series
3 + 1 = 4
A
o
ALL SERIES 53 Orthic + 54 Intergrade = 107 Total
A Raw Mineral Soils
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ANALYTICAL KEY TO SWAZILAND SOIL SERIES:
Procedure: To identify a soil profile in a vertical cut to rock
(or at least to about 150 cn depth), read Categories I to V and place
the soil in the first appropriate bracket, e.g. a bottomland with
discontinuous soil mantle will be I and not III: then within the
chosen category examine descriptions, again in numerical order, until
one that fits is encountered.
Cm are used in the key and in tho index on pages 164 to 20.1»
In fact the metric system would ha.ve been employed throughout this
memoir - e.g. for altitudes, areas and climatic elements - were it not
that local opinion favours the old units.
For the terns "fersialitic" and "ferralitic" see pages 134 and 136
respectively: furthermore soil rea.ction, as measured in the field,
is a reasonably good guide. Diagnostic horizons of most Ferralitic
Soils in Swaziland are in the range pH 4.0 to pH 5.5 whereas for most
Fersialitic Soils the range is pH 5.5 to pH 6,8 - laboratory determina¬
tions of pH in water confirm.
Iron concretions and iron pan can be either "soft" or "hard" i.e.
respectively penetrable or impenetrable by vigorous roots: this is
roughly equivalent in the case of iron pan to perforable or not
pierced by a Jarrett auger of 10 cm bore. A soil lacking free lime
is a "pcdalfer" while a "podocnl" is visibly calcareous: "pedalfer—
pedocal transition" means traces of free lime nay be detectable.
Soil colours are after Munsell (1954-) except for rare tints and
replacement of their "yellowish red" by "orange" - much as Oyama et
al (1967) advocate.
The word "usually" followed by a region or subregion name means
that a.bout 70$ to 100of the area covered by the series is in the
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zone concerned, whereas "often" means about 50% to 70% is in that
physiographic division. Regional a.bbreviations areas in Table 2,
Although intergrades between SPI units cannot be avoided, it is
assumed that intergrades between series can. They will be identifi¬
able for discarding either from pit morphology or by making several
soil inspections and omitting any which are not satisfactorily
replicated. Even so some soils will lie outside the confines of this
key - perhaps as many as 20% of the profiles selected, but hopefully
fewer.
Categories: Empirically chosen for convenience: no pedogenetic
significance,
I - Soil Mantle Discontinuous
II - Soil Weakly Horizonated and Very Shallow (usually less than
40 cm to rock, either weathering or fresh, that is not soft)
III — Soil Restricted to Bottomlands and River Terraces
IV — Soil Two—Deck (top of light to medium texture overlies,
usually abruptly, either clay pan or iron pan or thick
stoneline)
V — Soil Rot in Categories I or II or III or IV
Soil Series:
I - SOIL MANTLE DISCONTINUOUS: Basis for series differentiation
nature of interruption.
Sporadic deposits of soil as alluvium along rocky valley
floors
101 - UMBELUZI series
Sedentary soil as matrix between boulders
102 - UPCOUNTRY series (often HV)
Thin sedentary soil in pockets amid hard rock outcrops
105 - UNGOBOLIMA series
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Thin soil in pockets on hard iron pan
104 - GONGOLA series
II - SOIL WEAKLY HORIZONATED MP VERY SHALLOW: Basis for series
differentiation - nodal texture, colour and leaching stage
of diagnostic horizon#
Sands black top, peaty
201 - DARKETOWN series (in HV only)
Sand: grey top
202 - OTANDWENI series (often WL)
Loany sand: yellowish grey at 20 cn
203 — OLDREEF series (usually HV)
Loany sand to sandy loan: reddish brown at 20 cn
204 - OUTSPAN series (often LR)
Sandy loan: yellow or orange with high fine sand at 20 cn
205 — OMELANDLU series (usually WL)
Sandy loan: red at 20 cn
206 - OSAGULENI series (often WL)
Loan: orange or pale red at 20 cn
207 - ONGELUK series (usually HV)
Loan: dark brown top, pedocal
208 - SOMERLING series (usually EL)
Loan to clay loan: dark brown at 20 cn, pedalfer
209 - STEGI series (usually LR)
Loan to clay loan: black top, pedalfer-pedocal transition
210 - SPEKBOOM series (often LM)
Loan to clay loan: black top, pedocal with hard line pan
211 - SHEBANI series (usually EL)
Olay loan: dark red at 20 cn, pedalfer-pedocal transition
212 - SIKHUTWANE series (usually EL)
III - SOIL OF BOTTOMLANDS MP RIVER TERRACES: Not in
Categories I or II: Basis for series differentiation ~
nodal texture, colour, depth and leaching stage of
diagnostic layer.
Bouldery gravel: white to pale brown top
301 - XULWANE series
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Bouldery loan: orange at 130 cn
302 — WASPAGENI series (often LV)
Gravelly sand: pale brown top
303 - BONA series (often LV)
Gravelly clay: nottied top
304 - IVY series (in WL only)
Sand to loany sand: nottled at 60 cn
305 - IDUKATHOLE series
Loany sand: yellowish brown or pale brown top, high fine
sand
306 - BUSHBABY series
Sandy loan: brown top, high fine sand
307 - BETUSILE series (often LV)
Sandy loan: for series with alluvial wash see Zebra 414
and Nsoko 415
Loan: orange at 130 cn
308 - WINN series (often LV)
Loan: orange at 40 but not 130 cn
309 — WHITEROCK series (in LV only)
Clay loan: brown at 40 cn
310 - WISSELRODE series (in LV only)
Clay loan: nottled at 60 cn
311 - INGOJE series
Sandy clay: dark grey at 80 cn, has thin sandy loan covering
312 - ZIKANE series (usually WL)
Sandy clay: black at 40 cn and peaty
313 - BZIVA series (in HV only)
Clay: grey top
314 — IMBOJANE series (often LR)
Clay: dark grey at 40 on and sodic (brack)
315 - YAKENI series
Clay: dark brown at 40 cn and sodic (brack), dispersed
316 - YOUNGSVLEI series (in LV only)
Clay: dark brown at 40 cn, sodic but blocky structure
retained
317 - VIMY series (in LV only)
Clay: black top, calcareous throughout
318 - VALIMGWACO series (often EL)
Cla.y: black top, noncalcareous to 50 cn
319 - VTJSO series (often KV)
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IV - SOIL TWO-DECK: Not in Categories I or II or III: Basis
for series differentiation - nature of lower diagnostic
horizon for each set, as outlined in (a) to (j) below,
followed by nodal texture, colour and depth of upper
diagnostic horizon for each series.
(a) Thick stoneline on red subsoil - j (Highveld) set
(b) Red clay - N (Lowveld) sot
(c) Red loan - L set or M set: Ludonba and Mzawo series only
(D) Soft iron concretions, often soft iron pan - F set
(e) Hard iron concretions, usually hard iron pan - g set or
E set
(f) Mottled sandy clay - H set or E set
(g) Mottled layer, thinner or coarser than (f) - p set or e set
(h) Dark grey sandy clay on line accunulation zone - Z (Lowveld)
set
(j) Olive—drab sandy clay, sodic (brack) and alkaline - Q (Low¬
veld) set
Gravelly sand: pale grey at 80 cn
401 - EBEDE series (often LM)
Gravelly sand: pale grey at 20 but not 80 cn
402 - GUBANE series
Gravelly loan: reddish grey and conpact at 20 cn
405 — JOLOBELA series (often RV)
Sand: pale grey at 80 cn
404 - EMKULUNYO series (often WL)
Sand: pale nottled at 80 cn
405 - EMPAHLI series (often LM)
Loany sand: yellowish grey at 20 cn with (j) below
406 - QUALM series (in WL only)
Loany sand: yellowish grey at 20 cn, high fine sand, over
(F)
407 - HLUNYA series (usually WL)
Loany sand: grey at 20 cn with (f) below
408 — HABELO series (usually WL)
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Loany sands grey at 20 cn with (g) nottled sandy clay below
409 — PETRONELLA series
Loany sand: grey at 20 cn over (g) raottled weathering rock
410 - POFANE series (often LM)
Loany sand: grey at 20 cn with (e) below
411 - GOCTJKA series
Loany sand: dark grey at 20 cn
412 - GEGE series (usually HV)
Loany sand: reddish brown at 20 cn
413 - GROENING series (usually LR)
Sandy loan: pale brown top, high fine sand, over (h)
414 - ZEBRA series (usually WL)
Sandy loan: brown top, high fine sand, over (B)
415 - FSOKO series (usually EL)
Sandy loan: brown at 20 cn with (g) below
416 - PEEBLES series (often LM)
Sandy loan: greyish brown top over fersialitic (c)
417 - LUDOMBA series (usually WL)
Sandy loan: grey top over ferralitic to fersialitic (c)
418 - MZAWO series (usually MV)
Sandy loan: dark grey top and by 80 cn hard rock
419 - ZWAKELA series (usually WL)
Sandy loan: dark grey top and at 80 cn (h) pan
420 — ZWIDE series (usually WL)
Sandy loan: reddish grey at 20 cn
421 - HERSOV series (usually LV)
Sandy loan: orange at 40 cn
422 - PRAZER series
Loan: grey at 60 cn
423 - HOMESTEAD series (usually WL)
Loan: brown at 20 cn
424 - NHLOYA series (usually WL)
Loan: dark grey and conpact at 20 cn
425 - JTJWEEL series (often HV)
Loan: dark brown and conpaot at 20 cn
426 - JOHANNESLOOP series (usually HV)
Loan: orange at 100 cn
427 - FUNEZIBO series (usually UM)
Loan: orange at 40 en but (d) by 100 cn
428 - FELWAKO series (often WL)
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Loam: orange at 40 cm but (e) by 100 cm
429 - GUDZENI series (often UM)
v - SOIL NOT IN CATEGORIES I TO IV: Basis for series differen¬
tiation - modal texture, colour, depth and leaching stage of
diagnostic horizon,
Bouldery loam: red at 60 cm
501 - MADEVU series (often UM)
Gravelly sand: reddish grey at 60 cm
502 — JOVANE series (often WL)
Gravelly loam: yellow or orange at 130 cm
503 - QWABISE series (usually HV)
Gravelly loam: red at 130 cm
504 - QOLWENI series (usually HV)
Loamy sand: greyish yellow at 20 cm, soft iron pan by 80 cm
505 - ATONDOZI series (often HV)
Loamy sand to sandy loam: yellowish grey at 20 cm, no pan
506 - TORGYLE series (usually BV)
Loamy sand to sandy loam: reddish grey at 20 cm
507 - TATENI series (usually HV)
Sandy loam: greyish brown at 40 cm and orange at 130 cm
508 - JEKHI series (often WL)
Sandy loam: greyish brown at 40 cm, weathering rock by 90 cm
509 - ORRIN series (often MV)
Sandy loam: yellow at 60 cm
510 - DAPUTI series (usually LV)
Sandy loam to loam: orange at 130 cm
511 - MLUTSHARE series (often UM)
Sandy loam to loam: pale red at 130 cm
512 - M003H0EK series (often UM)
Loam: yelloxf at 80 cm with soft iron pan below 120 cm
513 - ALICEDALE series (often HV)
Loam: yellow at 80 cm without iron pan
514 - AMUKE series (usually HV)
Loam: reddish orange at 130 cm
515 - NDUMA series (usually HV)
Loam: reddish orange at 40 but not 130 cm
516 - NGAZI series (usually HV)
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Loam: red at 130 cm with thin stoneline in top 90 cm
517 - MTILANE series (usually DM)
Loam: red at 130 cm, no stoneline in top 90 cm, ferralitic
to fersialitic
518 - MALKERNS series (usually UM)
Loam: red at 130 cm, no stoneline, fersialitic
519 - LESIBOVTJ series (often WL)
Loam: red at 20 but not 130 cm, fersialitic
520 - LDTZI series (often WL)
Loam to clay loam: red at 20 but not 130 cm, ferralitic
521 - ZOMBODE series (often HV)
Loam to clay loam: orange at 20 but not 130 cm
522 ZAYIFU series (often HV)
Clay loam: yellowish brown at 60 cm, soft iron pan below
120 cm
513 - DELCOR series (usually EL)
Clay loam: yellowish brown or orange at 60 cm, no pan
524 - SIVULO series (often HV)
Clay loam: orange at 130 cm
525 - MBELI series (often DM)
Clay loam: mottled orange and grey at 130 cm
526 - THORBDRE series (often WL)
Clay loam: red at 130 cm, fersialitic with humic top
527 - LOMAHASHEEI series (usually LR)
Clay loam: dark red at 40 cm but not 130 cm, with soft iron
pan
528 - REEBOK series (usually EL)
Clay loam: dark red at 40 but not 130 cm, no pan
529 - RONDSPRIEG series (usually EL)
Clay loam: dark brown and compact at 20 cm, red at 130 cm
530 — MUKALI series (usually DM)
Clay loam: dark brown at 20 cm, weathering rock by 100 cm
531 — SANGWENI series (often HV)
Clay loam to clay: red at 130 cm, ferralitic with humic top
532 - CIMDRPHY series (usually HV)
Clay loam to clay: dark brown at 130 cm, ferralitic
533 - COSENI series (usually HV)
Clay: dark orange at 130 cm
534 — RASHEEI series (in LV only)
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Clay: dark red at 60 cm, pedocal
535 - REIDBULT series (in LV only)
Clay: dark red at 130 cm, pedalfer-pedocal transition
536 - RATHBONE series (usually EL)
Clay: dark brown at 40 cm, pedocal
537 - CANTERBURY series (usually EL)
Clay: dark brown at 40 cm, pedalfer-pedocal transition
538 - CUBA series (usually EL)
Clay: mottled at 130 cm
539 — TSHANENI series (usually EL)
Clay: dark grey at 60 cm, over soft iron pan
540 - TAMBANKULU series (usually EL)
Clay: black at 40 cm, pedalfer-pedocal transition
541 - KING series (often MV)
Clay: black at 40 cm, pedocal with hard lime pan
542 — KWAMTUSSE series (usually EL)
Clay: black at 40 cm, pedocal without hard lime pan
543 — KWEZI series (usually EL)
ALPHABETICAL INDEX OP SETS AND SERIES:
In the following annotated definitions, which supersede those of
Murdoch and Baillie (1966), the features indicated as appertaining to
a set are shared by all its component series unless there is a state¬
ment to the contrary. The numbers after series names relate to the
analytical key above. The two-letter abbreviations employed for series
come next, then 15 internal and externa.! soil characteristics are
















Apprximatoly the above sequence is often followed in listing these
characteristics, although for some sets departures are obligatory or
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expedient: and in describing certain soils further traits are
adduced, such as consistency, whether inundated or not, etc.
References to line, salinity, alkalinity and acidity are omitted if
already implied under SPI Mapping Unit. The abbreviation p.m. stands
for parent material. On the whole less space is devoted to sets
which are rare or of low agricultural value than to common soils
sought after by farmers.
Within a set the first-named series is considered the epitome
or node: it is usually more extensive than other members of that set,
although it may not have an absolute majority of the area (does not
in 9 sets).
Modal depths, textures and other morphological parameters are
quoted here - as was the case in the analytical key - much more often
than extremes or ranges. This is partly because, from all the
profile examinations of a set or series, modes may stand out starkly,
but also - it must be admitted - because precise demarcations between
series are so difficult. Predetermined limits cannot be employed:
the nature of the continuum forbids that. And so a good dividing
line, say one metre depth to hard rock, in one area may turn out to
be modal for a readily distinguishable series in another. Until very
detailed soil studies establish the best points, for each criterion
of differentiation, at which to place series boundaries, it is con¬
sidered more profitable to concentrate on the middle, typical, most
important parts of the pedological spectrum and to leave the ends
Ioosg meantime. A statistical study of series variability is
presented in Table 23 on page 225»
Peculiarities of the shapes and sizes of parcels of land within
each set are noted: see also the 1:125,000 Soil Map. Prom it
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LOCALITIES WHERE SERIES WERE FIRST NAMED ARE INDICATED
Abbreviations as in the test - Index of Sets end Series
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the acreages of sets, by regions and subregions, have been obtained.
Acreages of series are best estimates. The places where series
were first set up are plotted on Map 17.
For the 53 series of which 4 or more profiles have been sampled
and analysed fully, annexes give a r<lsum& of the laboratory results
- median in every case. Abbreviations used around the annexes are
as follows:
Top Surface 15 to 20 cm of soil: sole diagnostic horizon
if there is no Sub
Sub Soil at about 70 or 80 cm depth: diagnostic (or if Two-
Deck lower diagnostic) horizon
No Number of samples
CS Coarse sand, 2.0 to 0.2 ran, percentage by weight
FS Fine sand, 200 to 20 microns, percentage by weight
Si Silt, 20 to 2 microns, percentage by weight
CI Clay, less than 2 microns, percentage by weight
pHW Reaction, pH in water, usually with liquid:soil ratio 5
pHK Reaction, pH in normal potassium chloride, usually with
liquid:soil ratio 3
OC Organic carbon, percentage by weight of fine earth (sands
and silt and clay)
TM Total nitrogen, percentage by weight of fine earth
Ca Calcium, exchangeable milliequivalents per 100 g fine earth
Mg Magnesium, exchangeable milliequivalents per 100 g fine
earth
K Potassium, exchangeable milliequivalents per 100 g fine
earth
Na Sodium, exchangeable milliequivalents per 100 g fine earth
Sme Exchangeable bases (Ca Mg K Na), milliequivalents per 100 g
fine earth
Tme Cation exchange capacity (bases and hydrogen), nilli—
equivalents per 100 g fine earth
V Base saturation percentage or 100 Sme/Tme
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EC Electrical conductivity of saturation extract, millimhos
per cm at 25°C
P Bray method elemental phosphorus, parts per million
Not quite all of these determinations have "been done for every sample,
Twt.
In particular values, and therefore also base saturation figures,
sometimes result from rather fewer analyses than the number indicated.
For an account of analytical methods see page 202.
The term solum is taken as meaning soil proper, not altered rock
or any other substratum: in the definition of Jacks and Tavernier
(i960) "the part of the earth's crust influenced by climate and vege¬
tation". The solum is the principal object of study in this index.
THE MAXIMUM INFORMATION GIVEN ABOUT A SERIES MY BE GOT BY
READING THE PARAGRAPH ON THE SET FIRST, THEN THAT ON THE
SERIES
A set - Ferralitic Soil (but see also page 214): deep and yellow
or yellowish brown: may have dark humic top: horizons merge: im¬
perfect drainage, lower to mid slopes in Highveld and Upper Middleveld:
from intermediate p.m. or occasionally acid rock only: scattered,
usually small, patches: area 40,000 acres (Highveld 35,000 acres:
Upper Middleveld 5,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up 22$ of A set.
ALICEDALE series 513 A1 - Medium texture: has iron concretions and
soft iron pan below 100 cm depth: may become orange and slightly
mottled there: very deep profiles, more than 250 cm to hard rock,
commoner than for other series in set: normally on lower slopes:
area 16,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 15 18 33 17 32 5.2 4.4 2.7 .20
Sub 14 13 42 15 30 5.2 4.4 0.6 .05
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Oa Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.9 0.8 0.2 0.1 3.0 8.6 35 0.1 3
Sub 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1.5 6.3 24 0.0 1
AMUKE series 514 Am - Iron concretions and iron pan are absent: other¬
wise morphology as for Alicedale: normally on mid slopes, and sometimes
interspersed with U set rocky land: area 13,000 acres.
ATONDOZI series 505 At - Light texture at surface and may be greyish
yellow: mottled rather heavier subsoil contains iron concretions and
soft iron pan below 70 cm depth: thus marginal to Two-Deck soil: on
lower slopes: area 11,000 acres.
B set - Lower terrace Late Quaternary alluvium along major rivers:
deep and pale yellowish brown to brown: light or occasionally medium
texture: low in humus: distinct layering often apparent, due to
depositional history rather than pedological development: high in
weatherable minerals, especially muscovite: currently never or very
seldom flooded: commoner in Lowveld than elsewhere but found as high
as 4,000 feet: elongated strips often less than 200 yards wide but
many miles long: area 50,000 acres (Highveld 3,000 acres: Upper
Middleveld 6,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 6,000 acres: Western Lowveld
17,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 14,000 acres: Lubombo Range 4,000 acres):
slopes over 14make up 2% of B set.
BUSHBABY series 306 Bu - Yellowish brown or pale brown loamy sand top
with heavier and coarser bands and lenses: high in rounded fine sand
throughout and generally micaceous: very freely permeable: area
34,000 acres: samples of surface soil adequate to characterize solum.
No CS PS Si CI pHW pHK OC IN
Top 22 14 66 7 11 6.7 5.6 0.9 0.7
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC ?
Top 5.0 2.3 0.2 0.3 7.8 8.4 92 0.5 4
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BETUSILE series 307 Be - Brown sandy loam or loam top: appreciable
fine sand; thin strata of light texture may occur below 40 cm:
generally micaceous: good drainage: intergrade towards Fersialitic
Soil: area 10 ,000 acres.
No CS FS Si Cl pHW pHK OC TN
Top 10 36 34 10 20 6.5 5.4 1.2 .08
Sub 5 17 59 8 16 6.7 5.8 0.3 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 5.5 2.4 0.3 0.2 8.4 10.5 80 0.3 9
Sub 4.2 3.1 0.1 0.3 7.7 8,6 90 0.4 3
BONA series 303 Bo - Pale brown medium or coarse sand, transitional
to Xulwane series: more apt to experience periodic floods than rest
of set: rapid to excessive drainage when watertable is down: area
6,000 acres,
C (Highveld) or CH set - Perralitic Soil (but see also page 214):
deep, nearly always more than 200 cm, and reddish or dark brown:
heavy texture: horizons merge: moderately permeable: on mid to
lower slopes and from basic crystalline p.m. in the Upper Middleveld
as well as Highveld: even farther east is prominent Siqumbile (Y7)
outlier: scattered, usually small, patches: area 24,000 acres
(Highveld 15,000 acres: Upper Middleveld 6,000 acres: Lower Middle¬
veld 3,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up 42$ of CH set,
COSENI series 533 Co - Dark brown throughout profile: fairly strong
blocky structure: subsoil richer in humus than any other analysed
non-peaty series: intergrade from Farrisol: area 15,000 acres.
No CS FS Si Cl pHW pHK OC TN
Top 7 18 16 9 57 6.2 4.8 2.6 .17
Sub 7 16 12 c* 63 5.7 4.8 1.3 .09
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 5.0 1.9 0.6 0.1 7.6 11.8 64 0.2 2
Sub 4.7 1.2 0.3 0.2 6.4 11.2 58 0.1 2
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CIHURPHY series 532 Cm - Almost black top normally 30 to 80 cm thick:
no more humic, however, than Coseni: red subsoil: weak blocky
structure, sometimes approaching apedal: usually on lower slopes:
area 9,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 11 22 18 13 47 5.6 5.0 2.6 .17
Sub 10 19 13 12 56 5.8 5.2 0.9 .06
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tr.e V EC P
Top 5.3 2.8 0.4 0.2 8.7 16.0 55 0.2 1
Sub 3.8 2.9 0.2 0.2 7.1 12.3 58 0.2 1
C (Lowveld) or CL set - Lithomorphic Vertisol: dark brown with
medium, occasionally high, organic matter content: subsoil usually
5YR, always with chroma/value 3/3 or lower: horizons merge: imperfect
drainage: rich in weatherable minerals: from basic crystalline p.m.
and frequently between soils of R and K sets, so fairly low catena
member: occupies Lowveld-margin valley bottoms at moist end of range,
Tiut occurs far up long gentle slopes in Eastern Lowveld south of
Nzoto (J9) as quite large blocks: area 97,000 acres (Lower Middleveld
2,000 acres: Western Lowveld 23,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 68,000
acres: Lubombo Range 4,000 acres): no slopes over 14$ mapped.
CANTERBURY series 537 Ca - Blocky clay with tendency towards prismatic
structure: top 20 cm may have no free lime, rest of profile invariably
calcareous: lime is not hard, often powdery or filamental: modal
depth to weathering rock 60 to 90 cm: could be Rendzina intergrade:
area 73,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 23 13 26 19 42 6.7 5.2 1.8 .12
Sub 11 24 20 17 39 7.4 6,0 1.2 .09
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 13.4 5.5 0.8 0.6 20.3 22.4 91 0.8 4
Sub 18.0 4.7 0.5 0.6 23.8 23.8 100 0.6 1
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CUBA series 538 Cu - Similar to Canterbury but easily visible calcium
carbonate completely absent: base saturation nevertheless 100$ or
nearly so, and traces of very finely divided free lime may be present:
Brown Soil intergrade: area 24,000 acres.
D (Highveld) or DH set - Very acid organic soils, black or dark
grey: seldom found below 5,800 feet altitude: always in small pockets:
area 12,000 acres, entirely on Highveld: slopes over 14$ make up 67$
of DH set.
DARKETOWN series 201 Dk - Mountain and hill peat, shallow to rock and
sandy, with rapid permeability: typically on and just beneath granite
tors but also e.g. near cap of Ingwenya (G2) massif: area 8,000 acres.
DZIVA series 313 Dz - Pen peat with sandy clay matrix: pieces of
local alluvium: poorly drained: area 4,000 acres.
D (Lowveld) or PL set - Fersialitic Soil: deep, nearly always
more than 150 cm, and yellow or yellowish brown: may have dark humic
top: horizons merge: traces of free lime permissible in subsoil:
imperfectly drained: usually from intermediate p.m. and on lower to
mid slopes: scattered small patches: area 7,000 acres (Western
Lowveld 1,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 5,000 acres: Lubombo Range
1,000 acres): no slopes over 14$ mapped.
DELGOR series 523 De - Rather heavy texture, mode clay loam: has iron
concretions and soft iron pan below 120 cm depth, with red and grey
marbling, but is not now truly hydromorphic: commonly derived from
ignimbrite coliuvium at foot of Lubombo scarp or Cislubombo ridges:
area 5,000 acres.
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No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 5 15 30 15 40 6.7 5.2 2.0 .15
Sub 4 13 26 19 42 6.7 5.5 0.8 .07
Ca Mg K Na Suae Tme V EC P
Top 6,0 4.2 0.5 0.7 11.4 16.3 70 0.5 8
Sub 3.9 2.6 0.4 0.4 7.3 9.8 75 0.2 3
DAPUTI scries 510 Dt - Rather light texture, mode sandy loam: soft
iron pan below 120 era but less obtrusive than in Delcor: also more
aoid p.m. probably: associated in landscape with H set: area 2,000
acres,
E set - Regosol: Two-Deck profile has pale greyish sand or
coarser, more than 90 cm thick, over clay or iron pan which is deeper
and less conspicuous in its effects on the whole soil than are H or G
set bottom deeks: acid and extremely low in humus: very quartzose p.m.
in fairly flat areas of Western Lowveld and Lower Middleveld:
scattered small to medium sized patches: area 50,000 acres (Highveld
2,000 acres: Upper Middleveld 3,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 18,000
acres: Western Lowveld 25,000 acres: Eastern Lowvcld 2,000 acres):
slopes over 14% make up 2$ of E set,
ENKULUNYO series 404 Ek - Deep sand with rapid to excessive drainage:
usually on elevated erosion surface remnants: mainly Lowveld: area
31,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC rN
Top 18 62 30 4 4 5.7 4.8 0.5 .04
Sub 12 64 25 7 4 5.6 4.3 0.1 .02
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 1.8 3.9 46 0.1 5
Sub 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.3 1.6 2.8 57 0.6 2
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EMPAHLI series 405 Ed - Soil of marsh margins and flush sites: pale
grey top changes to mottled, usually wet, sand before pan is reached:
imperfectly drained and intergrade to Mineral Hydromorphic Soil:
mainly Middleveld: area 15,000 acres.
Wo CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 5 61 28 5 6 5.9 4.8 0.7 .05
Sub 5 72 18 4 6 6.0 4.8 0.2 .02
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.2 0.6 0.1 0.1 2.0 5.4 59 0.1 5
Sub 0.7 0.5 0.1 0,1 1.2 2.5 48 0.1 2
EBEDE series 401 Eb - Gravelly sand, moderately deep, otherwise as
Enkulunyo: mainly in central Usutu basin: area 4,000 acres,
F set - Either Fersialitic Soil or somewhat nore leached: orange
with iron concretions and soft iron pan at depth: humus levels
generally low: Two-Deck profile but moderately permeable and above
hydromorphic influences: intermediate p.m. on lower slopes mainly:
small patches well scattered through all regions: area 52,000 acres
(Highveld 5,000 acres: Upper Middleveld 10,000 acres: Lower Middle¬
veld 4,000 acres: Western Lowveld 5,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld
5,000 acres: Lubonbo Range 5,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up
9$ of F set.
FELWAKO series 428 Fe - Fersialitic and usually of medium texture:
sesquioxidic la.yer begins at 60 to 100 cm depth: found on Lubombo
and in Western Lowveld mainly: area 15,000 acres: median quantity
of particles larger than 2 mm is 20$ in Sub analyses.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 8 28 50 19 25 6.4 5.0 1.5 .09
Sub 7 15 27 18 40 5.9 4.9 0.6 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 5.7 2.8 0.6 0.2 9.5 11.0 84 0.9 3
Sub 2.0 5.7 0.4 0.4 6.5 9.8 67 2.0 1
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FUNEBIZO scries 427 Fu - Ferralitic intergrade to Fersialitic Soil:
usually medium texture: sesquioxidic layer generally begins at more
than 120 cm depth: mostly Middleveld: soil termed Funebizo by Murdoch
and Andriesse (1964) would now be put with Felwako or Frazer: area
13,000 acres: median quantity of particles larger than 2 mm is 25$ in
Sub analyses.
No CS FS Si 01 pHW pHK OC TN
Top 12 35 37 12 16 5.5 4.8 1.9 .13
Sub 10 30 26 15 29 5.4 4.7 0.6 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Trie V EC P
Top 2.5 1.6 0.4 0.1 4.6 8.7 53 0.1 2
Sub 3.3 2.4 0.3 0.2 6.2 10.7 58 0.3 1
FRAZER series 422 Fr - Intergrade from Lithosol: rather light texture,
mode sandy loam: concretionary material within top 60 cm and hard rock
usually reached by 100 cm: not in Highveld: area 6,000 acres.
G set - Outcropping Ferruginous Crust (rare) or buried hard iron
concretions, some or all polished, a,nd/or cemented iron pan, whose
structure ranges from almost massive to openly cellular, by 80 cm depth:
not highly hunic: clear horizonation and Two-Deck: beneath pan, which
is of very variable thickness, material usually mottled, with heavy
or medium texture: often on elevated surfaces or shoulders: concen¬
tration of parcels in less than a dozen localities: scattered small
patches elsewhere: area 72,000 acres (Highveld 25,000 a.cres: Upper
Middleveld 14,000 e,cres: Lower Middleveld 11,000 acres: Western
Lowveld 14,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 3,000 acres: Luhombo Range
5,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up 8$ of G set.
GOCUKA series 411 Gc - Lithosol intergrade Sol LessivS: greyish top of
light texture on hard iron pan, often vesicular and threaded by loam
infills: imperfect drainage: mainly from intermediate p.m. in
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Western Lowveld and Middleveld: area 32,000 acres: median quantity
of particles larger than 2 mm is 47$ in Sub analyses.
Wo CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 17 55 23 7 15 5.8 4.9 0.8 .05
Sub 15 36 25 10 "29 6.3 5.1 0.4 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sine Tme V EC P
Top 2.6 1.7 0.2 0.2 4.7 7.8 61 0.5 3
Sub 2.3 1.9 0.2 0.5 4.9 8.6 57 0.5 2
G0NG0LA series 104 Gn - Ferruginous Crust intergrade towards or from
Lithosol: hard slaggy iron pan at or very near ground surface: area
14,000 acres.
GEGE series 432 Ge - Dark grey top of light texture, most humic in set
and most acid, Lithosol intergrade Ferralitic Soil: imperfect drainage:
often derived from banded ironstone with arenaceous stains: mainly
Highveld: area 11,000 acres.
GUBANE series 402 Gb - Pale grey gravelly sand on loose iron concretions
or fragmentary hard iron pan: Lithosol intergrade Regosol: extremely
low in organic matter: rapidly permeable - pan may have impeded
drainage in the past but now does not: typically Lower Middleveld
where p.m. has large acid component: area 8,000 acres: median quantity
of particles larger than 2 mm is 39$ in Sub analyses.
Wo CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 6 57 32 5 6 5.3 4.4 0.5 .04
Sub 4 58 31 6 5 5.9 5.3 0.2 .02
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme Y EC P
Top 1.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.6 5.7 28 0.1 9
Sub 1.6 0.8 0.1 0.2 2.7 5.5 49 0.1 5
GUDZENI series 429 Gz - Lithosol intergrade Kaolisol (perhaps Ferrisol):
orange or red: medium texture: drainage only slightly impaired:
typcially Upper Middleveld: area 5,000 acres.
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GROENING series 413 Gr - Lithosol intergrade Fersialitic Soil: orange
or red counterpart of Gocuka, with lighter top than Gudzeni: imperfect
drainage: possibly confined to Lubombo plateau: area 2,000 acres.
H set - Sol Lessivd: Two-Deck with top of light to occasionally
medium texture over mottled sandy clay: not highly humic: small
amounts of free lime permissible in clay pan: poorly drained: mainly
acid p.m. is frequently pedisediment: lower slopes: mostly Western
Lowveld, where large blocks are found: elsewhere more elongated
valley-side segments: area 217,000 acres or 5$ of Swaziland (Upper
Middleveld tiny pockets at Cibide (Y4): Lower Middleveld 19,000 acres:
Western Lowveld 183,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 14,000 acres: Lubombo
Range 1,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up 1% of H set.
HABBLO series 408 Ha - Grey loamy sand abruptly overlies sandy clay
which is grey-yellow-orange blotched and often has set in it appreciable
numbers of stones (some of them subrounded) and iron pisolites: dominant
sand fraction coarse: modal depth above pan 30 to 60 cm: perched
watertable present for several months in toto annually: area 112,000
acres: median quantity of particles larger than 2 mm is 10$ in Sub
analyses.
No CS PS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 26 49 33 6 12 6.0 4.8 0.9 .07
Sub 25 34 22 9 35 6.7 5.1 0.3 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sine Tme V EC P
Top 2.5 1.3 0,2 0.2 4.2 6.3 67 0.4 3
Sub 4.6 4.8 0.2 0.9 10.5 12.0 88 0.5 1
HLUNYA series 407 HI - Yellowish grey top with more fine sand than
coarse sand: sandy clay pan less stony or gravelly than Habelo, and
underdrainage perhaps even poorer: otherwise subsoils morphologically
similar: area 68,000 acres.
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No cs FS Si CI pHW pKK OC TN
Top 12 39 42 10 9 6.0 4.5 0.9 .07
Sub 10 30 25 8 37 6.0 4.1 0.3 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Trae V EC P
Top 2.6 1.4 0.2 0.2 4.4 7.6 58 0.4 3
Sub 3.4 3.9 0.2 0.7 8.2 13.7 60 1.0 4
HOMESTEAD series 423 Ho - Grey loam at 50 to 70 cm depth marks horizon
boundary, more gradual than in other soils of the set, between top and
bottom decks; below 100 cm sandy clay pan is nearly always calcareous
and olive-drab in colour: area 22,000 acres.
HERSOV series 421 He - Pinkish grey sandy loam on sandy clay with red
mottles prominent in grey matrix of top 60 cm of pan, below which
material like Habelo deep subsoil; in Eastern Lowveld derived from
granophyre-rhyolite colluviun: small pockets fairly common in Western
Lowveld too: area 14,000 acres.
I set - Mineral Hydromorphic Soil, mottled and at surface non-
calcareous: may have dark humic top: in ill-drained bottomlands and
from mixed p.m. which is usually Late Quaternary alluvium: stratifica¬
tion apparent: elongated strips often less than 200 yards wide but
several miles long: area 88,000 acres (Highveld 37,000 acres: Upper
Middleveld 35,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 12,000 acres: Western
Lowveld 1,000 acres: Lubombo Range 3,000 acres): slopes over 14$
make up 15$ of I set.
IDUKATHOLE series 305 Id - Texture light in top 50 to 120 cm then
medium to heavy below: free lime absent: can grade into Empahli
series: not LOwveld: area 45,000 acres.
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No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 7 50 26 14 10 5.3 4.2 1.4 .09
Sub 3 40 18 10 32 5.6 4.4 0.5 .03
Ca Mg K Na Sine Tmo V EC P
Top 1.2 0.9 0.2 0.1 2.4 6.5 38 0.0 5
Sub 1.8 1.7 0.0 0.2 3.7 6.9 54 0.0 2
INGOJE series 311 In - Texture medium to heavy, with least clay in
top: highly gleyed: more organic matter than set average: free line
absent: not Lowveld: area 39,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 9 33 27 20 20 5.5 4.9 1.8 .13
Sub 6 28 20 15 37 6.0 5.1 0.7 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.7 1.0 0.2 0.1 3.0 6.7 45 9.0 1
Sub 2.2 1.5 0.2 0.2 4.1 6.0 68 0.1 2
IMBOJANE series 314 In - Clay of waterhol'es, wallows and dried out
ponds: often slaty grey matrix colour: may be calcareous at depth:
commoner in eastern half of country: area 3,000 acres.
IVY series 304 Iv - Gravelly or pebbly clay of lacustrine origin at
Balekp-zulu (D8): possibly much is old delta deposit: always
calca.reous at depth: area 1,000 acres.
J (Hjghveld) or JH set - Dark compact top on thick stoneline in
layer at about 30 to 60 cm, underlain by deep red soil or rubefied
saprolite: humus moderate: clear horizons, tion which nay be termed
Two-Deck for the stoneline acts as a barrier to roots and percolating
water just as does clay pan or iron pan: slightly impaired drainage:
from intermediate p.m. on elevated surfaces of Middleveld and High-
veld: scattered small to medium sized patches: area 92,000 acres
(Highveld 70,000 acres: Upper Middleveld 19,000 acres: Lower
Mjddleveld 3,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up 43$ of JH set.
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JUWEEL series 425 Jw - Ferralitic Soil intergrade Forsialitic Soil:
medium texture above and below stoneline: dark grey top: stones
mainly from vein quartz: area 55f000 acres: Top and Sub samples for
analyses are from over and under stoneline respectively.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 10 39 22 11 28 5.5 4.4 1.7 .12
Sub 9 22 16 15 47 5.3 4.8 0.8 .06
Ca Kg K Na Sne Tne V EC P
Top 3.3 1.5 0.4 0.1 3.8 5.5 69 0.1 4
Sub 2.7 3.0 0.4 0.1 6.2 10.9 57 0.1 1
JOLOBELA series 405 Jb - As Juweel but horizons other than stoneline
have gravelly loam texture and subsoil is usually ferruginous
weathering rock, not soil: stoneline itself often thicker than set
average: area 28,000 acnes: only Top analyses of value: median
quantity of particles larger than 2 nn is 40^ there.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 9 38 29 7 26 5.3 4.2 1.6 .09
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tne V EC P
Top 1.5 0.8 0.1 0.0 2.4 9.6 25 0.0 4
JOHANNESLOOP series 426 Jh - Ferralitic Soil: dark brown loan top:
stones mostly Mozane quartzite: interleaved shale often gives clay
beneath stoneline: usually in southern Highveld: area 9>000 acres,
J (Lowveld) or JL set - Fersialitic Soil: deep, usually more
than 150 cm, and light textured: low hunus, weak structure; horizons
merge: good or rapid drainage: acid (with hint of intermediate) p.m.
is often colluvial mantle originating from A3 or A5 granite on upper
to mid slopes along Middleveld-Lowveld margin north of Mvangati (R6):
narked concentration in two areas centring on Ophir (P7) and Lester
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to Jekhi (D6): area 45,000 acres (Lower Middleveld 12,000 acres:
Western Lowveld 33,000 acres): no slopes over 14$ mapped for JL set.
JOVANE series 502 Jv - Intergrade to Regosol: pinkish or reddish
grey gravelly sand with incipient horizonation only: area 25,000 acres.
No CS PS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 5 63 24 o 7 6.2 5.0 0.8 .07
Sub 4 58 22 7 13 5.8 4.6 0.2 .03
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 2.5 1.0 0.2 0.1 3.8 5.5 69 0.1 4
Sub 2.1 0.9 0.2 0.1 3.3 6.6 50 0.1 2
JEKHI series 508 Jk - Greyish brown top (similar to Orrin surface soil)
gradually becoming more orange by 60 or 70 cm depth: modal texture
sandy loam, high in coarse sand: commoner in Komati basin than
southwards: area 20,000 acres.
K set - Lithomorphic Vertisol: black (or nearly so) cracking
clay, normally 50 to 100 cm deep: blocky or prismatic breaking to
blocky: despite colour humus content only medium: poor drainage: on
lower slopes and from basic p.m. mainly in the Eastern Lowveld:
minority of occurrences occupy elevated sites: many elongated parcels,
with some larger blocks on almost flat platforms, notably at Dlangibuka
(L9): area 70,000 acres (Highveld 1,000 acres: Upper Middleveld
1,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 3,000 acres: Western Lowveld 13,000
acres: Eastern Lowveld 50,000 acres: Lubombo Range 2,000 acres):
slopes over 14$ make up 1$ of K set.
KWEZI series 543 Kz - Calcareous throughout profile: granular surface
structure easily destroyed with copious wetting: merges via an olive-
drab horizon to weathering rock, usually basalt: mainly Lowveld:
area 60,000 acres.
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No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 18 9 26 17 48 7.5 5.6 1.9 .12
Sub 9 17 16 18 49 8.3 7.0 1.0 .08
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 23.7 9.0 0.6 1.3 34.6 35.8 97 0.8 6
Sub 29.3 12,8 0.4 5.5 48.0 48.0 100 0.8 3
KING series 541 Kn - Slightly acid at surface and to about 70 cm depth
below which invariably calcareous band is found: often in Middleveld:
area 6,000 acres,
KWAMTUSSB series 542 Kt - Calcareous throughout profile and has
indurated lime pan, usually unbroken, in subsoil: mainly Lowveld:
area 4,000 acres,
L set - Red Persialitic Soil: horizons merge, except in Ludomba
series: good drainage: from intermediate p.m. which is usually
colluvial mantle on upper to mid slopes, although sometimes conjec-
turally an ancient (perhaps Early Quaternary) river terrace deposit:
great number of scattered small patches east of the Upper Middleveld,
with some concentrations in lower Lomati valley, parallel to Komati
below Avondrust (P6) and at several localities on Lubombo plateau:
area 99,000 acres (Lower Middleveld 28,000 acres: Western Lowveld
42,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 2,000 acres: Lubombo Range 27,000
acres): slopes over 14$ make up 3$ of L set.
LESIBOVU series 519 Le - Very deep, almost always more than 200 cm, and
of medium texture - rather heavier in the subsoil: crumbly to nutty
structure, becoming stronger with depth (in contrast to Malkerns):
low organic matter: some weatherable minerals: Western Lowveld and
Lower Middleveld mainly: area 49,000 acres.
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No OS FS Si 01 pHW pHK 00 TN
Top 59 36 28 11 25 6o0 5.0 1.4 .09
Sub 43 30 20 12 38 6.2 5.1 0.5 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 3.3 1.7 0.4 0.2 5.6 9.7 58 0.4 2
Sub 2.9 1.8 0.2 0.2 5.1 8.4 60 0.5 1
LOMAHASHSNI series 527 Lo - Deep red clay loam: top is darker-coloured
and higher in humus than other Swaziland soils of comparable altitude:
strong nutty structure: confined to Lubombo plateau: area 26,000
acres.
No OS FS Si 01 pHW pHK 00 TN
Top 35 10 28 27 35 6.1 5.0 2.9 .20
Sub 27 8 23 23 46 5.9 4.9 1.0 .07
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 5.0 3.8 0.6 0.2 5.6 9.7 58 0.4 2
Sub 3.3 2.9 0.4 0.2 6.8 12.9 53 0.2 1
LUTZI series 520 Lz - Intergrade from Lithosol: least deep soils of
set, usually with weathering rock admixture by 100 cm and hard rock by
170 cm: medium texture but sensibly more quartz gravel than Lesibovu:
found with latter and possibly transitional to Osagnleni: area
14,000 acres.
LUDOMBA series 417 Ld - Similar to Lesibovu except for greyish brown
sandy top, creep from upslope, which rests clearly on red soil: weakly
Two-Deck but permeability unimpaired; often Western Lowveld: area
10,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pBW pHK OC TN
Top 17 42 38 9 11 6.4 5.2 1,1 .00
Sub 12 30 26 10 34 6.2 4.9 0.5 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 3.2 1.4 0.3 0.1 5.0 8.0 63 0.5 3
3.6 2.7 0.2 0.2 6.7 11.5 58 0.4 2
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M set - Deep red or orange Kaolisol, usually much more than 300
cm to hard rocks Mdutshane and Mbeli are orange, typically 5YR, other
soils in set being redder: moderate to rather low amounts of humus:
drainage is good except in Munali: weatherable minerals very low or
nil: from mainly colluvial intermediate p.m. on upper and mid slopes,
typically below Highveld mountains in Upper Middleveld wide valleys:
orange series also occupy lower slopes but have no mottles or iron
concretions (watertable has almost certainly not influenced their
genesis): concentrated strongly in the three fairly gently sloping
Upper Middleveld areas, especially the Centre (Ezulwini-Malkerns-
Umtilane): less than 10 smaller nodes, among them Kugwegwe (V5) and
Bekinkosi (K5) and south of Wimabe (C4): elsewhere scattered patches:
area 198,000 acres or nearly 5$ of Swaziland (Kighveld 74,000 acres:
Upper Middleveld 112,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 12,000 acres):
slopes over 14$ make up 35$ of M set,
MALKERNS series 518 Ma - Ferrisol or possibly merely Ferralitic Soil
intergrade to Fersialitic Soil: red, of medium texture with argillic
horizon of nutty structure at about 30 to 80 cm depth: below this peds
are weak: profile features suggest, with the chemistry, that not only
a halt to degradation processes in the pedisediment but even restruc¬
turing may have occurred: however, pedogenesis remains problematical:
area 80,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 88 33 20 15 32 5.5 4.6 2.0 .14
Sub ■ 66 26 13 15 46 5.5 4.7 0.6 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 2.2 1.3 0.2 0.1 3*8 7.6 50 0.2 2
Sub 1.6 1.0 0.2 0.1 2.9 5.4 53 0.1 1
MTILANE series 517 Mt - Ferralitic Soil: surface reddish brown or
red and medium textured: thin quartz stoneline in top 90 cm below
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which deep apodal friable red loam: horizon of strong structure absent
or vestigial: often interdigitatos with Juweel: area A3,000 acres:
Top and Sub analyses are respectively over and under stoneline.
No CS FS Si CI ptTW pHK OC TN
Top 34 48 13 15 24 4.3 4.5 1.6 .10
Sub 20 26 13 15 46 5.2 4.7 0.5 .05
Ca': Mg K ha Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.0 0.7 0.2 0.1 2.0 608 29 0.1 3
Sub 0.8 0.6 0.2 0.1 1.7 4.9 36 0.1 1
MOOIHOEK scries 512 Mo - Ferralitic Soil intergrade Fersialitic Soil:
pale red and of medium to light texture, mode sandy loam: apedal and
friable: often from Pongola System ferruginous sedimentary and meta-
morphic rocks: mainly in Cool Middleveld and very rare north of
Ngwempisi: area 26,000 acresc
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 20 39 30 11 20 5.5 4.4 1.9 .10
Sub 15 38 16 12 34 5.2 4.3 0.7 .06
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 2.7 0.8 0.2 0.1 3.8 10.2 37 0.1 4
Sub 1.9 1.0 0.2 0.1 3.2 9.5 34 0.1 2
MDUTSHANE series 511 Md - Ferralitic Soil, probably intergrade Fersia¬
litic Soil: orange and of medium to light texture, mode sandy loam
surface, loam at depth: apedal: very friable and permeable considering
hydrated state of iron oxides: area 19,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHE OC TN
Top 34 43 17 14 26 5.4 4.5 1.8 .13
Sub 24 32 15 16 37 5.4 4.6 0.5 .04
Ca Mg E Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.6 1.0 0.2 Ocl 2.9 7.5 38 0.1 2
Sub 1.2 0,6 0.2 0.1 2,1 4.8 45 0.1 1
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MBELI series 525 Mb - Ferralitic Soil, possibly intergrade from
Ferrisol: orange clay loam: nuciform horizon less marked than in
Malkerns: friable rand permeable subsoil despite hydration of iron
oxides: not on upper slopes: area 12,000 acres.
MA.DEVU series 510 Mv - Ferrisolic fine earth, similar to Malkerns,
but with many large boulders incorporated, some at ground level, of
granodiorite and other more basic rocks; development of Upcountry
series: area 10,000 acres.
MZAW0 series 418 Hz - Grey sandier top 20 to 50 cm thick overlies
Mtilane or sometimes Malkerns material: mildly Two-Deck but permea¬
bility unimpaired: intermediate p.m. with quartzose rock outcrops in
vicinity to provide surface colluviun: commonest around Bekinkosi
(K5): area 7>000 acres.
MUNA.LI series 530 Mu - Ferrisol: red to dark brown loan over clay,
the horizon of heavy texture being compact and generally at 20 to 40
cm: downward there is deep friable red loan: pockets between Ross
(N4) and Ezulwini: area 1,000 acres.
K" (Highveld) or EH set - Ferralitic Soil (but see also page 214)!
yellow on reddish orange, with gradual colour change at 40 to 90 cm
depth: about same level but independent there is occasionally thin
quartz stoneline or dotted iron concretion band: dark huriic top:
good drainage: upper slopes and preweathered or ancient-colluvial
intermediate p.m. (though in places acid component is quite high):
mostly medium or small sized patches: area 102,000 acres (Highveld
92,000 acres: Upper Middleveld 10,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make
up 62$ of NH set.
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HDUMA series 515 Nd - Very deep, ordinarily nore than 300 on: loan,
usually becoming clay loan by 100 cm depth: often entirely developed
in colluvial overburden: the rare iron concretions include both hard
buckshot and soft nodules (sooe manganiferous.), testifying to poly-
genetic history of this soil: area 74?000 acres.
Ho CS PS Si 01 pEEW pHK 00 TH
Top 46 28 28 15 29 5.0 4.3 2.7. .18
Sub 33 24 22 16 38 5.2 4.4 0o 6 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tine V EC P
Top 1.0 0.6 0,2 0,1 1.9 8.7 22 0,1 2
Sub 0.9 0.5 0.1 0.1 lc6 9,0 18 0.0 1
NGAZI series 5-16 Nz — Loam or sometimes sandy loam: shallower than
Nduna with thin reddish orange subsoil resting on well rotted rock in
situ, as does latent, by 130 cm depth: area 28,000 acres.
N (Lowveld) or T'L set - Brown light to medium textured soil over¬
lies red clay: not highly humic: good drainage even though morphology
is Two-Deck: from intermediate p.m. on mid to lower slopes: few small
parcels, nearly all in Lectern Lowveld south of Usutu: area about
7,000 acres: napped with R set at 1:125,000 scale.
HHLOYA series 424 Nh - Top noma.lly loan, subsoil very much as in
Rathbone or Reidbult series: substratum is basic crystalline rock:
area 6,000 acres,
NSOKO series 415 Ns - Top is thin alluvial accretion of Betusile or Winn
material, bottom deck as Nhlcya: area 1,000 acres.
0 set — Lithosol: shallow, often less than 40 cm, and siliceous:
light or occasionally ^-drum texture: low in hunus: weakly hori-
zonated: rapid drainage: on acid p.n. (hard rock or a quartz
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stoneline so thick that it can he considered p.m.) of upper slopes
and other parts of landscape vulnerable to geologic erosion, such as
rejuvenation shoulders: formation of deep, horizonated profile is
prevented by continual truncation: found throughout all regions but
particularly widespread in Lower Middleveld and Western Lowveld:
large to small patches, often following lineaments of steepland just
below U set: area 569,000 acres or 15$ of Swaziland (Highveld 100,000
acres: Upper Middleveld 77,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 158,000 acres:
Western Lowveld 173,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 9,000 acres: Lubombo
Range 52,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up 30$ of 0 set - about
46$ of its Highveld—Middleveld-Lubombo portions, but only 5$ in
Lowveld.
OTANDWENI series 202 Ot - Greyish sand or sometimes loamy sand, high
in coarse elements: on hard rock by 30 cm depth: probably shallowest
series on average of this set: very common in Western Lowveld: area
220,000 acres: only Top analyses required: median quantity of
particles larger than 2 mm is 15$ there.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHX OC TN
Top 30 46 38 7 9 6.0 4.8 0.7 .06
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.9 1.0 0.2 0.1 3.2 5.8 56 0.2 4
ORRIN series 509 Or - Intergrade to Fersialitic Soil: greyish brown:
light to medium texture with high coarse sand: rooting to about 90
cm usually, giving deepest solum in set, then soft well-weathered
rock, which may be rubefied, down to as much as 200 cm locally:
commonest in Middleveld and almost absent from Lowveld: area 173,000
acres: median quantity of particles larger than 2 mm is 26$ in Sub
analyses.
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No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 50 50 27 9 14 5.8 4.8 1.3 .08
Sub 42 48 23 9 20 5.7 4.7 0.5 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.9 1.0 0.2 0.1 3.2 6.0 54 0.5 3
Sub 1.8 0.9 0.3 0.1 3.1 5.4 58 0.2 1
OLDREEF series 203 01 - Intergrade to Ye]low Forralitic Soil: usually
yellowish grey loamy sand: virtually confined to Highveld where p.m.
is granite or acid schist, more indurated than under Torgyle: area
48,000 acres: only Top analyses required.
No CS FS Si CI pEffl pEIK OC TN
8 49 32 9 10 5.7 4.4 C\J•CM .15
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
1.0 0.8 0.2 0.0 2.0 4.7 43 0.0 2
OUTSPAN series 204 Ou - Possibly developing towards Ferrisol: usually
reddish brown loamy sand or sandy loam: more humic than most other
soils in set: best seen on Lubombo plateau with p.m. rhyolite: area
41,000 acres.
ONGELUK series 207 Ok - Intergrade to Red Ferralitic Soil: orange or
pale red loam: often on Pongola System interbedded quartzite and
ferruginous rocks in southern Bighveld: area 36,000 acres: only Top
analyses required.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 5 27 44 16 13 5.5 4.7 1.8 .13
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.9 2»6 0.1 0.1 4.7 9.0 52 0.1 3
OMHLANDLU series 205 Om - Intergrade to Fersialitic Soil: yellow
and orange: texture light or medium, with high fine sand: probably
somewhat deeper than set average: derivation Cave sediments in
Lowveld: area 32,000 acres.
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OSAGULENI series 206 Os - Intergrade to Fersialitic Soil: reddish
sandy loam: deemed a truncated L set profile: mainly Western Lowveld:
area 19,000 acres.
P set - Lithosol intergrade to Sol Lessiv6 or Mineral Hydromor-
phic Soil: Two-Deck with mottled layer thinner and/or coarser than
that in H or ZL sets: neither deep nor humic: imperfectly drained,
with occasional perched watertable: in some respects transitional
between 0 and K sets, largely replacing the latter on Middleveld lower
slopes: acid or sometimes intermediate p.m. - usually crystalline,
not Karroo beds: many small patches, with tendency in Lower Middleveld
to be dream out along valleys: area 77,000 acres (Highveld 10,000
acres: Upper Middleveld 11,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 38,000 acres:
Western Lowveld 16,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 1,000 acres: Lubombo
Range 1,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up 14$ of P set.
POFANE series 410 Po - greyish sand to loam for about 30 cm, mode loamy
sand, then clear or gradual change to mottled altered rock with some
iron concretions: mostly Middleveld: area 40,000 acres: median
i-arjer
quantity of particles -looa than 2 mm is 29$ in Sub analyses.
No GS FS Si CI pKW pHK OC TN
Top 29 52 28 9 11 5.7 4.6 1.0 .06
Sub 13 44 20 11 25 5.3 4.8 0.4 .03
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.8 0.7 0.1 0.1 2.7 5.6 48 0.4 3
Sub 2.5 1.6 0.2 0.2 4.5 7.3 61 0.4 2
PETRONBLLA scries 416 Pt - Greyish sand to loam for about 30 cm, mode
loamy sand, lying abruptly on thin dark—coloured mottled clay loam:
mostly Western Lowveld: area 23,000 acres: median quantity of
particles larger than 2 mm is 10$ in Sub analyses.
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Wo CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 10 54 30 7 9 6.0 4.9 1.2 .09
Sub 10 35 22 8 35 6.7 5.1 0.5 .07
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 3.0 1.2 0.4 0.1 4.7 7.2 65 0.3 2
Sub 2.8 2.3 0.2 0.2 5.5 6.9 80 0.4 2
PEEBLES series 409 PL - Brown sandy loam, on moderately thick quartz
stoneline on mottled heavy material, clay-enriched weathering rock,
with some iron concretions: clear horizonation: hard rock usually
reached by 80 to 100 cm: mostly Lower Middleveld: area 14,000 acres.
Q. (Hjghvold) or QE set - Perralitic Soil (but see also page 214):
deep, more than 120 cm: gravelly loam, though top 30 or 40 cm may be
almost gravel-froe: no concentration of the diffused quartz fragments
into a stoneline: rather low in humus: horizons merge: rapidly
draining: acid p.m. often pogmatitic granite: upper to mid slopes:
less than a dozen main localities, elsewhere scattered pockets: area
146,000 acres (Highveld 92,000 acres: Upper Middleveld 41,000 acres:
Lower Middleveld 13,000 acres): slopes over 14$ make up 57$ of QH set.
QOLWENI series 504 Qo - Greyish at surface, red fine earth in subsoil
and often reddish rotten rock: normally mid slopes: area 117,000
acres: median quantity of particles larger than 2 mm is 35$ in Sub
analyses.
Wo CS FS Si CI pEEW jHK OC TK
Top 22 43 22 10 25 5.7 4.4 2.2 .14
Sub 20 33 26 11 30 5.5 4.7 0.6 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 1.5 0.6 0.3 0.1 2.5 6.4 39 0.1 4
Sub 1.3 0.7 0.2 0.1 2.3 5.0 46 0.0 1
QWABISE series 503 Qb - Greyish at surface, orange to yellow in sub¬
soil and rotten rock: normally mid slopes: area. 29,000 acres.
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Q. (Lowvold) or Q.L set - Solonetz with morphology deceptively
similar to that of Hlunya: Two-Dock with slightly alkaline top of
light texture- sharply separated from highly alkaline and sodic (brack)
olive-drab sandy clay with columnar structure: low in humus: poorly
drained: area, about 1,000 acres: tiny occurences in Western Lowveld
mapped with H set at 1:125,000 sca.le.
QUALM series 406 Qu - Top yellowish grey and often high in fine sand:
Ecca sediments contribute much sodium and magnesium to colloidal
complex: area 1,000 acres.
R sot - Brown Soil (in all respects save organic matter, which is
higher than the 1.0$ carbon limit of SPl) or Fersialitic Soil: dark
reddish: heavy texture: horizons merge: compound nutty structure
and moderate permeability (except Rasheni): from basic p.m. on mid
slopes: in Ea.stern Lowveld medium to lcarge sized blocks common,
progressively getting snail westwards: chief Western Lowveld loca.lities
are between Usutu and Ingwavuma: area 143,000 acres, including HL set
q.v. (Lower Middleveld 4.-000 acres: Western Lowveld 33,000 acres:
Eastern Lowveld 99»000 acres: Lubombo Range 7,000 acres): slopes
over 14$ make up 2$ of R set.
RONDSPRIHG series 529 Ro - Brown Soil intergrade Fersialitic Soil:
clay loan or occasionally clay: firn consistence: normally 50 to
100 cm deep to weathering p.m. and the same depth again until consoli¬
dated rock is reached: iron concretions absent or rare: area 67,000
acres.
Ho CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TR
Top 26 16 29 18 37 6.3 5.0 1.6 .12
Sub 20 21 23 16 40 6.5 5.2 0.9 .08
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Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
8.5 4.3 0.5 0.4 13.7 20.8 66 0.9 2
10.3 4.9 0.2 0.4 15.8 21.6 73 0.4 1
RaTHBONE series 536 Rt - Brown Soil intergrade Persialitic Soil: clay
with modal depth to saprolite about 180 cm: infrequently has traces
of free lime below 90 cm: compact blocky and faintly mottled layer
at or near base of solum may slightly impede drainage if copiously
wetted: nutty structure throughout rest of profile: area 45,000
acres.
No CS FS Si CI pEW pHK OC TN
Top 17 14 27 20 39 6.4 5.2 1.9 .12
Sub 13 15 22 17 46 6.3 5.3 1.2 .10
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 6.7 2.1 0.5 0.2 %5 13,6 70 0.5 2
Sub 6.0 2.8 0.3 0.3 9.4 12.6 75 0.6 1
RHEBOK series 528 Rk - Fersialitic soil: clay loam to clay with iron
concretions or soft iron pan below 60 to 100 cm and weathering rock
often before 140 cm depth: commonest in Umbeluzi basin, Eastern Low-
veld, where associated with Tambankulu: area 15,000 acres: median
quantity of particles larger than 2 mm is 22/£ in Sub analyses.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pEK OC TN
Top 14 8 19 17 56 6,2 5.0 1.6 .13
Sub 10 15 23 15 47 6.5 4.9 0.7 .05
Ca Mg E Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 7.0 5.2 0.3 0.3 12.8 20.0 64 0.2 1
Sub 8.8 10.4 0.3 0.2 19.7 28.0 70 0.2 1
RASHENI series 534 Rs - Brown Soil intergrade to Lithomorphic Vertisol:
top 60 to 90 cm of heavy texture and blocky structure is underlain
by dark orange friable calcareous clay: imperfectly drained:
commonest around Big Bend: area 7,000 acres.
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No CS PS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 6 10 16 20 54 7.0 6.3 1.9 . 16
Sub 5 12 16 29 43 8.5 7.1 0.5 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tnie V EC P
Top 22.0 6.9 0.3. 0.5 29.7 30.4 98 0.3 2
Sub 28.0 9.7 0.4 1.1 39.2 39.2 100 1.8 7
REIDBULT series 535 Re - Brown Soil intergrade Eutrophic Brown Soil:
clay with modal depth about 110 cm to weathering rock: subsoil
contains lime specks and occasionally nodules: area 2,000 acres.
S (Highveld) or SH set - Perrisol: rather shallow, usually less
than 120 cm to rock: dark-coloured humic top and strong structure,
blocky breaking to nutty: medium or heavy texture: good to moderate
drainage: weatherable minerals quite high: from basic crystalline
rocks of upper slopes in Middleveld as well as Highveld: scattered,
usually small, patches which sometimes mirror stockworks of e.g.
epidiorite dykes: area 84,000 acres (Highveld 45,000 acres: Upper
Middleveld 20,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 19,000 acres: Western
Lowveld specks mapped on Dumezulu (M7) hill): slopes over 14/° make up
6Jfo of SH set.
SANGWENI series 531 Sa - Intergrade Eutrophic Brown Soil: dark brown
clay loam: mean depth to weathering p.m. is about 100 cm: area
65,000 acres: median quantity of particles larger than 2 mm is 2C$
in Sub analyses.
No CS PS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 30 33 22 16 29 5.8 4.8 2.1 .17
Sub 24 28 23 14 35 5.9 5.0 0.6 .06
Ca Mg E Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 2.6 1.9 0.3 0.2 5.0 8.4 60 0.3 2
Sub 2.3 2.0 0.4 0.2 4.9 7.8 63 0.2 1
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SIVULO series 524 3v - Clay loam with orange or yellowish brown
horizon between humic top and altered rock: mean depth about 70 cm:
area 19,000 acres.
S (Lowveld) or SL set - Lithosol derived from basic crystalline
rock: soil less acid than 0 set: very shallow, rarely 40 cm to
weathering p.m. and approximately the same thickness again to virtually
unaltered rock: da.rk in colour: medium to heavy texture, usually
with appreciable gravel and stone: moderately well supplied with
humus: weak horizonation: good drainage: rich in weatherable
minerals: on upper slopes, steep at relatively high altitudes but
often medium to gentle in Eastern Lowveld: in that subregion large
expanses of SL form matrix in which other sets lie - also true of
Lower Middleveld fringe from St Mary (V7) southwards: elsewhere many
small to medium single areas: area 295,000 acres or 7$ of Swaziland
(Lower Middleveld 29,000 acres: Western Lowveld 72,000 acres:
Eastern Lowveld 165,000 acres: Lubombo Range 31,000 acres): slopes
over 14$ make up 6$ of SL set.
SOMORI'IRO series 208 So - Perhaps intergrade to Rendzina: usually
dark brown loam, slightly calcareous: invariably p.m. is reached by
35 cm depth: commonest in Eastern Lowveld: area 213,000 acres: only
Top analyses required: median quantity of particles larger than 2 mm
is 16$ there.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK oc TN
Top 21 24 29 17 30 6.4 5.0 2.0 .16
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 8.3 6.4 0.5 0.4 15.6 21.4 73 0.4 5
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SIKHUTVfAHE series 212 Sk - Intergrade to Brown Soil: dark red and not
always calcareous: invariably p.m. is reached by 35 cm depth: thought
of as Rondspring series truncated profile: area 30,000 acres.
STEGI series 209 St - Intergrade to Fersialitic Soil: dark brown loam
to clay loam about 40 cm to rock, somewhat deeper than average for set:
free lime absent: mainly Lubombo plateau: area 29,000 acres.
SHEBANI series 211 Sh - Intergrade to Lithomorphic Vertisol: usually
black loam to clay loam: entirely calcareous and rests on hard lime
pan, perforated or fissured enough not to impede drainage: area
14,000 acres.
SPEKBOOI'I series 210 Sp - Intergrade to Lithomorphic Vertisol: black
loam to clay loam, more acid than Somerling at surface, but calcareous
by 30 cm depth: though listed for convenience as SL this soil, unlike
others of set, is commoner in Middleveld and drier Highveld: Baillie
(1968) has in fact mapped it with SH set: area 9,000 acres.
T (Highveld) or TH set - Ferralitic Soil intergrade to Regosol:
shallow loamy sand to sandy loam on very soft rock, predominantly acid
and weathered to great depth, often Jamestown schist but also gneiss
or granite: medium humus content: there may be thin quartz stoneline,
but normally horizons merge: very freely permeable: mostly upper
slopes: medium and some large blocks in northern and central Highveld:
also many snail pieces throughout western nountainland, frequently
abutting on U set: area 117,000 p.cres (Highveld 102,000 acres:
Upper Middleveld 14,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 1,000 acres):
slopes over 14$ make up 85$ of TH sot.
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TATENI series 507 Tx - Grey with reddish or pinkish tint: saprolite
ty 50 to 80 cm depth of various hues, chiefly white of kaolinite but
sometimes streaked or suffused by mauve of disintegrating mafic
minerals: area 105,00 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 25 39 32 14 15 4.8 4.2 1.9 .12
Sub 19 17 43 22 18 4.7 4.3 0.2 .03
Ca Mg K Na Sine Tme V EC P
Top 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.1 1.3 6.9 18 0.1 2
Sub 0.9 0.5 0.1 0.1 1.2 6.3 19 0.0 1
TORGYLE series 506 To - Yellowish grey top over white, yellow and
orange rotten rock: some mid as well as upper slopes: area 12,000
acres.
T (Lowveld) or TL set - Dark grey or dark brown soils of medium
to heavy texture: moderately high in organic matter: clear horizona-
tion: not calcareous at surface: from basic p.m. on lower slopes:
most extensive in Umbeluzi basin, Eastern Lowveld: area 22,000 acres
(Western Lowveld 2,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 20,000 acres): no
slopes over 14$ mapped for TL set.
TAHBANKULU series 540 Tm - Lithomorphic Vertisol intergrade Fersialitic
Soil: blocky clay over layer of unpolished iron concretions and soft
iron pan between 70 and 150 cm depth, then weathering basalt: without
free lime: imperfectly drained: area 16,000 acres: median quantity
particles larger than 2 m is 41$ in Sub analyses.
No Cs FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 10 14 29 20 37 6.1 4.9 2.0 .16
Sub 9 10 13 17 60 6.8 5.5 0.4 .07
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 10.7 8.5 0.3 0.5 20.0 31.9 63 0.4 1
Sub 14.9 16.2 0.3 0.6 32.0 40.5 79 0.5 1
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TSHANENI series 539 Ts - Lithonorphic Vertisol intergre.de Mineral
Hydromorphic Soil: as Tambankulu but in addition there are stiff olive-
drab and grey mottled bands and lenses of very heavy texture within
and/or below sesquioxidic layer: subsoil often calcareous: poorly
drained: intimately mixed with Tambankulu: area 4,000 acres.
THORBUEN series 526 Th - Persialitic Soil intergrade Mineral Hydro-
raorphic Soil: clay loam, moderately to very deep: mottled orange,
red and yellow below 60 cm: free line absent: imperfectly drained:
pockets in Lower Middleveld as well as Lowveld: area 2,000 acres
(perhaps undermapped).
No CS PS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 7 33 33 10 24 6.0 5.0 1.2 .10
Sub 7 37 19 12 33 6.2 5.0 0.4 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tnie V EC P
Top 3.4 2.5 0.4 0.2 6.5 11.0 59 0.3 4
Sub 2.9 2.5 0.3 0.3 6.0 9.5 63 0.3 2
U sot - Bare rock and talus: commonest Swaziland set, in which
more- than 15% of the land surface - and often more than 40% - has
outcrops or is boulder-strewn (other sets usually have less than 6%
of rocky ground): soil cover discontinuous: occasionally buried soil
may be sandwiched between stone mantle and consolidated rock: ubiqui¬
tous except in flattest parts of Lowveld: appears as background to
1:125,000 Soil Map,setting in which soils proper are mounted: area
1,278,000 acres or 30% of the country (Highveld 541,000 acres: Upper
Middleveld 134,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 206,000 acres: Western
Lowveld 92,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 98,000 acres: Lubombo Range
207,000 acres): slopes over 14% nake up 87% of U and it is steepest
set in each subregion.
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UMGABQLIMA series 103 Un - Living rock is at the surface, often hard
slabs or dwalas, though sometimes tors or castle kopjes: also includes
skirts of mesas, escarpment free faces etc,(see Table 4): small pockets
of soil are generally sedentary: mostly acid and intermediate rocks:
area 817,000 acres.
UPCOUNTRY series 102 Uc - Unconsolidated debris, or jointed rock
weathering in situ, with fairly large volume of interstitial soil to
considerable depth: dolerite "bombs" make ideal p.m. but exfoliating
granite, particularly A5 plutons, also gives rise to bouldery slopes,
the boulders being resistant cores within or from a preweathered matrix
normally: area 395,000 acres.
UMBELUZI series 101 Ub - Small pockets of soil are drift of colluvial-
alluvial origins mostly valley floor rock bars near waterfalls and
cascades: rounded cobbles and pebbles, singly or in beds„ are common
and wear potholes in country rock when churned by floods: area 65,000
acres,
V set - Toponorphic Vertisol: deep, usually more than 150 cm:
dark-coloured prismatic cracking clay with olive-drab lower layers, some
of which nay be less strongly structured: not very highly humic: weak
horizonation: sometimes visible depositional stratification but
generally soil too mobile vertically for this to be preserved: poor
drainage: formed in bottoms from gully wash with solely basic p.m. as
catchment, mainly in Lowveld: elongated strips usually 200 or 300 yards
across, and several miles long: area 30,000 acres (Mighveld 1,000
acres: Upper Middleveld 1,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 1,000 acres:
Western Lowveld 2,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 25,000 acres): no
slopes over 14% napped for V set.
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VALUMGWACO series 318 Va - Black, with free line fron surface down:
often greatest enrichment in olive-drab horizon, where median CaCO^
content for Sub samples: often Eastern Lowveld: area 15,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pKW pHK oc TN
Top 8 18 25 13 44 7.7 6.8 2.2 .16
Sub 5 19 13 27 41 8.5 7.2 0.8 .05
Ga Mg K Na Sne Trie V EC P
Top 37.8 5.2 0.3 1.2 44.5 44.5 100 0.6 9
Sub 32.4 19.0 0.2 1.6 53.2 53.2 100 1.8 2
VIMY series 317 Vm - Intergrade to Saline-Alkali soil: coarse prisms
nay be dispersed in places by sodic accumulations: dark brown top
then often reddish tinge in subsoil below 60 to 80 cm: free line
throughout: only in Lowveld: area 11,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHE OC TN
Top 17 9 21 20 50 7.8 6.8 1.4 .12
Sub 12 12 13 18 57 7.9 7.0 0.5 .06
Ca Mg K Na Sne Tme V EC P
Top 29.0 8.5 0.7 5.3 43.5 43.5 100 2.6 9
Sub 26.3 7.7 0.4 9.8 44.2 44.2 100 11.0 7
VUSO series 319 Vu - Black, top 50 or 60 cm leached of line, renainder
of profile calcareous: sporadically at higher altitudes than rest of
set, largest patches between Vilekazi (W3) and St Anthony (Y4): area
4,000 acres.
W set - Upper terrace Late Quaternary alluvium along major rivers:
deep, more than 200 cm: orange or brown or occasionally red: medium
to rather light texture: low in humus: weak horizonation:
weatherable minerals fairly high: currently never flooded: often
Lowveld: elongated discontinuous strips, sometimes facing each other
across B and X set lower, younger valley floor drifts: area 24,000
acres (Hignveld 2,000 acres: Upper Middleveld 2,000 acres: Lower
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Middleveld 2,000 acres: Western Lowveld 10,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld
8,000 acres): gradients smoother and hunnocky nicrorelief less connon
than in B set, consequently no slopes over 14$ napped for W set.
WINK series 308 Wn - Juvenile Soil closest to achieving independent
status, in this case as Fersialitic Soil: orange, node loan: free of
cobbles or pebbles and noncalcareous: good drainage: area 17,000
acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pEEK OC TN
Top 23 16 57 9 18 6.6 5.5 1.0 .09
Sub 14 13 58 7 22 6.6 5.7 0.3 .04
Ca Mg K Na Sne Tne V EC P
Top 3.7 1.8 0.2 0.3 6.0 7.1 84 0.2 3
Sub 3.9 1.8 0.2 0.3 6.2 7.3 85 0.3 2
WASPAGENI series 302 Wa — Probably intergrade to Fersialitic Soil:
orange, node sandy loan or loan at surface but by 40 to 100 cn depth
cobble or pebble beds begin: good drainage: area 3»000 acres.
WISSELRODE series 310 Ws - Intergrade to Toponorphic Vertisol, with
signs of halonorphisn too: brown loan to clay loan, sometimes heavier
at depth: calcareous: inperfect drainage: in troughs behind riverain
levees: nay pass to Viny: only in Lowveld: area 2,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 5 12 40 18 30 8.2 6.9 1.0 .06
Sub 3 10 37 18 35 8.6 7.2 0.4 .03
Ca Mg K Na Sne Tne V EC P
Top 24.0 6.3 0.5 6.4 37.2 37.6 99 2.8 3
Sub 9.0 5.7 0.4 10.2 25.3 25.3 100 4.0 8
WHITEROGK series 307 Wh - Intergrade to Brown Soil: orange, node loan
at surface but by 100 cn contains white to pale grey line zone or
line pan: noderate drainage: only in Lowveld: area 2,000 acres.
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■X set - Actively accumulating coarse textured stratified alluvium
of flood plains and stream channels; bare or recently colonized by
reskLst so frequently -disturbed -and redistributed that pedogenesis
is impossible; small bands normally too thin to map at 1:125,000
scale: area 7,000 acres (Highveld 1,000 acres: Upper Middleveld
1,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 2,000 acres: Western Lowveld 2,000
aorost Eastern Lowveld 1,000 acres): no slopes over 14$ mapped for
X set.
XULWANE series 301 Xu - Polyohrome gravels: when dry, white or pale
brown overall impression from a distance: area 7,000 acres.
Y set - Saline or Saline-Alkali Soil: clay, calcareous as well
as sodio (brack): usually more than 120 cm deep: permeability almost
nil: flat depressional sites in Lowveld; one dozen patches, minute
except that at Balekazulu (U8): area 2,000 acres (Western Lowveld
1,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 1,000 acres); these are 1967 figures:
at maximum extent, around 1963, covered just under 5,000 acres;
comments on reclamation are at page 322: no slopes over 14$ mapped for
Y set,
YOUNGSVLEI series 316 Yo - Brink: brown with grey to white saline patches
in top 60 cm; produced from K or V or ZL profiles after few years
over-irrigation, either on the spot or upslope: area 1,000 acres.
No cs PS Si Gl pHW pHK oc TN
Top 12 4 25 11 60 7.9 7,1 1,3 .13
Sub 9 T 24 11 58 8.3 7.1 1,0 .09
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 24,5 9.8 0.6 9.3 44.2 44.2 100 4,7 3
Sub 26,8 10.5 0.4 12.9 50.6 50.6 100 13,0 2
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YAKENI series 315 Ya - Dark grey and mottled: in lacustrine alluvium:
t
encroaches on adjacent Ivy series where latter is bench-strip irri¬
gated at Balekazulu: acid top, only calcareous below 90 cm usually:
area 1,000 acres.
Ho CS FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 4 23 20 7 50 5,4 4.2 1.4 .13
Sub 3 16 13 4 67 6.8 5.8 0.5 .07
Ca Kg K Ha Sne Tne V EC P
Top 7.2 3,0 0.4 0.6 11.2 22.8 49 4.7 5
Sub 4.9 4c0 0.3 2.7 11*9 15.3 77 18.0 1
Z (Hiafaveld) or ZH sot •- Lithic Kaolisol, presumably Ferralitic:
red and orange: medium texture: no narked humus staining in surface
horizon: apedal, friable and perneable: from intermediate (sometimes
acid) p.n. on upper slopes of Middleveld as well as Highveld, often
bordering or amid U set: either erosion proceeds at much the sane
pace as soil formation or, towards the tops of pediments and apices
of fans, M set profiles have been truncated to produce ZH: scattered
small patches: area. 24,000 acres (Highveld 15,000 acres: Upper
Middleveld 8,000 acres: Lower Middleveld 1,000 acres): slopes over
14$ make up 79$ of ZH set.
ZOMBODE series 521 Zo - Red loan to clay loan: weathering rock by 90
cm depth: most often occurs as enclaves within U set and nay grade to
Madevu series: area .17,000 acres.
ZAYIFU series 522 Za - Orange loan to clay loan, otherwise as Zonbode:
clearly less organic natter than Sivulo: might be confined to High¬
veld: area 7t000 acres.
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Z (Lowveld) or ZL set - Solodized Solonetz: Two-Deck profile:
thin top of light to medium texture lies abruptly on compact prismatic
dark grey sandy clay, over olive-drab lime-rich zone with silty clay
fine earth: not high in humus: faintly to appreciably saline: poor
drainage: subdued relief, long connecting slopes and, in the case of
Zikane a.nd Zebra series, bottoms: intermediate p.m. - especially Ecca
sandstone and shale plus subordinate dyke dolerite, colluvially mixed
over hundreds of yards or even a few miles: large expanses making
the Western Lowvold matrix: little elsewhere: area 187,000 acres or
of Swaziland (Lower Middleveld 3,000 acros: Western Lowveld
160,000 acres: Eastern Lowveld 24,000 acres): no slopes over 14!$
mapped for ZL set.
ZWIDE series 420 Zd — Surface layer grey or dark grey sandy loam about
30 cm thick: sandy clay bottom deck cracks and swells, stretching and
snapping and squeezing roots: damage to them more noticeable even than
in Vertisols of K and V sets: principal calcareous horizon, modal
depth 110 to 150 cm, has lime puppets up to 8 cm wide: fairly far-
travelled and old (possibly Early Quaternary) pedisediment: elevated
platforms in Western Lowveld: retains perched watertable for several
months in toto annually: area 123,000 acres.
Mo CS ES Si CI pBW pEK OC TN
Top 31 43 29 10 18 6.2 5.0 1.1 .03
Sub 28 26 24 11 39 7.7 6.2 0.7 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tme V EC P
Top 4.0 3.0 0.5 0.4 7.9 13.2 60 0.7 3
Sub 6.8 5.2 0.3 1.4 13.7 14.0 98 3.0 2
ZWAKELA series 419 21 - Intergrade from Lithosol: usually only 60 to
80 cm deep, always with less than 20 era light top: not highly cal¬
careous: often near-sedentary on p.m. of hard shale occasionally
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shot through by basic dykelets: underdrainage to rock more effective
than in other set members: area 35,000 acres.
ZIKANE series 312 Zn - Intergrade from or to Saline-Alkali Soil:
light top sometimes absent: deeper than average of set, often 300 cm:
in gully wash material of bottomlands and younger than Zwide: same
deleterious effects on rooting observed: seasonally waterlogged:
area 25,000 acres.
No CS FS Si CI pHW pBK oc TN
Top 9 29 20 14 37 6S8 5.5 1.4 .12
Sub 7 26 20 11 43 7.8 6,6 0.5 .05
Ca Mg K Na Sme Tne V EC P
Top 4.8 3o2 0.6 0.5 9,1 13.0 70 0.8 4
Sub 8.2 5ol 0.3 1.4 15.0 15.0 100 2.5 1
ZEBRA series 4-14 Ze - Pale brown fine sandy loam top is wash of B set
material: otherwise internally much as Zwide, but occurs lower in
landscape, adjacent to alluvial ribbons: area 4,000 acres.
The writer is indebted to I.C. Baillie for having provided data
on his discoveries of the past three years, which resulted in the
addition of Gudseni, Hersov, Mbeli, Sivulo, Zayifu and Zombode series
to the above list, and in improved definitions of several more soils.
The instigator (1958-1960) of Ebede, Jolobela, Lutzi, Peebles and
Thorburn series was J.P. Andriesse, to whom thanks are also due.
Nine additional series names, operative in the past but currently
disused, are Bennett Bt (now in Betusile), Cibelonvubu Cb (now in Vimy),
Kingsley Ky (now in Vuso) , Libetsa Lb (now in Thorbtirn) , Lupondo Lp
(now in Orrin), Murphy Mr (redesignated Cimurphy), Newhaven Ne




Except for a few analyses of waterholding capacity, reported in
Murdoch and Andriesse (1964), the writer has performed no indoor tests
on soil samples® Laboratory results are nonetheless essential to
complement narrative soil descriptions, and the following soil
scientists have worked on some among the 3,900 samples for which
determinations have been made. Their contribution to pedology in
Swaziland is greatly appreciated.
(a) At Malkerns Research Station - P. Jackson and L.A. Whelan.
(b) At African; Explosives and Chemical Industries, Johannesburg
— B.C. Beuthin and P., Van Steenderen and colleagues.
(c) At the Soil Research Institute, Pretoria - H. Weber (on
clay minerals),
(d) At the University of Natal, Pieternaritzburg - L.P. Van
Reeuwijk and I.C. Baillie (on clay minerals).
(e) At Mount Edgecombe Research Station, Natal - B.E. Beater
and R. Maud and T. Sexton.
(f) At Government laboratories in Salisbury, Rhodesia -
R.N. Thomas and colleagues®
(g) At Rothansted Experiment Station, Harpenden, England -
C.L. Basconb and G. Brown.
(h) At the Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, Holland - H. Kiel
and K. Mtiller.
The results are gathered together at Table 17 of routine analyses
quoted in the foregoing index. Laboratory studies undertaken less
commonly on the same series are summarized, again using median values,
at Table 18. For the majority of samples the routine analytical
procedures have been those of Bouyoucos - mechanical analysis,



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- exchangeable cations, and Bray - phosphorus (with sone findings
according to methods of Truog, Olsen, Morgan etc. converted by P.
Jackson to approximate Bray readings)• The other research has been
done by means of differential thermal analysis and X ray diffraction
(clay minerals), microscopic examination of the 30 to 500 microns
fractions (sand minerals) and Rothexisted techniques for quantifying
trace elements.
The writer is conscious that Tables 17 and 18 infringe the tenets
of Orchard (1965) who, speaking about fertilizer advisory services,
stressed that analytical data obtained by empirical methods can be
used successfully only if those methods are "adjusted for variations
in the pedological nature of the soil". Errors due to routine analysis
having sometimes been employed on non-routine soil (strongly acid,
highly calcareous, alkaline etc.) may even be compounded by the
collection of data from several sources. However it is heartening that,
despite occasionally inappropriate laboratory techniques, pooled results
for series are in line with those elsewhere, as regards their statisti¬
cal variability - see page 222,
The number of samples to which Table 17 refers is 1,690. The
remaining 2,210 analysed to date comprise either (a) third, fourth etc.
samples of the same series or (b) different, less commonly examined series
or (c) soils, except Y set, that are too far from their virgin state
to be included - particularly those from fields known to have had heavy
fertilizer dressings. The most-sampled series, with more than one
profile per 1,000 acres on average throughout the country, are Alice-
dale, Betusile, Cinurphy, Delcor, Lesibovu, Lomahasheni, Ludomba,
Malkerns, Mdutshane, Thorburn, Vimy, Winn, Wisselrode, Yakeni and
Youngsvlei, For Africa this is a very high density of soil testing:
and in addition to these 15, another 30 series have a topsoil analysis
for every 1,000 to 5,000 acres.
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From all the deteminations one can in turn build up an a.ccount
of the hypothetical "average" Swaziland soil series. This is done in
Table 19• Of course no such pedons exist, unless by a fluke, and as
the medians relate to 53 series, not to all, they will be imprecise.
As a rough guide to where particular series stand, in national pers¬
pective, Table 19 has merit, however.
TABLE 19
National Medians and Means of Analyses
No cs FS Si CI pHW pHK OC TN
Top 1007 34 28 11 27 6.0 4.9 1.7 .12
Sub 683 26 24 11 38 6.2 5.1 0.6 .05
Ca Mg K Ma Sne Tne V EC P
Top 3.2 1.8 0.3 0.2 5.5 9.4 58 0.3 3
Sub 3.4 2.5 0.2 0.3 6.4 9.8 66 0.4 2
ABOVE - Medians for topsoils of the 53 series and subsoils of the
47 series listed in Table 17s abbreviations on page 163.
BELOW — Gravel and line nedians are for all the Ta.ble 17 series:
A1 and trace elenent medietas are fron Table -18. as are
clay mineral neans (for series with both Top and Sub
results): sand mineral neans are not of value nationally
as soils without weatherable ninerals were deliberately
left unsanpled, but the data must be close to "average"
for the Lowveld: abbreviations are in Table 18.
Gr L A1 Fe Zn Mo B Cu
Top 3 0 0.5 0.2 1.6 0.1 0.7 0.3
Sub 6 0 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.4
M I K G Q Fe w
Top 18 22 54 6 66 9 25
Sub 20 19 54 7 60 11 29
In general the analytical results provide no surprises and are
consistent with profile morphological traits. The main exception is
CEC and base saturation of Ferralitic Soils, which rather frequently
contravene the SPI injunctions (namely T value less than 20 ne per
100 g day and V 40% or less). This is most blatant in Bighveld
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sets - A and CH and NH - where the T on subsoil clay is 18 to 24 me,
median value. A and NH exhibit suitably low S values on clay but
Coseni series has 10 me and Cimurphy series 13 me, in both cases 58$
saturation. The classification Ferralitic has nonetheless been
allowed to stand for all these sets - and for QH, which is marginal -
because firstly there is no gainsaying the profile features, secondly
incomplete dispersion prior to mechanical analysis of such sesquioxide-
rich soils, causing underestimates of clay, is notoriously difficult
to avoid, and thirdly it may be that extraction of more Ca Mg K Na H
than the readily exchangeable amounts took place at times, i.e. answers
were obtained lying much closer to the "maximum positive" charge of
Mehlich (i960) than to his "permanent" charge. The clay mineralogy
of Alicedale and Nduma series corroborates their Ferralitic status:
no clay mineral counts for CH set are available.
A useful linear correlation exists between V percentages and pH
in water - see Figure 13 - and further derived data which are of interest
pedologically include silt/clay ratios, differences between pK in water
and pH in KC1, c/n ratios, variations of clay content and pH from
topsoil to subsoil etc. All can be had by perusal of Table 17.
FERTILIZER NEEDS:
The requirement of raingrown maize, yielding 1.0 to 1.5 tons per
acre grain, for the three major nutrients has been studied by D.B.
Latham and the writer. The following rough relationships have been
found, based on field trials of the past decade, initiated by A.C. Venn.
Results from early years are reported in Jones and Murdoch (1965)•
(a) Nitrogen is much less limiting in the Eastern Lowveld. and







































of the more rapid mineralization that takes place at the
first rains in the east, during the warm late winter and
hot early summer. Moreover close links between N need
and C/N ratio are evident, the former increasing as the
latter does* The nomogram of Figure 14 reflects both these
factors.
(b) Phosphorus is necessary in approximately these quantities:
nil if topsoil Bray values are 8 ppm or more of elemental
P: 10 pounds per acre - again elemental P - if 5 or 6 or
7 ppm are recorded: 20 pounds per acre equivalent to 3 or
4 ppm: and 30 pounds per acre equivalent to 1 or 2 ppm.
Sandy soils are seen from Table 17 to have the highest
available P contents, relative to other nutrient elements,
(c) Potassium is not chronically deficient. To most soils with
0.2 me exchangeable K or more none should be applied: with
0.1 me K only about 10 pounds per acre of the element.
However, sandy texture may indicate a need for occasional
extra potash, and with intensive cropping "maintenance"
dressings are advisable.
The NFK recommendations which result from these arithmetical exercises
deriving from soil analysis are compared in Table 20 with current
Ministry of Agriculture advice, and good agreement is revealed,
especially as regards II and P. It should be stressed, however, that
the information in Table 20 indicates no more than likely NPK defi-
ciences which maize will experience on new fields or on recultivated
old fallow. The exact requirement of a particular field will depend
on cropping history, past doses of artificials and/or dung, stage of
erosion or exhaustion etc. Amounts of 1\TPK, on a national scale,






















































































































on page 395 • The best compounds to use are, generally, calcium
ammonium nitrate for N in the west, ammonium sulphate in the east,
triple superphosphate and muriate of potash. Both straights and
mixtures are used. On this subject Mapham (1965) gives much more
detailed recommendations, for maize and other crops.
On the way to arriving at Table 20 the writer and colleagues con¬
trived to present crop nutrient lack by the order of importance of
missing elements. The sequence of elements in each panel of Table 21
suggests their priority as nutrients, and farmers with limited funds
available are encouraged to apply all of the first element, then all
the second and so on, rather than pro rata reductions of every element,
to obtain the best possible yields. Ca Mg amounts are one fifth of
the dressing actually applied if dolomitic lime is broadcast once
every 5 seasons, though in certain forms even these elements can be
given annually. The very small amounts of lime to use, compared with
spreadings of several tons per acre on temperate climate acid soils,
reflect the need in Swaziland for calcium as plant food but not as an
ameliorant of texture or catalyst of bacterial activity. The lime
requirement table of Gardner (1950) for cropland on kaolinitic-illitic
English soils would, if employed in Swaziland, give maximum apparent
needs of 4 tons per acre (by Nduma and Mtilane series) but, as Jackson,
Venn and I'Ons (l965) state, experiments on major crops have shown no
significant responses, even on the Highveld, to rates above one ton
per acre CaCOj equivalent every few years.
In several soils besides those shown as requiring dolomite at
Table 21 the Ca/Mg ratio is auboptimal, and such imbalances may prove
difficult to correct where pH is already high. Series with subsoil
ratios of unity or less include Pelwako, Habelo, Hlunya, Juweel,

































































































































































































































































































































































































Region High- Upper Lower Western Eastern Lubombo




NH M L L R R L
Ca 60 Ca 80 P 30 P 30 P 30 P 20
Mg 40 Mg 60 Zn 10 Zn 10
P 30 Zn 10 N 30 N 30
Zn 10 K 40 K 20
K 30 P 30 Ca 20
N 20 N 30
GREY TH QR 0 P OP OH Rare 0
SOILS
P 30 P 30 P 20 P 20 P 10
Zn 10 Zn 10 Zn 10 Zn 10 N 20
K 20 N 40 N 40 N 20 K 10
N 40 K 20 K 10 K 10
Ca 30 Ca 20
DARK SH SH Rare SL CL SL Rare
SOILS
P 30 P 30 P 30 P 30
Zn 10 Zn 10 N 20
Ca 20 N 20
Examples of typical soil sets are given. Numbers
are pounds of element to apply per acre per maize
crop, raised from molybdenum-treated seed.
Although, chiefly for raingrown fields, these
recommendations are made on the assumption that
moisture is not a limiting factor, so the Lowveld
entries are superfluous, unless irrigation can be
resorted to.
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Jackson, Venn and I'Ons (1965) refer to the many trace element
responses that are reproducible in the Upper Middleveld and Highveld.
Farmers commonly put on zinc sulphate and treatment of maize seed
with sodium molybdate has increased markedly of late. Jones and
Murdoch (1965) note that iron and manganese are least abundant in
Regosols, Vertisols and Solodized Solonetz, and that sulphur defici¬
encies have not shown up in the field, although demonstrable in
glasshouse pot trials when S is withheld.
Sodium salt excess is only a problem in Y set and in the series
which can most readily be pushed over the borderline to Youngsvlei
or Yakeni, namely those of K or V or ZL sets, plus Wisselrode and Ivy.
Lea, Murdoch and Dicks (1963) suggest that a topsoil conductance of
4 mmhos be regarded as the threshold of salt tolerance for NCo310
sugarcane. Both Y set series have nearer 5 minhos as their median
and no other soil exceeds 3 mnhos.
Although the inherent fertility of many Swaziland soil sets,
particularly in the west of the country, is low or very low and
multiple nutrient deficiencies occur, the impressive agricultural
research programme since 1955 - largely organized by A.C. Venn - has
indicated that insurmountable technical barriers to raising producti¬
vity are rare. Almost every soil series* which can be regarded as
"arable" on other grounds - depth, texture, structure, drainage etc. -
is also fertile already or could be made so economically. Because
of this, soil fertility is not a. factor which needs to be evaluated
separately when land capability is being assessed - see further on
page 290.
* Ongeluk and Ngazi may be unimportant exceptions.
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SERIES VARIABILITY:
In 1966 the writer was able to compare Swaziland soils with some
series in Texas and Puerto Rico, by courtesy of L.J Bartelli and
L.H. Rivera and their colleagues„ Using analytical data then available,
medians and semi-interquartile ranges for pairs of series were ob¬
tained, each pair being reasonably analoguous morphologically and
chemically - see Table 22 for examples0 From the unweighted averages
of SIQR and also from the Illinois study by Liu and Thornburn (1964)
it seems that Transatlantic soils are slightly more homogeneous: but
mainly typifying pedons were chosen for analysis in the USA and Puerto
Rico while the Swaziland soils express the range of characteristics
within each series, so there is no cause for alarm at the greater
variability here,
A more refined statistical appraisal by R. Webster of laboratory
data relating to 470 soil profiles in 22 Swaziland series has yielded
results set out in Table 23° He states that all intraclass correla¬
tions are significant at the 0.1^ level, than which one could not
desire better, and also that similar rather high coefficients of
variability apply to batches of English soil series he has investigated
- Webster (1965). The writer is most grateful for these valued
comments,
FURTHER DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES OF SERIES:
Three highly significant horizons in the warmer parts of £he
United States - most nearly comparable physiographically with Southeast
Africa - are oxic, calcic and natric. Which Swaziland series have
these kinds of horizon? Taking oxic first, Table 24 shows that only












































































































































































































































































































































































n s V r
Clay $ Topsoil 24 6.7 28$ 0.77
Clay % Subsoil 35 11.4 32% 0.49
pH in Water: Topsoil 5.9 0.54 39$ 0.69
pH in Water: Subsoil 6.2 0.50 30$ 0.77
Organic C $ Topsoil 1.5 0.52 34$ 0.58
Organic C % Subsoil 0.6 0.34 61$ 0.33
n = Mean of all readings: 470 profiles in 22
series
s =» Standard deviation, in this case equivalent
to square root of pooled variance
v = Coefficient of variation
r = Intraclass correlation
on clay amount and type, with Mdutshane a possibility. Because it
also possesses an argillic horizon Malkerns would not, however, be
pernitted in the Oxisol order: Mtilane undoubtedly could be placed
there.
No series with calcic horizons - nore than 15$ free line, as
required by Smith et al (i960) - appear in Table 18, but individual
Kwantusse and Whiterock calcareous pan analyses reach that anount.
Natric horizons, with sodium nore than 15% of all exchangeable bases,
include subsoils of Viny, Wisselrode, Youngsvlei and Yakeni series.
The alternative desideratum, a ratio in nilliequivalents of subsoil
Na + Mg/Ca + H exceeding unity, is also approached by Habelo and






















































































































































































50$ or more clay
53
6
35$ to 49$ clay 24
18$ to 34$ clay 13





Ca De Fe Ha HI In Jw
Kz Le Lo Ma Mt Md Nd
Pt Ro Rt Rk Rs Sa Va
Ws Zd Zn
A1 Fu Gc Id Jb Ld Mo
Or Po Qo So Th Wn
Bu Be Jv
01 Ok Tx
Ek En Gb Ot
Notes: (a) Clay under 2 nicrons: only diagnostic horizons
(or lower diagnostic horizons) considered.
(b) For full nanes of series see pages 164 to 201:
clay percentages are those of subsoils except
Bu Jb Ot 01 Ok So Tx.
The grouping of series into textural divisions, as if for classi¬
fication in the style of American families, nay be done as in Table 25,
omitting the adjective Skeletal, which could be applied where particles
larger than 2 mm make up more than 35$ of the soil by volume - see
Table 18 for some of the Swaziland series concerned. Because silt
is low in Swaziland, only 11$ on average, the maximum series median
being 29$ for Rasheni subsoil, approximately equivalent American terms
(in brackets) to the proposed five local names would be Very Fine
(Very Fine), Fine (Fine), Medium (Fino-Loany), Coarse (Coarse-Loamy),
and Very Coarse (Sandy).
Another attribute of the family, already referred to on page 44,
is soil temperature, for which Kellogg (1967) has introduced pres¬
cribed boundaries. Swaziland's pedoclimatic isotherm of 72°F -
critical to the American scheme - probably passes through the Lower
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Kiddlevelcl but not enough is knoxm as yet about its course to decide
whether it separates unlike soils satisfactorily. In that subregion
pairs such as L and M sets, SL and SH sets, R or CL and CH sets,
Zikane and Ingoje series and (less clearcut) Otandweni and Orrin series
are all divided, but at elevations descending fron about 1,750 feet
to 1,400 feet in the order of the dichotomies cited. Sone of these
partings nay run the length of a good Uniting isothern. However,
this could be a fit enforced at the expense of Lubonbo Range soils:
such series as Lonahasheni and Stegi transgress to 2,600 feet altitude,
so could not join a hyperthermic family* Both Swaziland and the
Republic of South Africa night find thernic categories useful in
distinguishing "true Highveld" fron lower Pseudopodzolics - e.g.
pockets of H set at Cibide (Y4) are certainly not hyperthermic, whereas
the main bodies of H soils far to the east are. In the Lower Rio
Grande valley, the part of the USA nost akin to Swaziland latitudinally
and climatically, soil isotherns are playing havoc with napped areas
of sone long-established series which nust now be split, although they
are of value in differentiating others. Smith et al (i960) are
satisfied that a given soil isothern is neaningful in all kinds of
profiles pedologically, but one wonders if this will necessarily be
so as regards crop root environment. Prom that viewpoint, varying
moisture regimes and ranges of texture and structure night nean that a
certain temperature signifies different things in different soils.
COLOUR AIR PHOTOGRAPHY FOR SOIL MAPPING:
Favourable reports by Colwell (i960), Simakova (1964) and others
on the use of colour aerial photographs to delineate soil boundaries
led the writer and I.C. Baillie to test their applicability in
Swaziland. The experiment was a success and it is strongly
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recommended that in all future soil-photographic flying panchromatic
film be used. Fees have gone down recently and are now about one
third more than for black-and-white, but savings in ground checking
time must soon offset the small additional cost.
In the experiment the only type of terrain which could in certain
circumstances be observed better on black-and-white than on colour-
photos was rocky land (U set) which the former often render uniformly
pale grey to white, whereas in colour the rock hues, especially of
melanocratic basic crystalline formations, may be confused with those
of adjacent Lithosols. With that proviso, the complete superiority
of colour was evident. Details of the study follow, and Table 26
summarizes results using the Munsell (1954) notation.
The site chosen was Sipofaneni (Q7) and an arc of 8 miles on the
north bank of the Usutu around that village. The locality has a
great variety of geology, from very acid to ultrabasic rocks - Scogings
and Lenz (1953) - and there was known to be an even greater complexity
of soils, which the 1:125,000 Soil Map manages to hint at, though it
is naturally a generalization in this area as elsewhere. At the end
of the 1965 winter when vegetation was least luxuriant, Map Studio
Productions of Johannesburg flew the required segment, using a Zeiss
camera to produce contact stereo-pair prints 8 inches square at about
1:20,000 scale. Early in 1966 the ground survey of 13,000 acres was
done, with rapid plotting of soil series and soil set limits. As
Table 26 shows, not only were the sets satisfactorily separable on
the photos, but their span of hues, over 5 Munsell pages from 10 R
to 10 YR, was wider than the range of modal airdry topsoil colours
















B 10 YR 5/4 10 YR 8/3 10 YR 5/l
CL 5 YR 2/2 7.5 YR 6/4 (c) 7
E 10 YR 6/l N 9/0 10 YR 8/l
H 10 YR 4/2 10 YR 8/l 10 YR 6/l (c)
K 10 YR 2/l H 5/0 N 3/0
L 5 YR 3/4 2.5 YR 7/4 10 R 3/6
0 10 YR 5/2 5 YR 8/l (c) 7.5 YR 6/2 (c)
R 5 YR 3/3 10 R 5/3 (c) 10 R 3/4
SL 7.5 YR 3/2 5 YR 7/2 (c) 5 YR 4/1 (c)
■ U rocky 5 YR 8/2 (c) nil
W 5 YR 4/5 5 YR 8/4 2.5YR 6/6
X pebbly 7.5 YR 8/l nil
ZL 10 YR 3/l 10 YR 7/2 (c) 10 YR 4/2
Notes: (a) On vertical photographs: including
abandoned croplands as well as virgin
savanna, but excluding severely
gullied patches.
(b) On vertical photographs: rains permitting
cultivation had been succeeded by several
dry weeks during which wetting fronts
receded into subsoil and rock, so moisture
differences did not hamper soil identifi¬
cation.




Swaziland soils must be duplicated in the Republic of South
Africa and Mozambique, at least along common frontiers, and joint
field trips with pedologists from those countries have permitted
fairly precise correlations at series level to be made. Nevertheless
South African series have not settled down yet to uniform interpreta¬
tion throughout all four provinces by every organization engaged in
soil survey. This is mainly because one province, Natal, pioneered
series nomenclature. The latest catalogue of 213 series issued by
Aircraft Operating Company Technical Services (1967) omits at least
55 series names previously published in works by M'Vicar, Loxton and
Van Der Eyk (1965), Beater (1957-1962), De Villiers (1962), Loxton
(1962), M'Vicar (l963), Thorrington-Smith (i960) and Van Der Eyk
(1965). All these sources have been tapped and some named profiles
of Van Der Merwe (1940), which seen to differ from anything described
later, have been added in order to arrive at the 69 South African
soils chosen for comparisons made beloxir. An interestingly different
array is assembled by Baillie (l968)„ It is emphasized that both
this selection and his give, for the most part, roughly equivalent
units to local series cited, not the absolute analogues which are
known in many cases to exist, as South African modal profiles and
optimum limits will not always coincide along the continuum with modes
of and breaks between Swaziland series„
As well as 300 or so South African series and named pedological
sites, approximately the sane number of series etc. in six other
African countries were glossed and 104 of these are incorporated into
the comparative lists. The Mozambique representatives are series
of Barradas (1962) or group members which can fairly easily be
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related to series, using placenames accorded them by Gouveia and
Azevedo (1955). The Lesotho sets of Carrell and Bascomb (1967)
have been studied. For Rhodesia Thompson (1965) is quoted - his
letter-digit suffixes are readily distinguishable - as well as earlier
series descriptions by Thompson (l957), Du Toit (1957), Young et al
(1952) and Ellis (l95l). In Tanzania the vernacular soil vocabu¬
laries of Milne (l947) and Malcolm (1953) were referred to, along
with series of Anderson (1957)• Kenyan series are reported by
Jones (l948) and Thorp et al (i960), while the compendium of more
than 130 Ugandan series, complexes and catena members collected by
Chenery (i960) as a result of his researches and those of J.F. Harrop,
C.D. Oilier, S. Radwanski and J.G. Wilson has yielded apparently
comparable profiles. But even for these areas the soils examined in
the literature and in the field (visits have been paid to parts of
each country) are not exhaustive, and there nay well be series of
which the writer is unaware that are more directly comparable to some
in Swaziland. Juxtapositions below must be regarded as subjectively
selective. To make then more comprehensive will involve much travel
- including journeys to e.g. Malawi and Angola - and this remains a
longtern objective.
Three inventories follow - (a) 82 Swaziland series associated
with the 69 soils from (s) South Africa and 27 from (r) Rhodesia,
25 from (u) Uganda, 23 from (t) Tanzania, 18 from (m) Mozambique,
7 from (k) Kenya., 4 from (l) Lesotho: (b) these 173 other soils with
abbreviations for associated Swaziland series: and (c) Swazi language
soil a.nd landforn names with the series which most centrally represent
then - not perhaps so rich and definitive a range as the soil termino¬
logy over much of East Africa, but an indication that consciousness
of soil differences by the Swazi is fairly advanced. In the
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cross-references (a) and (b) the sign x indicates units other than
series, viz. catena or group members, sets, complexes, profiles or




Atondozi Ruston (s): Sinoia A1 (r)
Bushbaby Maputo (m): Mooiriver (s): Paraa (u)
Betusile Mwilago (t)
Bona Ralul (m): Fernwood (s): Uswa (r)
Coseni Chipinga El (r): Gurue x(m)
Cinurphy Bushenyi (u): Kikuyu x(k): Sprinz (s)




Daputi Dingue (r): Leksand (s)
Enkulunyo mopai (m): Nyanindlovu K1 (r)
Enpahli Kinele x(t): Nangoi (t)
Felwako Darwindale xi (r): Kikungu x(t)
Funebizo Dokolo (u): Loskop (s)
Gocuka Hannan (s): Mitunbati (t): Wasbank (s):
Yunbe x(u)
Gongola Chiunbati (t): Klipfontein (s): Mashishiwe
x(T)
Gege Nzia (u)
Gubane Luseni x(t): Tabora (t): Vaalsand (s)
Habelo Avoca (s): Kihue (t): Naipingo (t): Norton
(r): Rossboon (s): Slangkop (s):
Hlunya Chirundu x(r): Cornelia (s): Ibanbasi x(t):
Portohenrique (m): Sephula x(l)
Homestead Misgund (s): Welgegund (s)
Hersov Rockland (s)
Iduke.thole Dell (s): Lydiate (r)
Ingoje Bukora (u): Pakelli x(u): Sinkwazi (s):
Varzea (m): VJaterhole (t)




Jekhi Portsnouth (s): Rutenga G1 (r)
Kwezi Arcadia (s); Chisunbanie b^ (r): Juja (k):
Moanba (m)s Phechela x(L)
King Selous XI (r)
Kwantusse Sunduine (m)
Lesibovu Bududa (u): Kalapata (u): Lokitanyale (u):
Makatini (s): Nachingwea (t): Nduha x(t)
Lonahasheni Glendale (s): Mona (s): Nanaacha (m):
Panyangara (u)
Lutzi Triangle (r)
Ludonba Karoi g1 (r)
Malkerns Doveton (s): Kianara (u): Vlakdan (s):
Weston (s)
Mtilane Paminghan (s)
Mooihoek Melsetter Ml (R): Vlakdan (s)
Mdutshane Msinga (s)
Mbeli Bikita g1 (r)
Nduna Griffin (s): Kranzkop (s): Zeu x(u)
Ngazi Cleveland (s)
Otandweni Donbo (r)r. Isanga x(t): Unshandige go (r)
Orrin Hunani x(r) : ICusasa (s)
Oldreef Okollo x(u)
Outspan Metu (u): Trelawny (r)
Oohlandlu Pogela (s): Sao Jeronino (m)
Osaguleni Messina x(s)




QuaIn Maseru x(l); Uitvlug (s)
Rondspring Bubandi (u): Mabenga (m) : Sabuk (k)
Rathbone Glendale (s); Salisbury (r)
Rhebok Bellevue (s)

























Satara x(s): Tonbo (s)
Genvale (s): Matopos EO (r): Tete x(m)
Effinghan (s): Libonbos (m)
Chester (s): Joubertina (s)
Rana (k): Winterton (s)
Rydalvale (s): Volo (k)
Ka.tikekile (u): Nandeti (t)
Aswa (u)
Kibegori (k) : Kidepo (u): Mbuga x(t):
Rensburg (s): Sebei (u): Serud (r)
Nyati (t) s Ore. (u): Siabuva S2 (r)
Shorrock (s)
Rwangu (u): Zwartfontein (s)
Pinacabral (m)
Conglonerado (m): Misengwa x(t)
Yabubuni Mbuga x(t)
Sabi U4 (R): Senliki (u): Xangane (m)
Southwold (S)
Estcourt (s): Guija x(m): Itogoro x(t):
Ladysnith (s): Thurleston (s): Zindi (r)
Alcock (s): Lubiri (t): Mbuga x(t): Retief

















Chipinge. El (r) Co
Chirundu x(r) HI




























































Matopos EO (r) Sk
Mbuga x(T) Va Zn










































Rutenga G1 (r) Jk
Rwangu (u) Wa
Rydalvale (s) Ts
Sabi u4 (R) Ya
Sabuk (k) Ro
Salisbury (r) Rt
Sao Jeronino (m) On
Satara x(s) So
Sebei (u) Va






Siabuwa S2 (r) Vn
Sinkwazi (s) In

















































Rock outcrops in Ung&bolima series
Red clay of Rathbone and allied series
Subsoil potclay of Habelo and allied series
Moist lowlying land of e.g. Petronella series
Stony ground, often Upcountry series
Red loam of Lesibovu and Malkerns and allied series
Black clay of Kwezi and Zikane and allied series
Pale grey sand in Enkulunyo series
Backwater alluvium, above most floods, often Betusile
series
Coarse sand and gravel in stream beds, Xulwane series
Subsoil iron concretions of Gocuka and allied series
Swampy bottomland, Idukathole or Ingoje series
Outside Southern and East Africa there are undoubtedly many,
probably hundreds, of series that could also profitably be likened to
Swaziland's, Some soils in Ghana and Sudan are referred to by Murdoch
and Andriesse (1964) and the series established in Senegal and Togo
and Nigeria, among other states, include counterparts. In tropical
and subtropical zones of other continents the writer's firsthand
experience of low-level soil taxonomy is confined to places where the
American Seventh Approximation is the pedological lingua franca.
Positions which some Swaziland series would have in subgroups, defined
by Kellogg (1967), have been worked out, partly in collaboration with
G.S. M'Kee and J. De Ment in Texas, whose assistance it is a pleasure
to record. The- series include —
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Hlunya Arenic Paleustalf, if sandy top thicker than 50 cm
Kwezi Typic Pellustert
Lesibovu Typic Rhodustalf: textural family different from
Rondspring
Malkerns Rhodudult subgroup: would be Umbriorthox but for
argillic horizon
Mooihoelc Perhaps most leached pedons belong to an Acrustox
subgroup
Nduma Perhaps most leached pedons belong to a Haplohumox
subgroup
Otandweni Lithic Quartzipsamment





Vimy Where not alluvial Natric Chromustert
Winn Typic Ustochrept, provided cambic horizon is present
Youngsvlei Salorthid subgroup possibly
Zwide Vertic Natraqualf: if cracks not xfide enough Mollic
Only a minority of the above are perfect correlations, the rest being
"best fits" to subgroups or groups in the light of present knowledge.
The main unknowns, which have had to be guessed at, include length of
time profiles are dry annually, exactly what colours (to 0,5 unit
value or chroma) some topsoils should be considered as having, and
how "aquic" claypans are. Many other Swaziland series simply cannot
■
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be accommodated satisfactorily in the Seventh Approximation as now
constituted! it has already been mentioned on page 126 that nobody
insists that they ought to be.*
AREAS AND PATTERNS OF SOIL SETS:
The ensuing tables give the areas of soils (sets except in Table
36, where series are treated) broken down according to regions and
subregions and parent materials in Table 27, SPI mapping units in
Table 28, slope categories in Table 29 and major catchments in Table
30. Proportions of sets by types of land tenure and by economic
zonation, Cores versus Periphery, are indicated in Tables 31 and 32
respectively. Sets are ranked according to acreage in Table 33,
according to altitude in Table 34, and according to steepness by
regions in Table 35. Series are arranged in order of acreage at
Table 36. The NSR mapped areas are compared with pluvious forecasts
of the extent of sets in Table 37, which shows how near to the eventual
answers that early guesswork was - in a few cases, and how far from
them in many cases.
Soil set area measurements were done on the 1:125,000 map with
the aid of a square-lattice dot grid whose points were at quarter-
inch intervals vertically and horizontally, so that each dot repre¬
sented 153 acres or 0.24 square mile. The desired 157 to 163 acres
spacing - which could have been referred to as 0.25 square mile - was
not achieved as the dots were found to tctal 28,030 or about 4% too
many, taking the total area of Swaziland as 6,700 to 6,720 square
miles. The counts were made on each of 31 transparent draft soil






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Soil Sets by Order of Predominance in CNL
Set $(a) Set $(a) Set $(a) Set 5£(a
JL 86 V 62 G 57 SL 46
K 73 P 61 0 57 A 35
L 68 X 60 I 56 NH 34
E 67 CI 59 QH 54 TH 31
F 65 w 59 ZH 53 DH 24
B 64 M 58 U 51 DL 22
H 64 SL 58 JH 50 TL 22
CL 62 ZL 58 R 47 Y 0
(a) Percentages of the acreage of e
and National Land: remainders








Soil Sets by Order of Predominance in Cores
Set $(a) Set $( a) Set $( a) Set $(a.
Y 97 I 28 ZH 18 F 11
TL 54 X 27 CL 17 P 11
DL 50 V 26 G 17 E 10
TH 41 B 25 K 17 H 10
NH 36 R 25 ZL 17 DH 8
M 35 JH 20 SH 16 0 8
W 35 QH 20 SL 15 JL 6
A 28 CH 18 U 12 L 5
(a) Percentages of





of each set in Cores,




Soil Sets Ranked. According to Acreage
Set «a) Set °/o{ a) Set $(a) Set $«(a)
U 29.8 TH 2.7 G 1.7 CH 0.6
0 13.2 NM 2.4 K 1.6 W 0.6
SL 6.9 L 2.3 B 1.2 ZH 0.6
H 5.1 CL 2.2 E 1.2 TL 0.5
M 4.6 JH 2.1 JL 1.0 DM 0.3
ZL 4.4 I 2.0 A 0.9 DL 0.2
QH 3.4 SH 1.9 P 0.7 X 0.2
R 3.3 P 1.8 V 0.7 y 0.1
(a) Percentages of Swaziland: mean 3.1 but 1.8 is median.
TABLE 34
Soil Sets Ranked According to Elevation
Set % (a) Set * (a) Set <fo (a) Set % (a
DH 100 HV SH 54 HV L 45 LV K 90 LV
NH 90 " U 43 " X 47 II V 90 "
A 88 " I 42 " B 53 If H 91 "
TH 86 " G 35 " E 55 !l R 92 "
JH 75 " M 55 UM JL 72 II CL 94 "
QH 62 " P 34 " W 76 II TL 97 "
CM 61 " P 49 LM SL 79 II ZL 99 "
ZH 58 " 0 33 LV DL 86 ft Y 100 "
(a) Percentages of the acreage of each set in its dominant
altitudinal belt, out of four - Highveld, Upper Middle-
veld, Lower Middleveld and Lowveld (Western and Eastern
Lowveld are at about the same heights and Lubombo Range
is never dominant): sequence is approximately descending
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Area of Soil Sets in Square Miles 1960-1968
Sets Partial Forecast Full (a) Forecast Mapped in
I960 1964 NSR 1968
A 170 60
B 200 200 80
CH - 60 40
CL - 100 150
DH — 20 20
DL — 30 10
E 250(b) 120 80
F - 150 50
G 350 330 110
H 450 420 340
I 300 300 140
JH — 80 140
JL — 100 70
K — 170 110
L - 190 160
M 600 450 310
NH 400 380 160
NL - 40 (c)
0 700 740 890
P - 200 120
QH — 100 220
R 400 300 210
SH - 80 130
SL 300 250 460
TH — 100 180
TL — 60 30
U 800 970 2,000
V - 130 50
¥ ~ 100 40
X _ 60 10
Y — 10 (a)
ZH - 50 40
ZL 250 260 290
All 5,000 6,720 6,720
NOTES: (a) After Lea and Murdoch (1964)
(b) Including what is now JL set
(c) Mapped with R set
(d) Less than 5 square miles
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map sheets, the lengths of whose sides were not whole-number multiples
of 0.25 inch. Because of this, and because of map projection dis¬
tortions, the overenumeration occurred.
Acreages given for the Highveld and Lower Middleveld neglect
their exclaves which are marked on Map 2 in respectively the Upper
Middleveld and Lowveld. The exclaves were measured as integral parts
of the lower subregions. Throughout Tables 27 to 35 regions and sub-
regions are abbreviated as in Table 2.
The objects of having so many "statistical quarries" are firstly
to make the most of the area calculations, secondly to present relation¬
ships between sets which are either not visible at a glance on the Soil
Map or not deducible at all from it (because e.g. watersheds,
cadastral boundaries, socio-economic zones are not shown) and thirdly
to provide maximal basic data on to which meaningful land capability
assessments can later be grafted - see pages 289 to 379.
To end this Chapter salient features of the regional distribution
of soil sets, indicated in cyphers at Tables 27 to 35, are reviewed
briefly. The Highveld is mostly either rocky or mantled by Ferralitic
Soils - U set occupies 42% of it and SPI mapping units La to Ls another
35^. Lithosols take up less area than elsewhere - only 11% - because
of the prevalent preweathered crustal condition. The four sets next
in frequency after U each cover 7^ or 8^ of the region viz. NH 0 QH TH,
In the fa.r north (Lomati and Komati basins) and far south (ingwavuma
and Pongo.Ia basins) M set is also prominent, but JH tends to displace
it in the centre, especially along the Ngwempisi valley.
Kaolisols are commoner than Raw Mineral Soils in the Upper
Middlevold - about 37^ as against 257° — and the Ferrisolic element
of Kaolisols is more pronounced them in any other part of the country,
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especially just to the north of the Great Usutu where M set covers
33$ of that river's catchment, chiefly on gentle to moderate colluvial
slopes: M set comes to 21$? of the whole subregion. Lithosols are
fairly common, also 21$ of the total, and mainly from acid rocks.
After U and M and 0 the next sets, with 7$ to 8$ of the area, are
QR and I: the latter, a Mineral Hydromorphic Soil, is not so well
expressed elsewhere.
The Lower Middleveld has 34$ rocky terrain, concentrated in the
steepland south of the Usutu River, and an even larger area of Litho¬
sols, again mostly from acid rocks, including 26$ 0 set. For the
Umbeluzi basin a rise to 40$ 0 set reflects the embayment there in
the Middleveld's east-facing scarps. About half of P set - Lithic
with some Mineral Ilydronorphic influence - is found in this subregion,
but no other soil reaches its mode here. On the other hand all SPI
units of Table 28 are represented, which cannot be said for any other
subregionc These points -underline the area's transitional character
pedologically0 Of well-developed profiles Fersialitic Soils are
commonest, with 8$ of the area: L set accounts for 10$ of the Lomati-
Komati basins0
The Western Lowveld is dominated by Lithosols 36$ and Sol Lessivi
20$ (entirely M set) and Solodized Solonetz 18$ (virtually all ZL set).
Of Lithic sets the acid 0 with 19$ is much more frequent than the basic
SL with 8$* Raw Mineral Soils are only 10$ of the total area, but
more than 17$ in the far south (ingwavuna and Pongola catchments).
Nearly 5$ of" this subregion, as of the Lower Kiddleveld, comprises
L set.
Lithosols continue into the Eastern Lowveld, forming 33$ of it
- but mainly from basic crystalline rock, SL set having 27$• The
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main development of "both Vertisols and Brown Soils is here. They
amount to respectively 27$ and 16$ - the latter entirely R set.
U set also has 16$, increasing to 24$ in the far south due to the
hard dolerite dyke swarms there. Among Vertisols CL set occupies
11$ and K set 8$: the Unbeluzi Basin contains nearly all of TL set.
The Luhonbo Range is the rockiest region, 59$ being napped as
U set. Lithosols at 27$ and Persialitio Soils at almost 10$ are
locally important, the counts of soils that follow U set being 15$ 0
then 9$ SL then 7$ h set.
